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The aim of this thesis is to study the diversity of eschatological
emphases detected in the writings of the Johannine community. To do
so, one must first decide which writings of the New Testament may pro¬
perly be called Johannine.
The thesis begins with a resume of previous studies into the rela¬
tionships of the five books traditionally attributed to an author cal¬
led John - Gospel, Letters, Apocalypse. The crucial issue in most of
these studies has been whether or not the same individual could have
written these books. Recent study of the Gospel, however, has strongly
suggested community involvement in its production. The question raised,
therefore, is whether the five books may have emerged within the one
community. The initial hypothesis, based on a respect for the tradition,
is that all five books emerged within the one early Christian community.
This hypothesis is examined by a study of particular emphases of
theological thought and expression. The community is considered in the
first instance to be the community which produced the Gospel, so three
theological emphases detected in the Gospel are examined in the other
writings: (a) The Relation of the Father to the Son; (b) The Spirit of
Truth; (c) The Command to Love. The conclusion is that while the Gospel
and Letters almost certainly emerged in the one community, the Apocalypse,
while having some contact with Johannine thought, cannot properly be
considered a writing of the community.
The thesis finally examines the eschatological expectation of the
writers of the Gospel and Letters, suggesting the different emphases
were mainly due to different purposes in writing. The expectation of a
future Parousia was never denied, but the evangelist is concerned to chal¬
lenge men to faith in the present, while the letter-writer's aim is to
encourage the true believers in the light of the impending end.
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It may be useful as an introduction to the thesis to outline some
of the questions in the mind of the author which led to the final topic
under discussion. The thesis is sub-titled, "A study in diversity",
and this issue of diversity is of particular interest to the writer.
The interest has been aroused in reaction to much theological writing
which seems to emphasise one aspect of a topic to the exclusion of all
related considerations. The danger must always be present for the theo¬
logian that he is guided more by his philosophical presuppositions, and
the need to be logical and consistent to them, bhan by the diverse
nature of the biblical text. Such a generalisation would, of course,
need a thesis in itself if one was adequately to expand and defend it,
but all that can be attempted here is to show how the issue has been
raised in the mind of the author. This was the stimulus which led to
the choice of New Testament topic under discussion.
The question was raised by the writing of two recent, leading theo¬
logians - Rudolf Bultmann and Wolfhart Fannenberg. In particular it was
their understanding of eschatology which brought the issue into sharp
focus.
Bultmann's programme of demythologising is well known.* Writing
of the future and present aspects of the Kingdom of God he first states
- "The Kingdom of God is a power which, although it is entirely future,
wholly determines the present. It determines the present because it now
compels man to decision; ... - the Kingdom of God is genuinely future,
because it is not a metaphysical entity or condition, but the future
action of God, which can be in no sense something given in the present.
1. See e.g. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology (London i S.C.M.,
1960).
2.
None the less this future determines man in his present, and exactly
for that reason is true future - not merely something to come 'some¬
where, sometime', but destined for man and constraining him to deci¬
sion".2
While, then, the Kingdom of God is future power, it is clear that
for Bultmann the emphasis lies on that power calling man to present
decision before God - "If men are standing in the crisis of decision,
and if precisely this crisis is the essential characteristic of their
humanity, then every hour is the last hour, and we can understand that
for Jesus the whole contemporary mythology is pressed into the service
3of this conception of human existence".
While, then, the Kingdom of God is the future action of God, man's
relation to the Kingdom is determined by his present decision, when
challenged by the Word.
To turn to Pannenberg, he too considers the proclamation of the
imminent Kingdom of God as central to Jesus' teaching - "Jesus' parti¬
cular emphasis can be understood as a modification of the Jewish hope:
God'8 Kingdom does not lie in the distant future but is imminent. Thus
4
the present is not independent from that future".
But what is the relation of the present to the future? Instead of
man's present decision determining his future, Pannenberg argues -
"Rather does the future have an imperative claim upon the present, alert¬
ing all men to the urgency and exclusiveness of seeking first the Kingdom
of God. As this message is proclaimed and accepted, God's rule is pre¬
sent and we can even now glimpse his future glory. In this way we see
2. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, trans. L.P. Smith and E.H. Lan-
tero (London : Fontana, 1958), 44. (His italics).
3. Ibid., 44-45.
4. Wolfhart Pannenberg, Theology and the Kingdom of God, ed. R.J. Neuhaus
(Philadelphia : Westminster, 1969), 54.
3.
the present as an effect of the future, in contrast to the conventional
assumption that past and present are the cause of the future".^
It would be wrong to attempt to set these two theologians in sharp
contrast, but each does clearly show a different emphasis in the rela¬
tion of the present to the future in the Kingdom of God. For Bultmann,
the Kingdom is existentially present for the individual in the moment
of decision, when challenged by the Word. For Pannenberg, the Kingdom
is fundamentally future, but it is a future which determines the pre¬
sent. Each offers a useful insight from his own philosophical stand¬
point, but one wonders if either does full justice to the biblical texts,
or to the total theme. If one accepts Bultmann's emphasis, the escha-
tological challenge becomes entirely personal, with no cosmological,
social, or community implications. If one accepts Pannenberg's emphasis,
the community aspects of eschatology become more clear, but it is diffi¬
cult to see how one retains real individual freedom. The New Testament
student is left to consider the diversity of eschatological thought
within the New Testament writings, even in individual works.
Already in this introduction the term, "diversity", has been fre¬
quently used. If it is to be really useful, however, one must consider
what is meant by it. Diversity can only exist within a certain, defined
framework. One might, for example, say that the letter 'b' is different
from the number '9', but in no meaningful sense could they be said to be
diverse, because the term only has meaning if the elements exist within
a specified frame of reference. If this thesis is to be a "study in diver¬
sity", first the framework must be set in which different emphases can
rightly be called diverse.
In this regard, another stimulus to the thesis was provided by Steph-
g
hen S. Smalley's article, "Diversity and Development in John". It is
5. Ibid.
6. Stephen S. Smalley, "Diversity and Development in John", N.T.S., 17
(1970-71), 276-292.
4.
itself a response to Walter Bauer's influential work, Rechtglaubigkeit
und Ketzerei im altesten Christentum.^ Smalley argues that, "The major
doctrines of the Christian faith ... are presented by the Fourth Evan-
gelist with unguarded diversity". When he goes on to ask why such
unguarded diversity should exist in the Gospel, his work becomes most
stimulating.
Most scholars, Smalley argues, to explain the variety of theologi¬
cal ideas lying side by side in this Gospel, point to the use of sour¬
ces and a process of redaction. He accepts some such process, but an
examination of six passages illustrating christological diversity,
against the widely-acknowledged source hypothesis of Fortna, and the
less likely hypothesis of Morton, leads to the conclusion - "John's
diversity does not follow any regular pattern, and cannot be attributed
merely to successive stages of composition. Furthermore, antithetical
theological statements in close proximity can coexist in John, without
Q
apparently needing to be balanced precisely". In fact - "John can be
undefensively diverse at any point in his Gospel, even within the same
stratum of his material; and furthermore, traditional elements appear
in the Gospel alongside those which result from development and redac¬
tion".10
The explanation, then, does not lie in the sources, so how are we
to explain the seeming inconsistencies of this Gospel? Smalley argues
that the answer lies in the evangelist's intention in writing. If his
intention had been to answer some problem or heresy in the church, it
would be most unlikely that he would have left such doctrinal diversity.
7. Eng. trans., Walter Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christ¬
ianity, trans. Philadelphia Seminar on Christian Origins, ed. R.A.
Kraft and Gerhard Krodel (London : S.C.M., 1972).




Smalley considers his intention was neither polemic nor apologetic, but
simply Kerygmatic - "Writing mostly but not exclusively for the outsider,
John (or the Fourth Evangelist or the final redactor) gathers together
his materials from a variety of sources, his own and those parallel to
synoptic sources, and uses them quite simply to proclaim the gospel; to
help his readers (a definite group at the start, but without limits in
the end) to see that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God (20:31)."^
Smalley's article raises important issues, but its brevity makes it
impossible for him to present conclusive evidence. He himself accepts
that a study of six passages is statistically a very small sample on
which to base any firm conclusion. His work also depends on the accu¬
racy of the initial source hypothesis. It is hoped in this thesis to
study further this idea of theological diversity in the Gospel, but con¬
centrating on only one element of thought, that is eschatology.
Smalley's study is limited to the Fourth Gospel, and he emphasises
12
the Kerygmatic intention of the author. "The norm is tradition", wri¬
tes Smalley, but surely one can be true to tradition without placing
divergent, even contradictory statements side by side. In the initial
chapter it will be shown how recent studies on the Gospel have tended to
focus less on the individual personality of the evangelist, and more on
the community to which he belonged and addressed himself. This involve¬
ment of the community may prove the key to the diverse nature of the
Gospel's thought. It may further prove possible to extend the study to
include different literary genres - to be specific the Letters and Apo¬
calypse - each produced at different times within the one community. The
frame of reference, then, for the study in diversity will be Uie writ¬
ings of the Johannine community, whatever they may prove to be.




said to exist is so central to the present thesis that an extended dis¬
cussion ia necessary on the question of which writings were in fact pro¬
duced within the one community, which we designate Johannine. It must
be emphasised that this initial part of the study should not in any way
be considered a diversion, nor as merely preliminary. It is essential
to the very nature of the thesis. No examination of diverse emphases
of thought can take place until one has first shown a definite and limi¬
ted group of writings within which the diversity may meaningfully be
said to operate.
In the thesis we have chosen to refer to the Johannine "community"
while recognising that many other terms have been used for such a group,
or for a similar grouping. Barrett and Brown, for example, refer to
a "school",** Cullmann a "circle",Kasemann a "conventicle",*"' Meeks
a "sect",**' and no doubt other terms have been used. It must be recog¬
nised that each term implies a slightly different definition to the
group involved. In this thesis we have chosen to U3e the term "commu¬
nity" for two reasons. Firstly, while it places a clear restriction
on the grouping, it does not imply a very sharp or rigid limitation.
In this sense it differs from the pupil-teacher relationship of a
school, or the sharply defined circumference of a circle. A community
may be somewhat diffuse at the edges, and we suspect that this may have
been so in the case under review.
13. C.K. Barrett, The Gospel according to St. John (2nd edit.; London:SPCK,
1978), 62, 133; Raymond E. Brown, The Gospel according to John, 2
vols. (London : Chapman,1971), Cll. Note esp. R. Alan Culpepper,
The Johannine School (S.B.L.D.S 26; Missoula j Scholars, 1975).
14. Oscar Cullmana, The Johannine Circle, trans. John Bowden (London:
S.C.M., 1976).
15. Ernst Kasemann, The Testament of Jesus, trans. Gerhard Krodel (Lon¬
don : S.C.M., 1968), p. 39.
16. Wayne A. Meeks, "The Man from Heaven in Johannine Sectarianism",
J.B.L., 91 (1972), 44-72, esp. 69-70.
7.
Secondly, the term "community" implies a group of people open to
new ideas and influences from outside, continually developing with new
insights and challenges. This may not be said of a conventicle or sect,
and again we suspect that this openness was characteristic of the
Johannine group. Of course as the thesis progresses it may become appa¬
rent that a more restrictive term is appropriate. Initially, however,
it seems wise to use this fairly open, deliberately slightly vague term,
to distinguish the Johannine group. It must again be emphasised, how¬
ever, that it is intended to define a very specific grouping within the
early church. The thesis begins, therefore, with the hypothesis of the
existence of a Johannine community.
8.
CHAPTER ONE
POINTERS TO THE JOHANNINE COMMUNITY
The primary aim of this thesis is to study the diversity of escha-
tological thought which existed in one early Christian community - the
Johannine community.''' Before beginning to consider eschatology, how¬
ever, we must first defend the hypothesis that a community, which we
refer to as Johannine, did exist in the early church. Secondly, we
/
must decide what writings may be used as sources for the thought of
that community. The first three chapters of the study will be devoted
to a consideration of these problems. Only when we have in some way
defined the Johannine community, can we proceed to discuss diversity
within it.
At the same time it must be admitted that until the present cen¬
tury prolonged discussion would have been unnecessary. Until then, for
most scholars, "Johannine" theology meant simply the theology of the
apostle John. There are, of course, in the New Testament five books
traditionally attributed to John, son of Zebedee, disciple of Jesus.
To discover any aspect of "Johannine" thought, meant simply to study
each book in turn and then draw the ideas together. If any apparent
discrepancies or inconsistencies were detected, they would normally be
explained by the historical situation of the author - that is John -
at the time of writing. Until quite recently, then, "Johannine" theo¬
logy was the apostle's theology, and the sources were obviously the
five books which tradition attributed to John.
Today such assumptions are in no way justified. We shall shortly
1. When we use the adjective, Johannine, in this thesis, the primary
reference is to a community, not to an individual John. In discuss¬
ing previous studies, however, it is often necessary to use "Johan-
n£ne" in reference either to the apostle, or to the books tradition¬
ally attributed to him. Normally the meaning will be clear from the
context, but in an attempt to clarify it to some extent we shall use
Johannine, without quotation marks, to refer to the community, and
"Johannine", with quotation marks, to refer to the apostle and his
traditional writings.
9.
look at decisive studies which have called into question the relations
of all these writings. No lnnger is it possible to maintain, without
prolonged and detailed discussion, that the books were all written by
John, nor that they were all written by the same man, nor indeed that
they have any close relation to one another. One cannot even assume
that the individual books were the work of one author. It is this
change of scholarly attitude towards the "Johannine" writings, espe¬
cially in the present century, which we shall discuss in this first
chapter. To set the discussion in perspective, however, we first
raise two points which must be clarified.
The first is the question of apostolic authorship. The present
study is an attempt to discern the thought of the Johannine community,
not the thought of any individual. To carry out that aim it is not
necessary to ask whether the apostle John wrote, either directly or
indirectly, any of the books traditionally attributed to him. We need
not even consider the related question, whether he was in some way the
authority for the tradition which was preserved in the community.
These are in themselves interesting issues, but they are not germane
to the main purpose of the thesis. Having said that, however, we must
also recognise that in the present chapter we are considering studies,
some of which were written more than half a century ago. To see them in
their proper historical perspective, we must at least be aware of the
discussion which has taken place, since the middle of the last century
on this question of the apostolic authorship of the "Johannine"
writings.^
The debate arose mainly under the influence of F.C. Baur and the
Tubingen school, When, in particular, they looked at the Gospel and
the Apocalypse, they questioned whether two such writings, so diffe¬
rent in style and content, could possibly have been the work of a
single author. For some, notably Baur, this meant that they must
3
assert apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse, not of the Gospel.
Many conservative scholars of this period, however, considered John's
Gospel, above all the other writings of the New Testament, to contain
the historical basis of their faith. They argued, quite rightly, that
the whole point of the tradition was that it was John, a disciple and
eye-witness of the life of Jesus, who wrote these books, and who espe¬
cially wrote the Gospel. In looking back at this debate today we may
discern two separate questions which became, to a large extent, confu¬
sed. The so-called "critical" scholars considered the writings on a
literary level, and on grounds of style and content became convinced
that John could not have been responsible for both the Gospel and the
Apocalypse. More conservative scholars looked at the questions from
the point of view of history. They considered that in order to main¬
tain the historical reliability of the Gospel as a source for the life
of Jesus, it was also necessary to maintain direct eye-witness authe-
rity. Today there are only a few who would wi3h to maintain that any
2. The discussion may be traced in H.J. Holtzmann, Lehrbuch ier His-
torisch-Kritischen Einleitung in das Neue Testament (3rd edit.;
Freiburg i.B.: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1892), 453-461. Less
detailed, but more readable, are Adolf Julicher, An Introduction to
the New Testament, trans. J.P. Ward (London : Smith, Elder, 1904),
279-282, and from a conservative standpoint, Theodor Zahn, Intro¬
duction to the New Testament, trans. M.W. Jacobus and C.S. Thayer,
III (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1909), 431-433. For discussion in
Britain at this period see J. Moffatt, An Introduction to the Lite¬
rature of the New Testament (3rd rev. edit.; Edinburgh : T. & T.
Clark, rmr. 501-503, or better Arthur S. Peake, The Rev elation
of John (London s Holborn, [1919], 54-63.
3. In English see Ferdinand Christian Baur, The Church History of the
First Three Centuries, trans. Allan Menzie», I (3rd edit.; London:
Williams & Norgate, 1878), 153-154.
11.
of the Gospels are historical documents in that sense, but if we are to
9 <• it
appreciate Johannine scholarship, especially around the turn of the cen¬
tury, we must be aware of the very real tension which existed for many
on this question of apostolic authorship.
The tension is perhaps best illustrated by a quotation from the
period, from one of the most able of the conservative scholars. Lectur¬
ing in 1871 on, "Internal Evidence for the Authenticity and Genuineness
of St. John's Gospel," J.B. Lightfoot concluded - "I have treated this
as a purely critical question, carefully eschewing any appeal to Chris¬
tian instincts. As a critical question I wish to take a verdict upon it.
But as I could not have you think that I am blind to the theological
issues directly or indirectly connected with it, I will close with this
brief confession of faith. I believe from my heart that the truth which
this gospel more especially enshrinss - the truth that Jesus Christ is
the very Word Incarnate, the manifestation of the Father to mankind - is
the one lesson which, duly apprehended, will do more than all our feeble
efforts to purify and elevate human life here by imparting to it hope
and light and strength, the one study which alone can fitly prepare us
4
for a joyful immortality hereafter".
The tension, then, for many, between critical scholarship and the
apparent demands of faith, is a backdrop against which subsequent Johan¬
nine studies should be viewed. We repeat, it is not a direct concern of
this thesis to discuss the question of apostolic authorship,"* nor even
the more recent question of possible apostolic authority behind the tra-
A
dition. ' Our purpose is to discern, not the thought of any individual
4. J.B. Lightfoot, Biblical Essays (London: Macaillan, 1893), 43-44.
5. For recent discussion see Werner Georg Kuiroel, Introduction to the
New Testament, trans. H.C. Kee (Rev. edit.; London: S.C.M., 1975),
234-246, 442-445, 469-472.
6. See especially Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel according to St. John,
trans. Kevin Smyth, I (London: Burns & Oates, 1968), 75-104; Brown,
Gospel, LXXXVII-CII.
12.
called John, but the thought of a community, which we designate as
Johannine. The apostle's role in that community need only he inci¬
dentally discussed.
This leads to our second preliminary consideration. To consider
the thought of the community, one must decide what writings may be used
as sources for that thought. We will only come to a final decision on
this issue at the end of the third chapter, and even then it may be
tentative, but the point to be made at the outset does not concern the
decision itself but the method of reaching that decision. We are con¬
vinced that, without careful and detailed examination, it is methodolo¬
gically wrong to ignore any of the traditionally "Johannine" material.
Again it must be emphasised that we are dealing with the thought of a
community, and not of an individual called John.
It is interesting to note how many of the outstanding New Testa¬
ment scholars of recent times discuss "Johannine" theology, while
ignoring, without any real discussion, the Apocalypse. Bultmann, in
hie Theology of the New Testament, Part three, discusses: "The Theology
of the Gospel of John and the Johannine Epistles". The Revelation is
included in Part four - "The Development toward the Ancient Church",''
Conzelmann considers that the Apocalypse is "hardly relevant for the
investigation of 'Johannine* theology", while Kummel comments: "It
is one of the most certain results of New Testament scholarship, how¬
ever, that Revelation cannot come from the same author as the four
other writings handed down under the name of John ... If Revelation
7. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans. Kendrick
Grobei, II (London : S.C.M., 1955).
8. Hans Conzelmann, An Outline of the Theology of the New Testament,
trans. John Bowden (London : S.C.M., 1969), 321.
13.
must therefore be left completely out of consideration when we consider
9
the Johannine theology ..."
It is here that we see the crux of the issue. So long as "Johan¬
nine" theology is considered to be the theology of one man called John,
we must agree. Once it has been shown that the two books cannot have
been written by the same author, then one or other may he ignored. If
it is conceded that Johannine theology is a "school" or "community" pro¬
duct, however, it may not be assumed that any of the writings can be
ignored, It is quite conceivable that within one community several works
may have been produced, each by a different author, who would use his
own style and idiom, and reflect his own views and interests, while at
the same time drawing on the peculiar thought of that one distinct conr-
munity. It is this possibility which we wish to explore more fully in
the present thesis, and to do so we must initially discuss all the "Johan¬
nine" material. The point has been made with particular regard to the
Apocalypse, but it is equally true of smaller literary units. Only an
textual grounds will we be justified in excluding from our discussion any
of the traditionally "Johannine" material.
What, then, is the specific task of this chapter? It is to look back
at some of the most important "Johannine" studies of the present century,
and see how each in its own way points to the hypothesis that all the
writings were produced within one early Christian community. First we
look at recent studies on the composition of the Gospel, and see how the
leading scholars in this field argue for some form of community involve¬
ment.^® If a community was involved in the writing of that book, is it
9. Werner Georg Kummel, The Theology of the New Testament, trans. John
E. Steely (London : S.C.M., 1974), 255.
10. Schnackenburg, Gospel; Brown, Gospel; Barnabas Lindars, Behind the
Fourth Gospel (London : S.P.C.K., 1971); Cullmann, Circle.
14.
not possible that the other "Johannine" writings may also have emerged
from the same community? To explore this possibility we look back at
decisive studies which have attempted to demonstrate the different
authorship of the various books.'''" In each case a close affinity of the
writings has been assumed, if not clearly argued. Previous studies,
then, point us to the hypothesis that while these writings can no lon¬
ger be accepted as the work of one man, they may have emerged from the
one community. This suggestion we shall examine more closely in the
subsequent chapters.^
The Composition of the Gospel
There is arguably no area of New Testament study to which scholars
have devoted more time in the present century than to the background and
origin of John's Gospel. Even today, however, one may echo the words of
J.A.T. Robinson - "On almost every question connected with this Gospel
it is still possible for the most divergent views to command serious and
13
scholarly assent". It is important, then, if we are not to be distrac¬
ted by issues not directly related to the present study, that we define as
clenrly as possible the particular issue which is relevant to it. Other
related questions, no matter how important they may be in themselves, must
11. Especially R.H. Charles, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on The
Revelation of St. John (Edinburgh ; T. & T. Clark, 1920); C.H. Dodd,
The First Epistle of John and the Fourth Gospel", B.J.R.L., 21 (1937),
129-156; Ernst Haenchen, "Neuere Literatur zu den Johannesbriefen", T.
Ru., N.F. 26 (1960-61), 1-43, 267-291.
12. It is not a new suggestion, note especially D. Moody Smith, "Johannine
Christianity : some reflections on its character and delineation",
N.T.S., 21 (1974-75), 222-248, esp. 228-238.
13. John A.T. Robinson, "The Destination and Purpose of St. John's Gospel",




Our purpose is to discuss the composition of the Gospel - how the
work progressed from traditional, perhaps oral, sources, to the written
Gospel which we read today. In this statement we have already made one
basic assumption. We have assumed that the work was not the single, con¬
tinuous effort of one man remembering past events, but that it evolved
over a period of time. It is an assumption widely held today,^ but for
all that it must still be defended. We begin, therefore, by looking at
some evidence in the Gospel which makes it necessary to assume an exten¬
ded period of composition.
There is one fact above all others which seems to demand the hypo-
15thesis that the written Gospel evolved over a period of time. It is
the presence, throughout the Gospel, of apparent breaks in the sequence
of thought. Indeed so often, and fully, have these been discussed in
recent times, that scholars now employ a semi-technical term - "aporia"
- for the phenomenon.^ We need mention only a few important examples.
Whether one decides that 20:30,31 is the ending of a source, or a
14. Rudolf Schnackenburg, "On the origin of the Fourth Gospel", in Jesus
and Man's Hope, I (Pittsburgh : Pittsburgh Theol. Seminary, 1970),
223-246, writes, 224, "the result has been - and this is almost uni¬
versally accepted - that we are actually faced with a somewhat
lengthy process of formation, with levels of composition leading up
to a final redaction'^
15. It is not the only fact, but the one which we consider most criti¬
cal. For more complete summaries see, e.g., Schnackenburg, Gospel,
44-4R; Robert Tomson Fortna, The Gospel ci Signs (S.N.T.S.MS. 11;
Cambridge : Cambridge Univ., 1970), 15-22.
16. It is not a term adopted in this study. According to Fortna, Gospel,
2, n.3, it was first used by Schwartz, but he himself adopts it
because, "while not in common use in English, the word is useful in
the present study as a general term for the various phenomena in
question". These phenomena include "the many inconsistencies, die-
junctures and hard connections, even contradictions - whinh the
text shows". But is it really useful to summarise such "various phe¬
nomena" under the one term, or does it ignore their individual sig¬
nificance? Other scholars, e.g. Lindars, Behind, 14, limit the term
to "faulty connections". Why then is it necessary to introduce the
word at all?
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previous edition, there can be no doubt that it is the ending of some
literary unit. It was not originally followed by chapter twenty-one.
The sense of 14:31 must demand a move to a different location, but there
is no move until the beginning of chapter eighteen. Again, it is diffi¬
cult to understand the numbering by which the healing of the official's
son (4:46-34), was the second sign which Jesus did after he had come
from Judea to Galilee (v.54). ^ These are only a few examples, but they
will suffice because we are not concerned with the number of these diffi¬
culties, nor with the significance of individual passages. Even one such
break in the sequence of thought demands explanation. Allowing for the
fact that a writer of that period would not share our passion for logical
18
consistency, we still cannot accept this Gospel as the work of one man,
at least not at one time.
Attempts to explain the breaks in the sequence of tne Gospel may
roughly be grouped under three main headings. The first is chat of acci¬
dental displacement : the original order of the gospel somehow became
disturbed, so to understand it properly the original order must first be
restored. The second suggests multiple sources : the evangelist, for
some of his material, depended on previously written sources which can
still be detected. Thirdly, there are theories involving a process of
editing, either by the original author or a later redactor. It is per¬
haps inevitable that with a problem of such complexity most scholars
find it necessary to employ a combination of these - Bultmann, it is
19
well known, combines all three.
17. For further examples see the summary of brown, Gospel, iuflV-XXV.
18. A fact emphasised by Lindftrs, Behind, esp. chap. 3, also The Gospel
of John (London : Oliphants, 1972), 46-54. See too Schnackenburg,
Gospel, 44-45; Cullmann, Circle 4.
19. For a full, if not completely unbiased, summary of literary critical
theories since 1796, see Howard M. Teeple, The Literary Origin of the
Gospel of John (Evanston : Religion & Ethics Institute, 1974).
17.
We mast look now, however briefly, at the theory of composition
20
implicit in Bultmann's Commentary. It is not our intention to concan-
trate on his theory, but, as on so many other subjects, Bultmamfs
thought has had such commanding influence on subsequent study that it
is necessary at least to be aware of it. In outline, Bultmann suggests
that the evangelist used sources, some of which may have been in the
form of short written passages or oral tradition, but most important
were three major written works - the Offenbarungsreden, the Semeia-
21
Source, and the Passion Source." When the original work had been writ¬
ten, however, for reasons not explained by Bvltmann its order became dis¬
arranged. It was then a subsequent redactor who rearranged the Gospel,
giving it its present form, while at the same time adding some passages
which betray his own ecclesiastical interest. On the basis of this
theory Bultmann comments not on the Gospel as we know it, but as he
believes it should be.
There is much in Bultmann's theory which one cannot accept, and
which indeed has not been accepted in subsequent scholarship. Brown has
wisely argued - "If one comments on the Gospel as it now stands, one is
certain of commenting on an ancient Gospel as it really existed at the
final moment of its publication. If one indulges in extensive rearrange¬
ment, one may be commenting on a hybrid that never existed before it
22
emerged as the brainchild of the rearranger".' We cannot here begin a
detailed critique of Bultmann's ideas, but at any rate it is important to
grasp the incisive and valuable insights which he offers. No matter how
20. Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John, A Commentary, trans. G.R. Beaa-
leyHMurray (Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1971). The theory is best fol¬
lowed in Dwight Moody Smith, The Composition and Order of the Fourth
Gospel (New Haven/London J Yale Univ., 1965).
21. The names used by Smith, Composition, IX.
22. Brown, Gospel, XXVII; see too Barrett, Gospel, 21-26.
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one may assess the details, his argument contains three basic components
which in any theory one would wish to maintain - sources, written and
oral; the work of the evangelist* subsequent redaction. Each theory of
composition will place different stress on each of these components, but
we suggest that to account for all the Gospel material, any adequate
theory must employ all three.
There is, however, another feature of the Gospel to which Bultmann
did not pay sufficient attention. Few can read through the hook without
being impressed by an overall sense of unity - a subjective impression,
not doubt, but none the less real. In another context Dodd has shown how
subjective impressions of this kind may be the starting point for deci-
23sive critical studies. Cullmann writes - "It is beyond question that a
degree of unity can be followed right through the Gospel : unity of lan-
24
guage, unity of style and indeed unity of theological purpose". It is
right to stress that the unity is not confined to one single aspect-voca¬
bulary or style or purpose - but is present to some degree in all of
25
these. The problem for the critical scholar, however, is to find objec¬
tive criteria by which to test subjective impression, and to do so many
26
have turned to stylistic considerations. If unity of style can be
shown throughout the Gospel material, that is another fact to be assessed,
together with the apparent breaks in sequence.
23. Dodd, B.J.R.L., 21 (1937), esp. 130-131.
24. Cullmann, Circle, 4.
25. For discussion on vocabulary and style see Barrett, Gospel, 5-8; on
style, thought and structure see F.-M. Braun, Jean le Thiologlen
(Paris : J. Gabalda, 1959), 3-25.
26. Notably Edward Schweizer, Ego Eimi... (Gottingen ; Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1939), 82-112; Philippe-ti. iienoud, L'Evangile de Jean (2nd
edit.; Neuchatel/Paris : Delachaux & Niestle, 1947), 14-21; Eugen
Ruckatuhl, Die Literarische Sinheit das Jotianneseyangelu'as (Frei¬
burg i.S. : Paulus, 1951), 180-219; Braun, Jean, 11-12, 401-403.
19.
The most impressive work is that of Edward Schweizer, who, in
discussing the "Ego eimi* sayings, examined the source question using
stylistic criteria. First, he isolated thirty-three elements of style
which he considered characteristic of the Gospel, and noted their
occurrence not only in the Gospel, but also in the Johannine letters,
27
the rest of the New Testament, and in the Synoptics. His study then
proceeded in two directions. His most original contribution was to look
for significant groupings of these characteristics within the Gospel,
which would indicate sources used by the evangelist. The results, how¬
ever, merely showed the difference one would expect between narrative
and discourse style. He also examined three source theories which were
widely held in his day - those of Spitta, Wendt and Hirsch. He found
that stylistic considerations gave no support to any of these theories.
The characteristics of the Gospel style apparently permeate the whole
work. One must be clear, however, exactly what this evidence shows, and
28
the conclusions which Schweizer drew from it. Too often since his
study extreme claims have been made, which are neither justified by the
facts, nor supported by Schweizer. Any source used in the Gospel would,
in all probability, have been worked over by the evangelist with a con-
20
sequent blurring of stylistic characteristics. Schweizer recognised
this, and so his conclusions were nodest. At no point does he deny the
possibility of written sources, he merely points out that the dominant
unity in style makes it difficult to isolate and define such a source.
The second major work in this field, while drawing to a great extent
27. Schweizer, Ego Eimi, 87-99.
28. Ibid., 108-109.
29. See Smith, Composition, 107-108.
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on Schweizer's study, unfortunately did not learn from his careful con¬
clusions. In response to Bultmann's critical theory Eugen Ruckstuhl
attempted to show the literary unity of the Gospel. In method his study
is almost identical to Schweizer's - increasing the number of characte¬
ristics to fifty, and listing them in order of importance. His conclu¬
sions, however, are deliberately in contrast.^ Not only does he deny
the validity of Bultmann's analysis, but he denies the very possibility
of any source analysis of the Gospel. Such a conclusion, however, can¬
not be reached on grounds of style alone. The dominant unity in style
may make it difficult to isolate and define a previously existing source
but equally stylistic considerations cannot by themselves deny the pos-
31
sibility of source analysis.
It will be necessary, then, in assessing any theory of the Gospel's
composition, to be aware of the different factors involved. We have
emphasised the two most important - apparent breaks in the sequence of
thought, and a dominant unity in style - so that they may be kept clearly
in view as we turn to more recent studies. We shall look at the work of
four scholars, all widely acknowledged in the Johannine field, to ask if
32
any significant agreement has yet emerged. It is no doubt an
30. Ruckstuhl, Einheit, 190-205, conclusions 218-219. Note reference to
Schweizer, 218 n.3.
31. Note Kummel's remarks, Introduction, 213; also the wise use Fortna
makes of Ruckstuhl's criteria, Gospel, 203-218. He concludes: "Far
from demolishing our reconstruction, the stylistic tests would seem
in the main to have verified it", 214. Recently Ruckstuhl has
amended his more extreme conclusions, see i!Johannine Language and
Style", in L'Evangile de Jean, ed. M. de Jonge (B.E.T.L. 44; Gem-
bloux : Duculot, 1977), 125-147; esp. 128-129. He now writes - "...
this identity of style suggests that all the Johannine narratives
have passed through the medium of one personality who has somehow
rethought and recast the traditional material at his disposal,
though he did not imprint his st^amp in identical fashion on all the
narrative portions". 145.
32. See above, n. 10.
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irrelevant observation, but perhaps of passing interest, bo note the
variety of backgrounds and traditions which these scholars represent.
Schnackenburg and Brown are both Roman Catholics, Lindars is an Angli¬
can, while Cullmann is Reformed. Two are Continentals, one an English¬
man, and one American. We mention this fact, not in any way to perpe¬
tuate the ecclesiastical and national divisions which have for so long
diminished the potential of both scholarship and the Church, rather to
demonstrate that on this question, at least, the distinctions may be
clearly seen to be outdated.
To return to the subject, the first Volume of Schnackenburg's mas¬
sive Commentary, including the Introduction, was published in the Herder
series in 1965. One can hardly fail to be impressed by the thorough and
balanced way in which he discusses previous scholarship, and brings out
the variety of evidence which must be explained on this complex issue,
Schnackenburg accepts that "the Gospel is the aggregate result of a long
process of literary formation, comprising 'strata' of diverse age and
33
origin", indeed he acknowledges the three main components which we noted
from Bultmann's work - "existing tradition, work of the evangelist, sub-
34
sequent redaction". We are left in no doubt, however, that it is the
evangelist who is the dominant and creative force in this process of for¬
mation. He writes - "It is certain that the evangelist gave his work its
35
characteristic form and that it is completely penetrated by his theology."
"The intermediate stage, the re-shaping of the matter by the
evangelist, is central and all-important, and one can only ask
what elements and materials he worked on, and investigate whe¬
ther and how far his presentation which prevails on the whole,
was subject to the work of redactors." 36






In dealing first with the traditional material, Schnackenburg sug¬
gests that it was mainly oral, although he accepts some written sources.
Bultinann's Semeia-source "may be allowed some probability", but "a logia
37
or discourse source must be rejected". He suggests that the evange¬
list's special traditions were based on "independent and original oral
38
narratives," although they may have been written down at an early stage.
The evangelist may also have incorporated "liturgical or kerygmatic mat-
39
ter which was circulated and preserved in the communities". The history
of the traditional material, however, is not so very important. It was
used by the evangelist "with sovereign freedom for his way of presenting
40
the Gospel". There are, it is recognized, some restraints on the evan¬
gelist. While he was "an independent theological thinker", he also
"recognizes at the same time that he is bound by the tradition which he
41
must repeat and transmit". The emphasis, however, is on the evangelist's
own creativity.
Turning to a later atage in the formation of the Gospel we find, as
one would expect, that subsequent redaction has little part in Schnacken¬
burg' s scheme. He acknowledges that after the evangelist's death some
redaction, by members of the same theological school, did take place. The
redactors were responsible for chapter twenty-one, and for some inversion
and displacement of the text (e.g. chapters 5 and 6; 7:15-24). They added
a few brief glosses of their own (e.g. 4:2 or 4:1 f.; 4:44; 6:22 f.; 7:396{
11:2), and included some additional material from the evangelist himself







unnecessary to suppose major interventions or re-arrangements on the
part of the redactors, it likewise seems superfluous to postulate seve-
42
ral redactions one after the other". The initiative remains firmly
with the evangelist.
It is not our purpose to attempt a detailed critique of any of
these studies, rather to use them as stimuli for our own understanding
of the Gospel's composition. We shall merely indicate the main issues
and interests which are raised by them, whether intentionally or by neg¬
lect. We have seen that Schnackenburg, while accepting a process of
literary formation, places his emphasis firmly on the role of the evan¬
gelist. This is a useful corrective to Bultmann's over-emphasis on
sources and redaction, but his concept of the evangelist's role must be
questioned. Does he, perhaps, see the evangelist too much as the domi¬
nant, individual personality, and not enough as a member of the living
community? Schnackenburg accepts that the community did have a role to
play in the formation of the Gospel, but only a very minor role. It was
the evangelist who, "as the distinctive theologian ... gave its doctrine
A3
its unified character". But how was that doctrine formed, purely in
the thinking of an individual, or in the life and traditions of a commu¬
nity? In particular, one must consider the part played by the community
in forming and developing the special independent traditions to which
Schnackenburg himself refers. To develop our thinking along these lines
is not so much to disagree with Schnackenburg, as to widen the scope of
interest. We too would place emphasis on the creativity of the evangelist,
and then go on to ask how his creative thinking was stimulated within the
community. It is a question which should be kept in mind as we turn to




Brown, who published the first volume in 1966, shows greater inte¬
rest than Schnackenburg in the way in which the gospel tradition deve¬
loped. While still maintaining a dominant and creative role for one
leading figure, he also considers the involvement of others - "a close-
knit school of thought and expression". He suggests that the material
grew, and took its final form, in a long process of teaching and preach¬
ing. Brown writes -
"That this preaching and teaching was the work of more than one
man is suggested by the existence of units of Johannine mate¬
rial, like ch. 21, that are different in style from the main
body of material. There may have been many such units that did
not survive. However, what has gone into the Gospel seems to
stem in large part from one dominant source. Since the general
traits of Johannine thought are so clear, even in the units that
betray minor differences in style, we should probably think of
a close-knit school of thought and expression". 44
If Schnackenburg taught us the importance of one creative thinker, Brovm,
while maintaining that insight, continues his thinking in two useful
directions. First, he considers the role of preaching in forming and
developing the tradition. Secondly, he draws our attention to the
"school" associated with the preacher.
Brown's hypothetical five stages for the growth of the gospel tradi¬
tion are now widely known so a brief summary may suffice. They are "mini¬
mal steps", he writes, "for we suspect that the full details of the Gos¬
pel's prehistory are far too complicated to reconstruct".^ The first
stage was a body of traditional material on the words and works of Jesus,
similar to, but independent of, the Synoptic tradition. In Stage two, it
was developed over a period of several decades to the form and style of
the Johannine stories and discourses. The process began through oral
preaching and teaching, although by the end of this stage written forms
had already taken shape. These units of tradition are mainly the work of
44. Brown, Gospel, xxxv; for his hypothesis see esp. xxxiv-xxxix.
45. Ibid., xxxiv.
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one man, although some must be attributed to the school which had gathe¬
red round him. Brown writes -
"This stage was decisively formative for the material that ulti¬
mately went into the Gospel. Some of the stories of Jesus'
miracles, probably those most used in preaching, were developed
into superb dramas, ... The s ayings of Jesus were woven into
lengthy discourses of a solemn and poetic character, ... All
the techniques of Johannine story telling, like misunderstand¬
ing and irony ..., were introduced or, at least, developed in
the way we now know them. Various factors contributed to the
welding of sign and interpretative discourse.. This was not
necessarily an artificial joining, for even in Stage 1 a mir¬
acle had often carried with it words of explanation. But now
the needs of preaching and perhaps, in some scenes (ch. 6), the
needs of incipient liturgy demanded longer explanation and a
more unified arrangement". 46
47
In Stage three, the "dominant or master preacher and theologian", organi¬
sed the material into the Gospel, although he did not include all the mate¬
rial previously developed in preaching. Later, Stage four, he re-edited
the Gospel to meet new needs and problems. In Stage five, a member of the
school, probably "a close friend or disciple of the evangelist",^ redac¬
ted the gospel, inserting all available material from Stage two, shifting
some scenes, and including some material not originally from the evange¬
list.
We have emphasised the second stage, not only because it was the most
important for Brown, but also because it is the most suggestive for our
study. If the tradition was formed in preaching, then inevitably the com¬
munity was involved - preaching demands the interaction of the speaker
and his hearers. We may develop Brown's hypothesis, therefore, by consider¬
ing more fully not only the "school" who preached, but the community who
heard. Preaching must develop, to some extent, in response to the needs
and interests of the hearers. We shall consider this idea more fully in





to question his clear differentiation of five stages. If the preacher
was constantly adapting his material to meet new needs and problems in
the community, is it, for example, necessary - or even possible - to
differentiate two editions from the evangelist? Perhaps a less rigid
understanding of the growth of the Gospel is called for, but such reflec¬
tion is more a comment on the complexities of the problem, than the use¬
fulness of Brown's theory. He admits - "There remain many inadequacies
49
and uncertain ties in such a theory". It is merely "a working hypo¬
thesis for the study of the Gospel".^® and as such it has not been sur¬
passed.
It is in Lindars' work that our questioning is brought to sharpest
51
focus, especially in his stimulating little study published in 1971.
This examines, to an extent unprecedented even in the previous two scho¬
lars' work, the evangelist's creative role in writing the Gospel. Ulti¬
mately we cannot accept some of Lindars' thinking, but his book demands
careful and sympathetic consideration.
Having stated the problem, Lindars first deals with the question of
52
sources, criticising the theories of Fortna and Becker. Fortna's case,
he argues, rests on two main assumptions which are false. It assumes
"that there could have existed a complete Gospel, containing quite a wide
variety of material from a form-critical point of view, which neverthe¬
less did not contain any direct teaching of Jesus, apart from conversation
53
within narrative". It secondly assumes "that John is lxlcely to have
incorporated virtually the whole source in his Gospel, so that it can be
reconstructed simply by stripping off the non-Johannine elements.As
49. Ibid., xxxix.
50. Ibid.
51. Lindars, Behind; also Gospel, esp. 46-54. Recently, "Traditions behind
the Fourth Gospel", in L'Evangile de Jean, ed. M. de Jonge, 107-124.
52. Fortna, Gospel; jiirgen Becker, "Wunder und Christologie", N.T.S., 16
(1969-70), 130-148.
53. Lindars, Behind, 31.
54. Ibid., 32.
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he claims, these critiques are enough "to shake confidence in the exis¬
tence of the source as reconstructed".^ We much prefer Lindars' stress
on shorter units of tradition and individual items.
The issue which he wishes to discuss with Becker, is the relation
of the evangelist's theology to that of the source. Lindars writes -
"It seems to me very strange that John should take over a source,
fully approving of its rather special character as an appeal to
wonder, and yet at the same time should make it the major pur¬
pose of his own work to subject the source to a radical criti¬
cism." 56
We shall argue that if the source was known and respected in the community
that might well be exactly what a preacher would do, perhaps not "fully
approving", but accepting it as a common starting-point for discussion.
Lindars is convinced, however, that while the evangelist relied on source
material, he rewrote it before incorporating it in the Gospel. He states -
"I can nearly always agree that, in any given pericope, John has
reproduced quite a bit of the source verbatim. But he never does
so completely. He always adapts the source to meet his own ends".57
The evangelist "dresses up the individual pericopae as ghosts of himself,
before presenting himself in more substantial form in his more creative
58
writing which follows them." It is this extensive rewriting of the tra¬
ditional material by the evangelist, that we find most difficult to accept
in Lindars' scheme.
Lindars' suggests, however, that before assessing the evangelist's
use of sources one must first study his technique as a writer, so we must
follow Lindars' discussion of the evangelist's literary technique. It was
essentially, he argues, that of a preacher. Much of the material began as






form of a gospel. Throughout the Gospel one may detect homiletic style
and methods. Naive misunderstanding, delaying the progress of a theme to
heighten its emotional impact, and a final emotional climax to each liter
rary unit, are examples of some of the techniques used by the evangelist
to build up his material from its original form. The impact of the Gos¬
pel, for Lindars, lies in the carefully structured discourses - the mir¬
acle stories are often merely illustrative, or used to improve the over¬
all sequence. He uses 8:31-58 as an example of the evangelist's techni¬
que. In summary, he writes -
"The passage has shown John's use of traditional sayings, the
way he builds up his argument by way of formal exposition of
a saying, exposing it phrase by phrase, the delaying tactics
whereby the points come over with greater effectiveness, the
trick of literal misunderstanding, and above all the emo¬
tional impact of a carefully prepared climax. These are not
merely the habits of a writer. They are much more the methods
of a preacher. Although the discourse is in substance a dis¬
putation with the Jews, the form is really that of homiletic,
in which the element of emotional effect is just as important
as the logic of the argument". 59
The same techniques may be detected in the overall structuring of the
Gospel. Lindars suggests that originally it fell neatly into two parts -
the ministry of Jesus, consisting of most of chapter 1-10, ending at 10:42;
and the passion narrative. While the evangelist added additional passages
in a second edition, the original sections show how, as a preacher, he wor¬
ked up to the final emotional climax. On the first, he writes -
"Looking back over the first ten chapters, we can see that, in
spite of the jumble of literary units which they contain, the
whole sequence really has much the same pattern as a discourse.
The first section in 1:19-51, itself a narrative in discourse
style, sets the theme for the whole. The christological titles
there displayed announce the fact that the Gospel is to be an
essay in Christology. Just as in the individual discourses, the.
exposition of this basic text does not follow a logical pro¬
gression, but picks up one facet of Christology after another
... But, even if the sequence has no very logical progression,
it is not simply episodic. It is so ordered that it moves stea¬
dily towards its climax ... By the time the end is reached the
reader cannot escape seeing the personal decision of faith as




Already, in reference to Brown's work, we have accepted that the
evangelist was a preacher, who creatively used existing tradition in
preafthing. Lindars' emphasis is on technique - how the evangelist built
up the individual homilies from short units of tradition, and then uni¬
ted these into the Gospel. It is an important study on the evangelist's
method, Lindars usefully pointing to the many techniques of a preacher
which may be detected in the Gospel material; (in passing it may be noted
how many of these techniques would also be present in the work of a good
thriller-writer). Having accepted, then, the basic thesis that the evan¬
gelist used preaching techniques in writing the Gospel, we must also make
clear our reservations on several of the issues raised by Lindars. We
shall concentrate in particular on two main points - the evangelist's use
of sources; and the unitary structure of the Gospel. In both cases we
consider that Lindars overplays the individual creativity of the evange¬
list.
On the use of sources, we have already accepted Lindars emphasis on
shorter units of tradition, but we cannot accept his ideas on how the
evangelist used these sources. According to Lindars, the evangelist
accepted the sources, but rewrote them to fit with his own literary tenfc-
niques of misunderstanding and development before incorporating the mate¬
rial into the Gospel. In answer to Becker he asks : "Why reproduce ver¬
batim a source which is so grievously inadequate? Why not simply rewrite
it, if it must he used for lack of other sources, in such a way as to make
the whole Gospel speak with one mind7"^ We shall leave, for the moment,
the question of whether the Gospel does, in fact, speak with one mind,
and concentrate on how an effective preacher is likely to use traditional
material.
We begin with one assumption - the sources used in the Gospel were
61. Ibid., 37.
30.
not known only to the evangelist, but were known and respected in the
community to which he preached. Whether this is a reasonable assump¬
tion must be decided by the reader, it cannot be finally proved. It is
conceivable that the evangelist, or preacher, was an outsider who came
to the community with new source material for the life of Jesus. If
that is the case, the community could obviously exercise no control
over his use of that material, and Lindars' argument might well be cor¬
rect. One wonders, however, if his material was very different from the
traditions already held in the community whether he would have become a lead¬
ing member and preacher. It is possible, but we contend unlikely.
Assuming, then, that the evangelist's sources were already known and
respected in the community - perhaps to some extent formed in it - what
may we deduce from a preacher's technique? If the preacher, that is the
evangelist, wanted to convince the people of a new and fuller understand¬
ing of Jesus' life, would he begin by rewriting their traditions, or
would he rather build on the foundation of those traditions to lead his
hearers to a fuller understanding of their significance? One must be
clear, Lindars is not talking of a stylistic rewriting of the sources,
which one would accept, but of a rewriting in terms of their theology
and meaning. This one must argue is against the best instincts of a
preacher. No less than Lindars, we are convinced that the evangelist wa3
an effective preacher, but for that very reason he will not have rewritten
his sources. The traditions already held in the community will be the
foundation of his preaching, and from the existing understanding of the
community he will attempt to lead the people to a fuller understanding of
the Cnristiaa life. That, surely, is the technique of effective preaching.
Does the gospel speak with one mind? Acoording to Lindars the answer
62. See Smith, N.T.S., 21 (1974-75), 236-237; Cullmann, Circle, 39-40.
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is a very definite yes, but this is the second point which we must dis¬
pute. Lindars attributes both the writing and the structuring of the
Gospel, almost in its entirety, to the evangelist. He writes - "Supple¬
mentation after the completion of the Gospel is certain in the case of
chapter 21. But this is in fact good evidence for the comparatively
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sacrosanct character of the rest of the Gospel". In two editions, he
suggests, one man produced the Gospel almost as we have it today. But
what of the breaks in sequence which we have noted, and even the appa¬
rent inconsistencies in some passages? Lindars is convinced that all
the material may be explained either by the evangelist's literary tech¬
nique, or the additions of his second edition. Vie shall assess this
hypothesis by looking at two key passages : 14:31, and 5:19-30.
According to Lindars, 14:31 was originally followed by chapter
eighteen, but in the second edition, to reinforce "the theme of dis-
cipleship in the light of the greatly increased danger to the Church
since the first edition was written",^ the evangelist included chap¬
ters fifteen to seventeen. Most commentators would agree that these
chapters were introduced to the passion narrative, but were they intro¬
duced by the evangelist? Lindars constantly stresses the care with
which the evangelist structured his material, both the individual units
and the complete Gospel. In this case, however, it would appear that,
while free to alter his own first edition, he preferred to lasve an
obvious and radical break in the progress of thought. We cannot accept
that had the evangelist himself added these chapters he would not, as a
careful writer, have smoothed the transition. It is better to accept
Brown's suggestion that while the material was part of the evangelist's
preaching, it was a later redactor who added these chapters, but did not
63. Lindars, Behind, 18.
64. Ibid., 76.
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feel free to alter the evangelist's original work.*^
The second example, 5:19-30, concerns the more subtle distinction
of thought within one of the discourses. Lindars attempts to show how
the discourse was carefully structured by the evangelist, looking suc¬
cessively at various aspects of the one problem. "First of all Jesus
shows that his participation in Gocfs work means that he has the divine
prerogatives of giving life and acting as judge (verses 19-24)... Next
Jesus shows how his present work already anticipates the future exer-
66cise of these prerogatives, especially that of judgement (25-9)".
Does Lindars do justice to the difference in theological emphasis which
may be detected in these verses? Brown, for example, draxjs the distinc¬
tion clearly when he comments -
"The contrast, then, between the final eschatology of vss.
26-30 and the realized eschatology of 19-25 is quite mar¬
ked. For Bultmann, the Ecclesiastical Redactor has been
busy in 26-30, specifically in 28-29, trying to conform
John's realized eschatology to the official eschatology of
the Church. However ..., such a dichotomy between the two
eschatologies is unwarranted; and Boismard, ..., makes a
good case for considering vss. 26-30 to be the earlier form
of the discourse wherein the eschatological outlook resemb¬
les that of the majority of synoptic passages. If this is
so, 19-25 would represent a rethinking of the same sayings of
Jesus at a later date ..." 67
Detailed discussion of this passage must wait to the later chapter
68
on eschatology, but to anticipate, briefly, we shall argue that the
distinction between future and present in the passage is more marked than
Lindars' solution would imply. While the evangelist in his preaching
emphasised the present aspect of the eschatological theme, the future,
more traditional expectation was still held in the tradition and thought
of the community. When a redactor brought these verses together we suggest
65. See Brown, Gospel, xxxvii.
66. Lindars, Gospel, 206.
67. Brown, Gospel, 220.
68. Chap. 4.
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that he did so simply on the basis of a common theme, that is the acti¬
vity of Jesus in judgement, which is indicative of his relation, as Son,
69
to the Father.
We have discussed Lindars' work in some detail because it has been
creative for our own thinking. While appreciating much that he has wit-
ten, it seems necessary to stress more fully the role of the community
in preserving the tradition, and that of a redactor in editing the Gospel.
We shall include these insights when trying to draw some conclusions, but
before doing so we must look, very briefly, at Cullmann's short study,
published in 1975 but a synthesis of much of his previous work on John.
Cullmann's main concern is to show how the "Johannine circle", was
related to heterodox Judaism. That is not of immediate relevance to us,
but for a study of the Gospel's composition the main value of Cullmann's
work is to direct attention away from the evangelist as an individual,
towards the community. Speaking of the distinctive Johannine type of Chris¬
tianity, Cullmann writes -
"Nor can the character of this expression of Christianity simply
be attributed to the individuality of the evangelist. Of course
his strong personality must be considered in every connection.
We have seen that he above all is the creator of the basic con¬
ception of the Johannine account of the life of Jesus. But behind
him there must have been a group of Christians who not only pos¬
sessed special traditions about Jesus but also had a belief in
his person and work which had particular distinguishing features".
Cullmann's emphasis on a group which held special traditions, and had a dis¬
tinctive outlook on the Christian life and message, may in its present form
prove too narrow, but it is an emphasis which may profitably be developed.
To conclude this section we shall try to bring together the insights
we have gained, to draw a very broad pattern of how the Gospel may have
69. Thus while agreeing that there has been redadional activity , we dis¬
agree with Bultmann's proposed motive for the redactor's work - see
Bultmann, Gospel, 261.
70. Cullmann, Circle, 39-40.
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evolved. To attempt to differentiate morestrictly the various strands
and stages, if possible at all, would involve a much more minute and
detailed exegesis of the text than could be attempted here. We refer
once more to the basic components of any adequate scheme - existing tra¬
dition, the work of the evangelist, subsequent redaction. While accept¬
ing the dominant influence of one creative thinker and preacher, we empha¬
sise his role not so much as an individual, but as a leading member of a
community. We shall therefore consider the community's influence at each
stage.
1. It is rarely disputed that the evangelist drew on existing sources.
These were probably short collections and individual itsems of tradition,
some preserved in written form, others remembered orally. In some cases
the tradition will have been x^idely known in early Christianity - sources
close to, if not identical with, those used in the Synoptics. The Gospel
also preserves, however, traditions peculiar to the Johannine community.
Whatever the previous history of the sources, the traditions were preser¬
ved, and possibly given their present form, within the one distinct com¬
munity. In preaching, the evangelist developed his own insights into the
meaning of the gospel message, but always his work was to some extent con¬
trolled by the traditions already existing and respected in the community.
2. The material which now appears in the Gospel was given its present form
in preaching, certainly the preaching of the evangelist, probably other
members of the community as well. We would emphasise the reciprocal nature
of the relationship which must exist between a preacher and his audience.
While the preacher was certainly a creative thinker, his thinking will have
developed in response to the needs and outlook of the community in which he
worked. Pleaching is, in essence, dialogue.
3. While the evangelist was responsible for the main structure of the Gos¬
pel, and most of the material in it, there is also evidence of later
35.
redaction, probably by a close friend or disciple. As well as including
further material from the evangelist himself, the redactor also added
some material from other sources within the community. This was not to
correct the original Gospel, but to develop the themes more fully. As
the redaction took piece in the evangelist's own community, the charac¬
teristic style of the additional material need not have differed sub¬
stantially from his own.^*
In these ways, then, we suggest that while it was the evangelist who
was responsible for writing the Gospel, the community also played an
influential part. The next stage of our study is to ask whether the other
Johannine writings could also have emerged tn the same community. We shall
look at influential studies on the relation of the Epistles, and the Apo¬
calypse, to the Gospel. ..
The Relation of the Apocalypse to the Gospel
In its modern form, the question of the authorship of the Gospel and
72
the Apocalypse was first raised in Germany during the last century, but
it was in England that the most impressive argument for differant authors
was produced. The work of R.E. Charles in his Commentary of 1920, is
73
still the decisive study in this field. It was Charles' own opinion that
his study was really completing the work of Dionysius of Alexandria, the
third century church leader and scholar, so it may be instructive to com¬
pare the writings of both these scholars, separated by almost seventeen
hundred years.^
71. Meeks, J.B.L. 91 (1972), suggests: "Many of the elements of the uni¬
tary style are probably not specific to a single author, but belong to
the Johannine 'school'", 48. See also Smith, Composition, 108, n. 178.
72. See Kummel, Introduction, 469-472.
73. Charles, Commentary, asp. I, xxxix-1.
74. Dionysius' comments are reported in Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical His¬
tory Vol. 2, ed. J.E.L. Oulton, H.J. Lawlor; Eng. trans. J.E.L. Oulton
(The Loeb Classical Library : London : Heinemann, 1932), 196-200. A
translation of the Dionysius text is found in Werner Georg Kummel,
The New Testament, trans. S. McL. Gilmour and H.C. Kee (London : S.C.
M., 1973), 16-18; a good synopsis in G.R. Beasley-Murray, The Book of
Revelation (London : Oliphants, 1974), 32-33.
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It must be admitted, that while Dicmysius produced some critical
arguments still valid today, he was motivated more by a concern for church
order in the face of chiliasm, than by a desire to give a strictly balanced
account of the evidence. Nevertheless, his argument is a useful starting
point in any attempt to understand the relation of these two books. He
was, of course, concerned only with the narrow question of authorship, not
with the broader issue of their relationship, which is of interest to us.
Dionysius agreed that it was a John who wrote the Apocalypse, but that
was a common name in the ealy Church so it need not refer to the apostle.
Naturally he assumed that the apostle wrote the Gospel and the first
Epistle, and a comparison of these books and the Apocalypse convinced him
that the apostle John did not write the Apocalypse. His argument rests on
four main points, and although they are not of equal value we shall refer
to each.
1. Nowhere in the Gospel or Epistles do we find the author's name, but in
the Apocalypse the name "John" is repeated three times in the first nine
verses and again at the end. At the same time it is not clear who this
John might be. Hionysius has heard of two tombs in Ephesus, both said to
be John's, so he supposes a second John in Asia.
2. The conceptions, ideas and word order indicate a difference. He wri¬
tes: "It is obvious that those who observe their character throughout will
see at a glance that the Gospel and Epistle are inseparably in complete
agreement. But the Apocalypse is utterly different from, and foreign to,
these writings, it has no connexion, no affinity, in any way with them; it
75
scarcely, so to speak, has even a syllable in common with them".
3. While, in his Epistles, Paul mentions his revelations, the Johannine
Epistle makes no reference to the Apocalypse, nor the Apocalypse to the
Epistle.
75. Kummel, New Testament, 17-18.
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4. There is a clear stylistic difference between the Gospel and Epistle
on the one side, and the Apocalypse on the other. "The former are not
only written in faultless Greek, but also show the greatest literary
skill in their diction, their reasonings, and the constructions in which
they are expressed", but the Apocalyptist "employs uncultivated idioms,
in some places committing downright solecisms." ^
It is interesting that in following up and "completing" this work
of Dionysius, Charles in fact concentrated on only one aspect of the
study - the linguistic evidence. At the beginning of his discussion he
asserts - "We shall deal here only with the linguistic evidence on this
question, which is itself decisive".^ On the authorship question, the
linguistic evidence so clearly adduced by Charles has, indeed, proved
decisive. As early as 1927, Taylor considered a distinction of author-
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ship to be a position on John's Gospel which "seems definitely won".
One must be clear, however, that for Charles the linguistic evidence was
decisive for the limited and specific question of authorship. In a neg¬
lected, but integral part of his study, he also shows the relation of the
two authors and in this he does not confine himself to linguistic consi-
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derations. It is when he widens the scope of his study, especially to
include a comparison of thought, that Charles clearly disagrees with the
conclusions of Dionysius already noted. While Dionysius, determined to
weaken the position of the Apocalypse, asserted that the two books were -
"utterly different" and "foreign", with "no connexion, no affinity, in
any way", Charles was sure that there was, indeed, some relation.
He brings out this relation in a detailed examination of common
76. Ibid., 18.
77. Charles, Commentary, I, xxix.
78. Vincent Taylor, "The Fourth Gospel and Some Recent Criticism", Hib.J.,
25 (1926-27), 725-743; quot. 726. For scholars who maintain identity
of authorship see Kummel,Introduction, 471, n.49; Menoud, L'Evangile,
74.
79. Charles, Commentary, I, xxxii-xxxiv.
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expressions and concepts. He compares certain phrases and words used
either exclusively in the two writings, or with a common emphasis in
eanh, and points to the spiritual significance attached to such terms
as , Soyas/ t S6^<x~ , rreovocv , vlkS-V , and o<JfjyxiV .
There is to be no temple in the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev. 21:22), and in
the Gospel too the temple will cease to exist as the centre of worship
(Jn 4:21). He considers that the same Jewish and Christian ideas under-
• ( ) \ s~\ ^
lie the phrase o oyu.vo$ xoo (?£ou (Jn 1:29,36), and the equivalent
to tipytov of the Apocalypse, The number "seven" occurs more fre¬
quently in the Apocalypse than in all the rest of the New Testament, and
xriiile it does not occur at all in the Gospel he concurs with Abbott that
it is'permeated structurally with the idea of seven". Such considera¬
tions, stimulating for our own study, led Charles to conclude -
"The above facts, when taken together with other resemblances,
to which attention is drawn in the Grammar, point decidely to
some connection between the txro authors. The Evangelist was
apparently at one time a disciple of the seer, or they were
members of the same religious circle in Ephesus." 80
To further his argument Charles indicates seme interesting parallels
from inter-testamental Judaism - the relation of the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs to the Book of Jubilees, and 4 Ezra to 2 Baruch. On the
first of these parallels he writes -
"The authors of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and of
the Book of Jubilees, who wrote at the close of the 2nd century
before the Christian era, studied clearly in the same school;
for the text of the one has constantly to be interpreted by that
of the other. Yet these two writers are poles asunder on some
of the greatest questions of their day". 81
This would seem to be an interesting example of diversity within the one
school or grouping, but also of interest to us is the distinction which
80. Ibid.., xxxiii.
81. Ibid. It is interesting to note in this regard that fragments of the
Testaments, and the Book of Jubilees have been found at Qumran. For
recent research see James H. Charlesworth, The Fseudepigrapha and
Modern Research, ass. P. Dykers (Septuagint & Cognate Studies 7; Mis-
soula : Scholars, 1976), 143, 211.
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Charles draws between the Jewish authors and the later Johannine writers.
He suggests —
"In the Seer and the Evangelist we have got just such another
literary connection. But the literary connectinn is auch
less close than in the case of the Jewish authors just men¬
tioned, while the theological affinities between the Seer and
the Evangelist are much closer than those existing between the
Jewish writers". 32
If we are to follow Charles' lead, then, to examine the relation
which may exist between the two writings we must concentrate on their
theological affinities. As we turn to look at some important studies
on the relation of the Gospel and the first Epistle, we shall see that this
conclusion is strengthened. To understand the relation of all these works
we must undertake a comparison of their thought.
The Relation of the First Epistle to the Gospel
There is a sense in which Charles' work on the Apocalypse opened up
the whole field of Johannine studies. If one accepts that the Apocalypse
did not come from the same pen as the other Johannine writings, the way
is then open to discuss the authorship and relations of all five books.
No-one would deny that the relation of the Gospel to the first Epistle is
much closer than to the Apocalypse, but Barrett makes the interesting com¬
ment:
"A first glance at these books suggests a very close resemb¬
lance beween the gospel and the epistles, and a very narked
difference between the gospel and the apocalypse. Further
examination however results in a lower estimate of both the
resemblance and the difference". 83
It was again in the Tubingen snhool that attention was directed to
a critical examination of the relation of the Gospel to the first Epistle.
82. Charles, Commentary, I, xxxiii.
83. Barrett, Gospel, 59.
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In the Jahrbucher fur Protestantische Theologie of 1881-82, Holtzmann
published four very detailed articles under the title : "Das Problem
84
des ersten johanneischen Briefes in seinem Verhaltniss zum Evangelium."
Especially the second of these was taken up in Britain by Law and Brooke
35
in their discussions of 1909 and 1912 respectively. All three are
keenly aware, not only of the close affinities in language, style and
thought between the two writings, but also of the differences, some of
| which are very subtle. These differences for Holtzmann are sufficient
to suggest a distinction of authorship, but the British scholars in fact
used them to support their case for the same author. Law makes the point
in the form of a question -
"Would such a mere copyist have ventured to introduce, or have
been capable of introducing, so many and important elements
of independence both in thought and language?" 86
The point is a good one if the choice is, as he assumes, between the same
author or a copyist, even as Brooke suggests an intelligent copyist, but
it surely loses its point if we consider two authors brought up in the
same community, and so immersed in the same traditions and expressions of
the Christian message. This is conceded by Brooke in his nicely-balanced
conclusion -
"It is practically impossible to prove common authorship, as
against imitation, or similarity produced by common educa-
tinn in the same school of thought ... But there are no ade¬
quate reasons for setting aside the traditional view which
attributes the Epistle and Gospel to the same authorship.
It remains the most probable explanation of the facts known
to us." 87
84. H. Koltzaaim, "Das Problem des ersten johanneischen Briefes in seinem
Verhaltniss zum Evangelium", Jahrbucher fur Protestantische Theologie
(1881), 690-712; (1882), 128-152, 316-342, 460-485.
85. Robert Law, The Tests of Life (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1909), esp.
339-363. A.E. Brooke, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Johannine Epistles (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1912), esp. i-xxvii.
86. Law, Tests, 358.
87. Brooke, Commentary, xviii.
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For most scholars it was to remain the moet probable explanation until,
in his famous essay of 1937, C.H. Dodd chose to re-examine the issues
no
involved. Even today many, probably a majority of scholars, accept
89
these two books as the work of one man.
As one would expect, Dodd gives a detailed but clear presentation
of the argument for a distinction of authorship. He begins by accept¬
ing, as obvious, the close relation of the two writings, but then suggeste-
t "When, however, we have fully recognised the close kinship of
the two writings, we must also observe that there are diffe¬
rences between them, both in form and content, which are by
no means negligible". 90
He goes on to present these differences, first by a comparison of style
and language, then by a comparison of thought. It is important to note
that only after a detailed disuussion of all these aspects, does Dodd
reach the cautious conclusion that, "it is perhaps simpler to conclude
91
that the two works are by different authors". The cumulative nature
of Dodd's argument has not always been appreciated by his critics.
Reaction to Dodd, especially in Britain, is of interest in the pre¬
sent context because it centres almost exclusively on linguistic consi-
92
derations. It ranges from the important study of Howard, itself hea¬
vily biased towards the linguistic side, to the incredible statement of
Salom, who writes - "Dodd discusses the question of unity of wathorship
88. Dodd, B.J.R.L., 21 (1937), 129-156.
89. For a discussion of scholarship see Kummel Introduction, 442-445;
Rudolf Schnackenburg, Die Johannesbriefe (5th rev. ed.; Freiburg:
Herder, 1975), 34-38.
90. Dodd, B.J.R.L., 21 (1937), 130.
91. Ibid., 155.
92. W.F. Howard, "The Common Authorship of the Johannine Gospel and
Epistles", J.T.S., 48 (1947), 12-25. See also W.G. Wilson, "An
Examination of the Linguistic Evidence Adduced against the Unity of
Authorship of the First Epistle, of John and the Fourth Gospel", J.T.
S., 49 (1948), 147-156.
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from the viewpoint of grammatical and linguistic style and comes to the
conclusion that the two books could not have been written by the same
93author". As we have seen, that was not Dodd's conclusion, even after
the second, slightly longer section of his work comparing their thought.
Why this obsession among many responsible scholars with the linguistic
evidence?
In our discussion of Charles' study on the Apocalypse, we sugges¬
ted that linguistic evidence is decisive only for the narrow question of
whether one man could have written both books. To decide the relation
of the two writings it is necessary to include other aspects of study,
especially a comparison of thought. The same judgement is borne out by
Dodd's critics. They were intent on maintaining identity of authorship,
and quite rightly concentrated on linguistic evidence. Characteristics
94
of language and style, while not certain guides to an individual writer,
are the most objective possible. If one wishes to discuss, however, not
the identity of the author but the relation of two writings to one anot¬
her, other considerations become more important, We suggest that the
most important is a comparison of thought.
There is no doubt that the main aim and impact of Dodd's study was
to deny that the two writings were the work of one man. Whether he was
successful in that must be judged by the individual, a decision is not
95in fact crucial to the present thesis.' It is of interest, however, to
look more closely at Dodd's rgument. Obviously in any study of this
kind it is the conclusion which will not be readily accepted by others
that must be argued most closely. What is already a consensus opinion
93. A.P. Salora, "Some Aspects of the Grammatical Style of 1 John", J.B.L.,
74 (1955), 96-102; quot. 96.
94. See above, n. 72.
95. The most important studies in disagreement with Dodd are Kiimmel,
Introduction, 442-445; Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 34-38; Howard,
J.T.S., 48 (1947), 12-25. Wilson, J.T.S., 49 (1948)," 147-156, is
important on the use of statistical evidence.
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may be referred to more briefly. This is in fact what Dodd does. Diffe¬
rences between the two works are argued in great detail, but the overall
affinity, which is really the framework for his study, is merely asaumed.
In his initial comments Dodd writes -
"That the two works are, at any rate, very closely related is
obvious. Most of the themes treated in the Epistle are pre¬
sent also in the Gospel, and in a general way the theologica-
standpoint represented in the two writings is the same, at
least in comparison with any other part of the New Testament.
This point I need not elaborate". 96
Not only are the themes and theological standpoint broadly the same, but
the ideas are expressed in similar ways and style. The picture which
Dodd builds is of an overall similarity in thought, language and style,
but with distinct and particular differences in each case. How do we
account for both the close affinity, and the differences?
Dodd examines two possibilities - "either the two works are from
one hand, or the writer of the one was influenced, not superficially but
profoundly, by the other, whether that influence was due to personal
97
discipleship, or to a deep and prolonged study of his work, or to both".
Towards the end he conjectures -
"I conceive the First Epistle of John, then, to have been
written by an author who was quite possibly a disciple of
the Fourth Evangelist, and certainly a diligent student
of his work. He has soaked himself in the Gospel, assimi¬
lating its ideas and forming his style upon its model. He
sets out to develop, commend and apply certain of these
ideas to meet the particular needs of the situation". 98
He decides, in other words, on the second possibility. In the light of
recent research on the Gospel, already discussed, we would wish to phrase
the conclusion a little differently. The writer of the Epistle was a
member of the Johannine community, who drew on the tradition of the evan¬
gelist's preaching - probably himself having heard him preanh - but adapted




some of the evangelist's ideas to meet a new situation then facing the
community.
We have noticed that in Britain scholars have tended to concentrate
on linguistic and stylistic considerations, with some attention being
paid to the theological tendencies of the two writings. In Germany, how¬
ever, another aBpect of the study has bean emphasised - the situation of
the community reflected in each of the books. Some have claimed that
the situation reflected in the first Epistle is so different from that of
the Gospel, hhat the same man could not have been responsible for both.
Bultmann writes -
"The close affinity in language and content between the two books
makes it understandable that the identity of the authors has
often been asserted and is frequently asserted even today. I
cannot agree with this supposition. The decisive argument
against this identification, as Haenchen has correctly obser¬
ved, is the following : the Gospel of John and 1 John are
directed against different fronts. Whereas the Gospel is oppo¬
sed to the 'world', or to the Jews who are its representatives,
and therefore to non-Christians, the false teachers who are
opposed in 1 John are within the Christian community and claim
to represent the genuine Christian faith. This shows that 1
John originates in a period later than the Gospel". 99
It does not necessarily follow, of course, that the same author may
not have written the two books at a different time - Haenchen's argument
is much more comprehensive than Bultmann's comments would suggest. It
is only after a long review of recent literature on 1 John, that Haenchen
concludes -
"Dass der Brief mit einem spateren Problem zu tun hat als das
vierte Evangelium - nicht mehr mit dem Unglauben an Jesus,
sondern mit einem falschen Christusglauben -, schliesst frei-
lich noch nicht aus, dass der Autor des vierten Evangeliums
auch unsern Brief verfasst hat. Aber wenn wir all das ins Auge
fassen, was an Unterschieden zur Sprache gekommen ist, vom
Stil angefangen und mit der Naherwartung des Endes schliessend,
dann werden wir gegen Howard und Wilson mit Dodd die Verschieden-
heit der Verfasser fur das Wahrscheinliche halten". 100
99. Rudolf Bultmann, The Johannine Epistles, trans. R.P. O'Hara with L.
C. McGaughy and R.W. Funk; ed. R.W. Funk (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1973), 1.
100. Haenchen, T. Ru., N.F. 26 (1960-61), 43.
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Like Dodd's the argument is cumulative, but with an important emphasis
on the situation in the community which the writings reflect. As
Conzelmann had previously pointed out, "Es geniigt nun nicht, Evangelium
und Briefe einfach zu Konfrontieren; man muss nach der Kirchen - und
dogmengeschichtlichen Situation fragen, in welche die Briefe einzustel-
len sind".^^
This emphasis on the situation in the community, indicates a further
important direction along which our thesis should proceed. It is not con¬
cerned with the narrow question of authorship, but with the relation
which exists between all five Johannine writings. The hypothesis to be
examined is whether all these writings emerged in the one community.
Already it has been suggested that to support that hypothesis a comparison
of the thought of the various writings is necessary, to see if they con¬
tain distinctively Johannine concepts. The emphasis of the German scholars
has not* directed our attention to another issue - the different problems
and situations reflected in each book. Few would deny that the Gospel and
1 John were written in the same community, whether or not they are by the
same author, but we must also consider the situation reflected in the Apo¬
calypse. Could all five writings, reflecting very different situations in
the early church, be the work of the one, continuing early Christian conrnu-
nity?
In this survey of previous scholarship we have attempted to show that
our hypothesis of a Johannine community is well-founded. Recent work on
the composition of John's Gospel led to the conviction of community involve¬
ment in its development, while important studies on the authorship of the
other "Johannine* writings encouraged the idea that they too may have emer¬
ged in the same community. Perhaps more important, if we are to use this
hypothesis as a basis for further research, is the way in which the previous
101. Hans Conzelmann, "'Was von Anfang war'", Neutestamentliche Studien
fur Rudolf Bultmann, ed. Walther Eltester (B.Z.N.W. 21; Berlin :
Topelmann, 1954), 194-201, quot. 194.
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studies have pointed to issues which demand further consideration. In
particular two questions have been raised. 1. Does the thought and
expression of theological ideas in each book support the view that they
all emerged in the one distinct community? 2. Does the situation reflec¬
ted in each of the writings support the contention that they all emerged
in the same, on-going Christian community? The two questions are not
indeed distinct, but in the next section we shall concentrate on an
examination of theological emphases in the various writings, to assess
the probability that all five emerged in the one community. The situa¬
tion in the community reflected by the. theological, in particular the




THEOLOGICAL EMPHASES OF THE COMMUNITY
The hypothesis which it is now the intention of this thesis to
examine, states that all five traditionally "Johannine" books emerged
in the one early Christian community. In this chapter we shall attempt
some comparison of theological thought and emphasis. There are, of
course, many problems involved in 3uch a study. When one is comparing
the thought of individual writers there is usually some evidence, in
style and content, for their individuality. If, however, the question
is not concerned with individual authors, but whether the writers may
have been active in the one community, over a period of time, then the
relations of thought and emphases become much less distinct, and an
assessment more difficult to make. In examining the theological thought
of these books we must constantly bear in mind the two necesaary condi¬
tions for the justification of this hypothesis. 1. There must be some
evidence of a similarity in theological emphasis in the Johannine writ¬
ings, even though the individual writers involved may at times reflect
their own personal outlook and purpose of writing. 2. While much of
the Johannine theological thinking will reflect the common traditions
and understanding of the early Church, there must be some evidence that
the emphasis in the Johannine writings is distinct from that of other
early Christian communities represented in the New Testament. It is
clear that the task before us involves a very subtle comparison, and
perhaps the most important consideration of all is that of method.
The body of material with which we are concerned consists of three
main theological works, and two shorter, more personal, letters. To
attempt thoroughly to examine all the similarities and differences of
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thought which occur is clearly a task beyond the scope of the present
thesis. The number of possible combinations and permutations involved
is immense so some simpler approach must be found, even at the expense
of rigour. One must be realistic in the methodology adopted, always
remembering that at no stage in the thesis will it be claimed that the
suggestion is more than a reasonable working hypothesis.
When T.W. Manson set out to examine the theological ideas of the
Gospel and the First Epistle, he too had first to decide on the metho¬
dology to be adopted - his interest, of course, was whether they were
both the work of one man. Manson argued -
"We must first examine the Johannine theology in its relatively
pure state, free from the historical complications of the Gos¬
pel. This means that the proper method is to begin with the
Epistle and there find what are the leading theological ideas
of the author ..." 1
One must argue that the Epistle too is not free from complications, if
it is to be used as a theological norm. The writer was dealing with
specific problems and issues important to that congregation, and not
portraying his theological ideas in a reflective, systematic way. Never¬
theless, the main point of Manson's method seems to be accurate - to
establish a norm of Johannine theological ideas, and then to look for
similar ideas and emphases in the rest of the material. The point at
issue is what material one should use to establish the norm of Johannine
thought. It is the thought of the community which we wish to examine -
the community which, it has been previously argued, was involved in the
production of the Gospel. It seems clear, therefore, that unlike Manson
we must begin with the distinctive thought and emphases of the Gospel,
and then examine the other writings for the presence of a similar theo-
logical outlook.
1. T.W. Manson, On Paul and John (S.B.T.; London : S.C.M., 1963); 87-88.
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Our method, then, is to choose several important emphases in the
Gospel, and then examine the other books for evidence of the same ideas.
Again one must accept the limitations of the present study. It is not
possible to argue in detail that the themes which we shall consider are
the most important to the Gospel's theology, nor even that they are dis¬
tinctive of this Gospel in comparison with the rest of the New Testament.
That such considerations are important is, of course, not in any doubt.
Within the constraints imposed by the nature and aim of the thesis, how¬
ever, it is possible only to offer an exegetical examination of three
themes, widely accepted as important to the evangelist's theological
understanding. Others may choose different themes, or even examine dif¬
ferent emphases within the same themes, indeed they must be encouraged
to do so. It is only by further detailed examination that the hypothe¬
sis will ultimately stand or fall. Once the methodology is agreed, the
task of comparison is a continuing one.
One final point must be made by way of introduction. It is recog¬
nised that in some of the writings we are about to consider questions of
sources and redaction abound, indeed we have already considered some of
the issues with regard to the Gospel. The purpose of the present chap¬
ter, however, is to consider whether the theological emphases of these
writings in their present form, indicate a common background of thought
and understanding. Traditio-historical questions, therefore, need not
at this stage concern us. It is the texts as a whole that we must
examine, the only alteration being made on the basis of textual evidence.
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The Relation of the Father to the Son
In any Gospel the most important emphasis must be on christology,
the purpose is, after all, to proclaim Jesus, the Christ. If, there¬
fore, one can detect a particular stress in the evangelist's presenta¬
tion of Jesus in John's Gospel, it must provide an essential element to
our discussion. Fortunately most scholars are agreed, at least in
general terms, on the main christological emphasis of this Gospel. Lin-
dars has written - "The central aim of the Johannine christology is to
expound the intimate relationship of Jesus and God", while Pollard
rmmarks similarly - "The Gospel of St. John is pre-eminently the Gospel
of 'the Father and the Son'." Other scholars have argued, persuasively,
that the evangelist not only considered the relationship of Jesus to the
Father to be in itself the vital element of christology, but also used
that relationship as a paradigm for other relations in the Gospel. The
relation of the Father to the Son is mirrored in that of the Son to the
believer (6:57; 15:9-10), of both Father and Son to the believer (14:20-
4
24), and in the unity of believers (17:11; 20-23). Schnackenburg is
surely right to characterize the Father-Son relationship as "der Schliis-
sel zum Verstandnis des joh. Jesus".^
But if the Father-Son relationship is the key to the evangelist's
understanding of Jesus, what is the particular nature of the relationship
stressed in the Gospel? To that question there is no agreed answer.
Bultmann speaks of the "paradox" in John's approach-
2. Barnabas Lindars, "The Son of Man in the Johannine christology", in
Christ and Spirit in the New Testament, ed. Barnabas Lindars and Step¬
hen S. Smalley (Cambridge : University, 1973), 43-60; quot. 59.
3. T.E. Pollard, Johannine Christology and the Early Church (S.N.T.S.M.S.
13; Cambridge : University, 1970), 15.
4. See esp. C.H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (pap.ed.;
Cambridge : University, 1968), 195-197; Brown, Gospel, 511-512;
Kasemann, Testament, 57-59.
5. Rudolf Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevange1ium, II (H.T.K.N.T. 4; Frei¬
burg : Herder, 1971), 151.
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"He [Che evangelist] accordingly presents the fact that in
Jesus God encounters man in a seemingly contradictory man¬
ner: in one direction by statements that declare that Jesus
has equal dignity and rights with God, or even that God has
abdicated His rights to Jesus, so to speak, In the other
direction, John declares that Jesus speaks and acts only in
obedience to the will of the Father and does nothing on his
own authority". 6
In exegesis we shall find statements on both the unity of the Father
and the Son, and the subordination of Jesus to God, (cf. e.g. 10:30;
14:28); neither can be ignored.^
In our exegesis, however, we shall concentrate mainly on the state¬
ments of one-ness, as they seem to distinguish particularly the Johannine
portrayal of the relation of Jesus to the Father. One need not accept
the excesses of Kasemann's study to argue that the idea of unity - or we
would prefer "one-ness" - with the Father is central to the Johannine
g
understanding of Jesus. It is perhaps unfortunate, though certainly
inevitable, that the issue has been, and continues to be, one of the most
controversial in theology. What did the evangelist intend to convey by
his statements on the one-ness of the Father and the Son? In answering
that question one must try at all times to avoid later, and more develo¬
ped, issues of christological controversy. The evangelist was a preacher
and thinker in a very early Christian community, and can only be mis¬
understood if he is assessed as a theologian of the later church. We can
only determine the evangelist's understanding on any issue, by a careful
exegesis of relevant statements within their context in the Gospel.
6. Bultmann, Theology, II, 50. See also Kummel, Theology, 269, Pollard,
Christology, 15-18.
7. On the theme of dependence see J. Ernest Davey, The Jesus of St. John
(London : Lutterworth, 1958); more recently C.K. Barrett, "'The Father
is greater than I' (Jo 14,28) :. Subordinationst Christology in the New
Testammnt", in Neues Testament und Kirche, ed. J. Gailka (Vienna : Her¬
der, 1974), 144-159.
8. Kasemann Testament, esp. 4-26. See recently Hark L. Appold, The One¬
ness Motif in the Fourth Gospel (W.U.N.T., 2.1; Tubingen : J.C.B. Mohr
(Paul Siebeck), 1976).
9. For early christological interpretation see Maurice F. Wiles, The Spi-
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There are three verses which will not be discussed in the present
chapter, but on which some comment might be expected.*® In each of them
(20:28; 1:1; probably 1:18) the evangelist refers to Jesus - or more
precisely the pre^existent Logos, or the risen Christ - as God. The ver¬
ses may well be a useful indication that the evangelist does not hesitate
to apply the title "God" to Jesus, at least when he is the risen Lord,
but they do not really clarify our understanding of the relationship
which the evangelist intends between the Father and the Son. To under¬
stand the nature of that relationship, at times described in terms of
one-nesa, we must look at some of the evangelist's more important state¬
ments on the one-ness of the Father and the Son. One must, of course,
consider not only the statements themselves, but the contexts in which
they are set.
JN.5:16-23: One of the more difficult tasks for any commentator on John's
Gospel ia to decide how the chapters and passages should be divided for
the best understanding. We previously noted something of the evangelist's
method - interweaving several ideas together to develop the main themes;
using misunderstanding as a means of emphasising and clarifying some
points; sometimes deliberately holding back the development of the passage
to provide a final climax. Such techniques may well provide some of the
fascination of this gospel, but they do not ease the task of understanding
it. To be more specific, on the relation of the Father and the Son it is
not difficult to see that chapter five is an important christological pas¬
sage, central to the evangelist's thinking. In v.18 we are told that the
Jews attacked Jesus because he "called God his Father, making himself equal
with God", and the subsequent discourse expounds this theme of Jesus' one¬
ness with the Father. Clearly this discourse will prove central to our
10. See B.A. Mastin, "A negected feature of the christology of the Fourth
Gospel", N.T.S., 22 (1975-76), 32-51. Raymond E. Brown, Jesus God and
Man (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1968).
study, but how do we define the discourse, and where does it end? What
verses should be considered most carefully to understand the evangelist's
concept of the equality of Jesus and Gad?
To these questions there is no one answer - there is a sense, of
course, in which the whole Gospel is important. The discourse runs at
least to the end of chapter five, but does it really end there? In 7:21
we read: "I did one deed, and you all marvel at it", and what was this
deed? Surely it must have been the healing of chapter five. Some object
that there is no reaction of reported in chapter five,** but it is
certainly not excluded by the statement of 5:20. The theme of Jesus'
relation to God is again under discussion. Bultmann, in fact, suggests
8:13-20 as the probable conclusion to the whole discourse. He writes -
"the key-words/a.^.pcL'/Ot.'ix. and ^pic-s of 5:30-47; 7:15-24
appear again in 8:13-9, and the ironic appeal to the
law of Moses 5:45-47; 7:19-23 has its climax in the pas¬
tiche in 8:17f". 12
While not accepting Bultmann's analysis of the Gospel's literary composi¬
tion, it is true to say that the themes of witness and judgement do pro-
13vide strong evidence for linking these passages together. We shall not
attempt to define clearly the extent of the discourse which begins at 5:19,
but the implications of the accusation in 5:18 are still being considered
by the evangelist in subsequent chapters. This we hold to be part of his
method.
We shall in fact consider only a few verses of this discourse mate¬
rial, although the broader context should always be in mind. Hot unnaturally
it is the verses immediately following the initial statement on equality (v.
18) which introduce the main lines of the evangelist's thinking, subsequently
11. The point is argued by J.H. Bernard, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary
on the Gospel according to St. John, ed. A.H. McNeile (I.C.C.; Edinburgh,
T. & T. Clark, 1928), 262-263; cf„ Bultmann, Gospel, 277.
12. Bultmann, Gospel, 238-239.
13. See also Lindars, Gospel, 316; Brown, Gospel, 343.
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amplified and developed. We shall concentrate, therefore, on w. 18-23,
but to set the scene for the discourse we begin the exegesis at v.16.
V.16, while in one sense a conclusion to the healing story (w.2-15)
is also the evangelist's generalisation from that story. The imperfect
f i r*
tense, , together with the plural,rotuc*. , suggests that this
healing was only one example of Jesus' activity on the Sabbath which so
angered the Jews. It is noteworthy that another healing story in John
(9:1-12) also took place on the Sabbath, and of course the theme is fre¬
quent in the Synoptics (e.g. Ilk. 2:23-3:6; Lk. 13:10-17; 14:1-6). So far
as this verse is concerned the reason for the Jews' persecution of Jesus
was that he broke the Sabbath law (cf. Mk. 3:6), but the evangelist then
develops the theme to show the significance of this activity for the rela¬
tion of Jesus to God.
V.17 is only loosely linked to the preceding statement. It is gra¬
tuitous to remark, as Lindars does -
"It must be assumed that the Jews' 'persecution' of Jesus meant
that they searched for him at once, and having found him (still
in the Temple, perhaps; cf. verse 14) challenged him with the
point at issue". 14
The evangelist was not concerned with such logic. The connection of the
two verses lies in the development of the theme. Jesus' answer - which
Bultmann rightly notes as the "starting point for Jesus' subsequent dis-
15course" - fulfils the function of changing the discussion from the issue
of Jesus breaking the Sabbath law, to his relation, as Son, with the
Father, "My Father is working still, and I am working" (v.17). The answer
forms a pivot in the development of the passage. Not only is it a justifi¬
cation for his breaking the Sabbath law, but more importantly it is the
14. Lindars, Gospel, 218.
15. Bultmann, Gospel, 244.
stimulus for the subsequent discourse.Indeed the discourse is the
evangelist's attempt to expound the significance and meaning of v.17.
If one accepts that the discourse material took form in preaching, then
v.17 must surely have been an important text.
Let us consider the statement first as a reply to the accusation of
having broken the Sabbath law. Jesus does not deny the charge - clearly
he cannot - but instead he claims to have the authority to work on the
Sabbath. This claim is based on his relation to the Father. God works
on the Sabbath day, so too may the Son. Most commentators produce a
wealth of rabbinic and Philonic parallels to show current Jewish exege¬
sis that God was continually active. We shall not examine it here, as
the Father's working is not the point of dispute. Barrett concludes -
"It may be said then that when John was written there was a
current exegesis of God's sabbath rest sufficient to support
the argument of the evangelist". 17
Dodd, in his more detailed discussion, claims, interestingly, that it
is precisely the functions of Jesus emphasised in John - namely to give
life and to judge (w.21,22) - which are the activities Philo and some
18
of the rabbis distinguish as continuous activities of God. Whatever
the parallels may be, the Jews as portrayed by the evangelist did not
question the fact that the Father was active on the Sabbath. Their
argument was with Jesus, and in this statement they could see, quite
19
rightly, that he was claiming in some sense to be equal with God. It
is important to recognise, however, that the statement concerns the
activity of Jesus, and of the Father, The equality which is implied is
an equality of action. Jesus' activity on earth is the activity of God -
16. See Hugo Odeberg, The Fourth Gospel, I (Uppsala : Almqvist & Wik-
sells, 1929), 202-203.
17. Barrett, Gospel. 256.
18. Dodd, Interpretation, 320-323.
19. The claim is not fundamentally different from some synoptic state¬
ments - esp. "The Son of man is Lord even of the sabbath" (Mk.2:28;
cf. Matt. 12:8; Lk.6:5) - but the basis of that understanding, which
is the relationship of the Father and the Son, is more clearly set
out. See Bernard, Commentary, 236; R.H. Lightfoot, St. John's Gospel.
A Commentary, ed. C.F. Evans (Oxford: Clarendon, 1956), 139.
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"My Father is working still, and I am working". It is the relation of
Jesus' activity on earth to the father's activity, that is further deve¬
loped in the discourse.
The evangelist's understanding of v.17 is best amplified by w.19,
20, but first we must consider the Jews' misunderstanding, as it is given
in v.18. They were now even more enraged because Jesus, "not only broke
the sabbath but also called God his Father, making himself equal \&h God"
(v.18). To the Jew to be equal with God meant to be independent from God,
so in claiming the right to work on the Sabbath because God continually
works, Jesus was claiming to act independently of God, and hence to be
20
equal with God. From the Jewish point of view this was indeed blas¬
phemy, but to the evangelist that was a total misunderstanding of the
relation of Jesus to the Father. For the evangelist, Jesus' work on the
Sabbath did not show his independence of God, but his unique relation to
God, a relation emphasised in v.18 - though not in the R.S.V. translation
- by the use of cbtov' . The N.E.B. more adequately translates: "by call-
21
ing God his own Father he claimed equality with God".
In the saying of v. 17, it is true that Jesus claimed a 'special*
relationship to God, but not independence from God. The equality is
based on the one-ness of their work, a theme soon to be developed further.
To ask, as some commentators do, whether the evangelist would himself
claim that Jesus was equal with God is to beg the question what equality
means in this context. For the evangelist, Jesus was in a unique way
carrying out God's work on earth (cf. 4:34; 9:34; 10:37,38; 15:24), and
in that sense he may be called equal. This interpretation seems to be
confirmed by the subsequent discourse.
At first sight v.19 may seem to contradict the thought of v. 18 -
"the Son can do nothing of his own accord, but only what he sees the
20. See the discussions of Odeberg, Fourth Gospel, I, 203; Dodd, Inter¬
pretation, 325-328.
21. See Dodd, Interpretation, 325.
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Father doing" (v.19; cf. 5:30; 8:28). It does indeed prohibit any idea
of the Son's independence of God, but it encourages the interpretation
that the special relation of Jesus to God is that he carries out the
work of the Father on earth. There is a one-nesa of activity, which in
w.19,20 is based on the love of the Father for the Son (v.20), and the
obedience of the Son to the Father (v.19), Bultmann is right to argue -
"The same claim lies behind v.19 as was made openly in v.17;
for v.19, by describing both negatively and positively
Jesus' absolute dependence on the Father, is intended to
lay bare the ground of the equality of his work with the
divine work, and not to show his subordination to the
Father". 22
That was the intention of the evangelist, although it must be said that
an element of subordination remains.
Dodd and Gaechter have maintained that w. 19,20a originally formed
23
a parable - "the parable of the Son as Apprentice". Dodd argues -
"On the face of it, we have a simple picture of a son appren¬
ticed to his father's trade. The article with-ffoucqp and
uloj is generic, indicating that the statement applies to
any father and any son... The son watches his father aft work
and imitates him; the father shows the son all the several
operations of his craft, so that, by closely following the
father's example, rather than experimenting at his own sweet
will ( «-4> 4j*-vcc>Z> ) he may himself become a master of the
craft. After this point the elements of the picture are
allegorized, the father and son of the parable becoming God
the Father and Christ the Son". 24
By itself, however, the parable describes "in the simplest and most rea-
25listic terms a perfectly familiar situation in everyday life". If, as
22. Bultmann, Gospel, 248.
23. C.H. Dodd, "A hidden parable in the Fourth Gospel" in More New Tes¬
tament Studies (Manchester : University, 1968), 30-40; quot. 39; Paul
Gaechter',"Zur 'Form von Joh.5, 19-30", in Neutestamentliche Aufsatze,
ed. J. Blinzler, 0. Kuss, F. Mussner (Regensburg : Friedrich Fustet,
1963), 65-68, cf. also Joachim Jeremias on Matt. 11:27, in New Tes¬
tament Theology I, trans. J. Bowden (London : S.C.M., 1971), 56-61;
John A.T. Robinson, "The use of the Fourth Gospel for christology
today" in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament, 1973), 61-78; esp.
69-73.
24. Dodd, More New Testament Studies, 31-32.
25. Ibid., 39.
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seems probable, this interpretation is correct, then it is interesting
that to illustrate the relation of the Father and the Son the evangelist
has chosen a parable of work. The son learns and carries out the work of
the father, so too Jesus on earth is fulfilling the work of God, the
Father, Again the emphasis in the relationship is on the common activity
of the Father and the Son.
The evangelist's development of the theme is found in the second
part of v.20, continuing through w.21-23. In healing the sick man, and
indeed the other "signs" so far related in the Gospel, Jesus has been
doing the work of his Father, but the Father has still to show him "grea¬
ter works than these ... that you may marvel" (v.20). The "you" )
in this sentence is emphatic - even those who now attack him, will one
day marvel. But what are these "greater works" which will have such a
profound effect? In the immediate context we are told, "the Son gives
life to whom he will" (v.21), and the Father "has given all judgement to
the Son" (v.23) - to "give life", and to "judge". In the Old Testament
these are the prerogatives of God alone (e.g. Deut. 32:39; Ps.82:8; 1
26
Sam. 2:6), but here they are "delegated" to the Son. It is not to
say, of course, that the Father does not still act in these matters -
uJtrtrtp \<*X> (v.21), while grammatically qualifying only the
statement on life, also, in the sense of the passage, qualifies the
statement on judgement. To give life and to judge are still the activi¬
ties of God, but, in obedience, the Son carries out the work of the
Father. Barrett refers to the "exact parallelism between the Father and
the Son".^
It is well known that in this Gospel there are several different, and
apparently contradictory, statements on judgement - for example, one may
contrast v.22 with the statement of 8:15, "I judge no one". Detailed
26. Bdwyn C. ttoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, ed. F.N. Davey (London : Faber &
Faber, 1940), 299.
27. Barrett, Gospel, 260.
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discussion must wait until the chapter on eschatology, but briefly the
evangelist's understanding is best seen in a passage such as 3:16-21 -
"this is the judgement, that the light has come into the world and men
loved darkness rather than light" (3:19). The judgement of Jesus should
be seen in the context of the offer of life which he brings, and a con¬
sequence of its refusal. Dodd comments:
" ...K>Pl<3"cS and are obverse and reverse of the
same process. Positively, the work of Christ is to bring
life and light, negatively, it results in judgement upon those
who refuse the life and turn away from the light". 28
Similarly we must briefly refer to the discussion among commentators
as to whether the "greater works" (v.20), refers to the future activity
of Jesus on earth, or his ultimate eschatological activity as the risen
and glorified Lord (cf. w.28,29). Lindars writes -
"These 'greater works' ... will cause men to 'marvel*, because
what they have so far seen is only a faint shadow of the full
scale of the eschatological task which Jesus will perform when
he is glorified; cf. verse 28". 29
Perhaps too sharp a distinction is unnecessary, and indeed unwise. While
the evangelist looked forward to Jesus' future activity in glory, it is
probable that he was here thinking more particularly of the future acts
of Jesus while on earth - note the raising of Lazarus (11:1-53). The
"signs" which Jesus gives while on earth, and indeed his own resurrec¬
tion, anticipate his future eschatological activity as glorified Lord.
These issues have been briefly raised to aid our understanding of
the development of the evangelist's discussion, but we must return now
more specifically to the question of the relation of the Father and the
Son, In w.22,23 we read:
"The Father judges no one, but has given all judgment to the
Sou, that all may honour the Son, even as they honour the
Father. He who does not honour the Son does not honour the
Father who sent him".
28. Dodd, Interpretation, 256.
29. Lindars, Gospel, 222; cf. John Marsh, The Gospel of St. John (Har-
mondsworth : Penguin, 1968), 259-65.
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This statement Towns the conclusion of the section (w. 19-23), discuss¬
ing Jesus' claim (v.17), and its implications for his relationship to
God. Because the Father has delegated to the Son responsibility for
judgement, so men must honour the Son, just as they would honour the
Father. One must accept that grammatically the cvx-clause (v.23) is
connected to the statement on judgement, but we have suggested above
that Jesus' role in judgement is a consequence of his life - giving
activity, so in that sense both the activities of giving life and judge¬
ment demand honour from men. Bligh has argued:
"Because he [Jesus] shares in the divine activities of life-
giving and judgement, he is entitled to be honoured exactly
as the Father is honoured; and it is the will of the Father
that he should be so honoured". 30
This final statement contains perhaps the most characteristic of
all Johannine christological statements - the Son is the one who has
been "sent" by the Father - and it certainly demands some comment. Dodd
observes -
"all through the gospel the Son of God is presented as one
'sent' by the Father. The verbs rrEyu-xctiv and ouroo-teAXttv'
used apparently without any difference of meaning, occur in
this connection over forty times in all parts of the gospel.
„ , , , . C * t \ c ,God is referred to as o rxocttjp , or, o rt<xx^p o
or simply, 6 . We may therefore take it to
be a regulative idea that the Son of God is he who is com¬
missioned or delegated by God to mankind". 31
Haenchen describes this expression of the one 3ent by God as "die
32
kennzeichnendste christologische Forael des vierten Evangeliums",
while Kasemann maintains -
30. John Bligh, "Jesus in Jerusalem", Hey. J., 4 (1963), 115-134; quot.
127.
31. Dodd, Interpretation, 254.
32. Ernst Haenchen, "Vom Wandel das Jesusbildes in der fruhen Gemeinde",
in Verborum Veritas, eds. 0. Bocher, K. Haacker (Wuppertal: Rolf
Brockhaus, 1970), 3-14; quot. 12; also "Der Vater, der mich gesandt
hat", H.T.S., 9 (1962-63), 208-216.
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"In the Gospel, the formula 'the Father who sent me' there¬
fore alternates continuously with the concept of the one¬
ness with the Father, and the former receives its peculiar
christological meaning through the latter". 33
While we are not convinced on this last remark, it is true that both
ideas are closely related in the passage now being studied. Perhaps
it is best to consider, "the Father who sent me" (v.23), as a summary
of the ideas on teaching, obedience and delegation, implicit in the
preceding verses.
In a recent article Borgen has persuasively indicated the Jewish
34
background to this concept. He traces it in the halakhic principles
of agency, especially as adopted in the early stages of Merkabah mys¬
ticism. In Herkabah mysticism, he argues, "we find a combination of
halakah, heavenly figures and the heavenly world as is the case with
the idea of agency in the Fourth Gospel". The similarities he lists
succinctly as follows:
"(a) the unity between the agent and his sender - (b)
although the agent is subordinate, (c) the obedience of
the agent to the will of the sender, (d) the task of the
agent in the lawsuit, (e) his return and reporting back
to the sender, and (f) his appointing of other agents as
an extension of his own mission in time and space". 35
We cannot discuss the details of Borgen's study, which raises complex
issues of rabbinic interpretation, but for our understanding of the pre¬
sent passage his first and main point is particularly important. In
36
Jewish thought, "an agent is like the one who sent him", and it is as
an agent carrying out the will and the work of the Father, that the Son
33. Kasetnann, Tes taroent, 11.
34. Peder Borgen, "God's Agent in theRmrth Gospel", in Religious in
Antiquity, ed. J. Neusner (Numen Sup., 14; Leiden : Brill, 1968),
137-148. See also Wayne A. Meeks, The Prophet-King. Moses Tradi-
tonB and the Johannine Christology (Nov. T. Sup., 14; Leiden :
Brill, 1967), 301-302.
35. Borgen, Religions, 144.
36. Ibid., 138. Borgen, n.2., cites the following references: "Mek.Ex.
12:3,12:6; Eerakoth 5:5; Baba Metzia 96a; Hagigah 10b; Qiddushin
42b, 43a; Menahoth 93b; Nazir 12b, etc." Obviously the dating of
these will vary, but we accept that this idea was present in Jud¬
aism at the time of the evangelist.
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may be considered " equal with God" (v.18). As the obedient Son, sent
by the Father (v.23), and taught by the Father (v.20), Jesus was carry¬
ing out the work of God on earth, and so must receive the honour due to
God alone (v.23).
These verses have been studied with some care, as they introduce
what the author considers to be the evangelist's most characteristic
understanding of the relationship of Jesus to God. As the obedient Son,
taught by the Father and sent to carry out the Father's work on earth,
Jesus may even be considered equal with God. But it is an equality
only in terms of activity - in Jesus work on earth the Father is act¬
ing too: "My Father is working still, and I am working" (v.17). The
one-ness of the Father and the Son, as it is portrayed in these verses,
is a one-ness of action. Let us consider now some other passages, from
different areas of the gospel material, to see if they will reinforce,
develop, or contradict this suggested interpretation.
JN.10:37,38; 14:10,11: One may deal more briefly with two other state¬
ments which have obvious relevance to the relationship between the
Father and the Son, and first that of 10:38: "the Father is in me and
I am in the Father". A similar statement may be found at 14:11: "I am
in the Father and the Father in me", so it is of interest to consider
both passages together. Not only are the statements virtually identi¬
cal, but the contexts of the verses are also closely similar. In both
cases Jesus is trying to explain his relation to the Father - in one
case to the Jews (chap.10), in the other to the disciples (chap.14). In
both instances, too, he appeals to the evidence of his works, or more
precisely the activity of the Father working in him (10:37,38; 14:10,
11). The works bear witness to the fact that the Son is in the Father,
and the Father in the Son. It does not seem necessary to suggest, as
Bultmann does, that the "works" in this context must refer to "Jesus
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revealing activity as a whole". It is admitted that the evangelist
)/
does use tptfov in this sense at 17:4, but in the passages now under
discussion, as in 5:17-23, we suggest that the "works" of Jesus refer
to his healing activity on earth, which anticipates his future escha-
tological activity in giving life, and judgement (5:21-23). These
works, which Jesus does for all to see, bear witness to the fact that
"I am in the Father and the Father in me" (14:11).
It is true that at 14:10 Jesus also refers to the authority of
his "words" -
"The words that I say to you I do not speak on my own autho¬
rity; but the Father who dwells in me does his works".
Jesus' words have authority because of his unique relation to the Father,
which is seen in the fact that the Father works in him. It is, however,
the activity of Jesus which most clearly demonstrates his relation to
the Father. Brown comments -
"From Jesus' point of view both word and work are revelatory,
but from the audience's point of view works have greater
confirmatory value than words". 38
In both these passages (10:37, 38; 14:10,11) the works of Jesus, which
are the works of the Father, provide the evidence for his assertion:
"I am in the Father and the Father in me".
In dealing with these sayings, many commentators refer to the
. 39
Hellenistic, philosophical concept of "mutual indwelling". Dodd has
been particularly influential in this regard with his study on the philo-
>
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sophical and religious use of the phrase zv btu) in Hellenism. What
is by no means certain, however, is that when the evangelist wrote these
37. Bultmann, Gospel, 390.
38. Brown, Gospel, 622.
39. See e.g. Barrett, Gospel, 386; Lindars, Gospel, 376, 474.
40. Dodd, Interpretation, 187-192; see recently David L, Mealand, "The
Language of Mystical Union in the Johanniue Writings", Downside
Review. 95 (1977), 19-34.
words he was thinking in Hellenistic, philosophical terms. In recent
studies much more attention has been paid to the Jewish background of
the evangelist's thought, and with justification. With regard to the
statements at present under review we return to the interesting and
41
stimulating study of Borgen, on the Jewish concept of agency. We
have seen that he suggests the halakhic principles of agency as back¬
ground for the evangelist's understanding of the Son having been "sent"
by the Father (es e.g. 5:23). Could this primarily judicial idea of
agency also have been in the evangelist's mind when he wrote: "I am in
the Father and the Father in me"? Borgen claims that it could, but
before looking at his argument let us consider two points of oontext
which seem relevant.
We have noted that in both passages (10:37,38; 14:10,11), the justi¬
fication for the assertion, "I am in the Father and the Father in me",
lies in the evidence of Jesus' works. "If I am not doing the works of
my Father, then do not believe me; but if I do them, even though you do
not believe me, believe the works, ..." (10:37,38). It is interesting
that the evangelist presents a closely similar argument in chapter five -
"... the works which the Father has granted me to accomplish, these very
works which I am doing, bear me witness that the Father has sent me" (5:
36). The works bear witness, but to what? Not in this case that, "I am
in the Father and the Father in me", (14:11, cf. 10:38), but rather to the
fact that "the Father has sent me" 5:36). One should not, of course, make
any too certain claims on the evidence of such scattered material, but it
is surely of interest that the evangelist can draw both conclusions from
the evidence of Jesus' works. They show on the one hand that Jesus was
"sent" by the Father (5:36), and on the other that he is "in the Father"
41. Borgen, Religions, 137-148; see esp. 139.
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(10:37, 14:11). Hay one not, with some justification, ask whether the
evangelist would have in fact intended the kind of differentiation
between the two statements so often assumed today?
Our questioning may gain some credibility when we consider the
immediate context of 10:37,38. Jesus is here once more defending him¬
self against the accusation of the Jews that he had made himself God
(10:33, cf. 5:18). The details of the defence - based on a quotation
from Ps. 82:6 - need not concern us, but essential to the success of
the argument is the fact that Jesus is the one "whom the Father conse¬
crated and sent into the world" (10:36). The proof of this assertion
may be seen in his works - in reality the works of the Father - "If I
am not doing the works of my Father, then do not believe me; ..." (10:
37). As the discourse continues, however, it becomes clear that these
same works also demonstrate the truth of Jesus' claim : "the Father is
in me and I am in the Father". (10:38). It would seem that in this
closely argued passage, the evangelist does not clearly distinguish
between the assertions that Jesus is the one "whom the Father consecra¬
ted and sent into the world" (10:36), and that he is the one who can
rightly claim: "the Father is in me and I am in the Father" (10:38).
One wonders if they are more than different ways of expressing the one
truth - that in the activity of Jesus on earth, the Father is working
too. We suggest that both statements, when understood in the context of
Jesus work on earth, are best interpreted in terms of the Jewish concept
of agency.
At first glance it might appear that we are therefore in agreement
with Borgen's study, and in general terms we are. We do, however, differ
in our interpretation of this saying - "I am in the Father and the Father
in me" (14:10,11; cf. 10:38). Borgen accepts that the statement implies
"personal identity between the Son and the Father", and therefore extends
the halakhic principle of agency into "a judicial mysticism", which said
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that "the agent is a parson identical with the sender". He argues -
"Thus not only his authority and his function are derived from
the sender, but also his qualities. Qiddushin 43a formulates
this mysticism in the following way: the agent ranks as his
master's own person". 42
One's suspicions are immediately aroused on recognising that Borgen
cites only one rabbinic source. The important question, however, is
whether even that one possible source in fact provides the evidence he
needs. Let us look more closely at the rabbinic statement. The dis¬
cussion is whether or not an agent can become a witness. The school of
R. Shila maintained - "An agent cannot become a witness; since a Master
43
said: 'A man's agent is as himself', he ranks as his own person". We
are not convinced that this shows the kind of "personal identity" Borgen
intends. In particular it says nothing of the agent deriving his "qua¬
lities" from the sender. The context is firmly that of the law-court;
the agent cannot give evidence because in this respect, he ranks as the
one who sent him. It says nothing at all of personal qualities, nor any
form of identity.
How, then, may we maintain that the evangelist's thought still lies
within the Jewish understanding of agency? Borgen's argument - just
rejected - is in fact only necessary if one accepts that the Johannine
saying implies "personal identity". In our examination of the contexts,
however, it appears that the evangelist is implying no more by this
statement, than when he wrote that Jesus was "consecrated and sent" (10:
36) by the Father. Both statements are made on the basis of Jesus works,
or at least it is the evidence of the works which provides their proof.
Dodd writes -
42. Ibid., 139.
43. The Babylonian Talmud. Seder Nashim, Kiddushin 43a, trans. 1. Epstein
(London : Soncino, 19.36), 216.
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"the relation so described is either constituted by, or at
least manifested in, an activity which, though its proxi¬
mate agent is the Son, is in reality that of the Father". 44
This is not a statement of personal or metaphysical identity, but of
activity. Because the Father is active in the works of Jesus on earth,
so the claim can be made - "I am in the Father and the Father in me".
It would seem, therefore, that the evangelist's intention in this saying
(10:38;14:10,11), is not substantially different from that of 5:16-23.
It is as the obedient Son, consecrated and sent by the Father, that Jesus
can claim: "The Father is in me and I am in the Father". The one-ness of
the Father and the Son is a one-ness of purpose, and of action.
JN.10:25-30: We must finally consider the clearest of all the statements
in the Gospel on the unity of the Father and the Son - "I and the Father
are one" (10:30; cf. 17:21). The evidence is again the witness of his
works (v.26), but in this discourse - unlike the other passages we have
discussed - it is important to realise that the statement on the one-ness
of the Father and the Son is not so much a conclusion, as a basis for the
assurance to the disciples - and hence to all believers - "no one shall
snatch them out of my hand" (v.28).
The discourse is developed from the parable of the sheep-fold (w.
1-5). Jesus promised to give "eternal life" (v.28) to those who "hear"
his voice, and who "follow" him (v.27). "They shall never perish", he
says, "and no one shall snatch them out of my hand", (v.28). In its
setting in the Gospel the statement is directed to the disciples, but no
doubt the evangelist was especially thinking of his own community - an
45
early group of believers facing opposition, and perhaps disappointment.
Here Jesus himself offers the security that they are safe in his power,
but what is the basis for such an assurance to the believers? It must
44. Dodd, Interpretation, 194.
45. See chap. 3, and esp. die thesis of J. Louis Martyn, History and Theo¬
logy in the Fourth Gospel (New York : Harper and Row, 1968).
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be true, because of the parallel statement of v.29 - "No one is able
to snatch them out of the Father's hand", and the logical link is v.30-
"I and the Father are one". That God is able to provide his people
with security is not in doubt (e.g. Ezek. 34:25-31; Ps.23; cf. Deut.
32:39; Isa. 43:13; Wisdom 3:1). Because Jesus and the Father are one,
therefore, he too can offer security and comfort. "No one shall snatch
them out of my hand" (v.28), because "I and the Father are one" (v.30).
This seems to be the sense of the passage, whatever one makes of
the notoriously difficult textual problem of v.29. In his commentary
Barrett clearly sets out five possible variants, based on various com-
c\ ^
^ 46binations of 05 , O and The text favoured
by the critics and adopted in both the Nestle-Kilpatrick and United
CV,/C > /Bible Societies editions, is o rrotvcs^v /tet-Jov/ erznv;
the sentence then being translated by Barrett: "As to my Father, what he
has given me is greater than all, and no one can snatch..."^ It is not
usually acceptable textual criticism to reject a reading because it does
not seem to fit with the context of the passage, but in this case the
reading so obviously conflicts with the progress of the argument that it
must reluctantly be set aside. The fact that the variants must have
appeared at a very early stage in the Gospel's transmission, and that
the evidence for no one reading clearly dominates, makes this procedure
48
more acceptable.
Host commentators adopt one of two readings - o
46. Barrett, Gospel, 381.
47. Barrett, Gospel, 381.
48. Textual evidence is best set out in the U.B.S. apparatus. It is
interesting that the editors evaluate the degree of certainty of the
adopted reading as{3>\ , indicating "a very high degree of doubt",
xiii.
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rcbu/ntox/ tsr?>V*9 or 05 S&SujvcCV /^ou ytXCLju>v/ rcuvru>\y
> / 50
£,<roiV . The first may be translated: "Ify Father in regard to
what he has given me is greater than all" (Lindars), while the second,
adopted by both the R.S.V. and N.E.B., reads: "My Father, who has given
them to me, is greater than all,..." A decision between these two is
finely balanced^ but in fact whichever is chosen the essential mean¬
ing of the passage remains the same. Some have claimed that the first
reading restricts the power of God, but does it not rather define where
the power of God in this instance may be seen to operate - that is, in
his flock? Whatever reading is adopted, the thread of the evangelist's
thinking seems clear enough - those who have followed Jesus are secure
in him, because he is one with the Father, and the Father is greater
than all.
What then do we learn from this passage about the one-ness which
the evangelist intends between the Father and the Son? Again we find
no evidence for a metaphysical or personal unity. Because there is a
one-ness of purpose, there is a one-ness of power. Because in Jesus it
is the Father who acts, so the believers may rest secure in him. Brown
52
describes it as "a unity of power and operation".
In conclusion, then, we suggest that one of the distinctive aspects
of this Gospel is the emphasis on the relation of one-ness between the
Father and the Son. This should not be seen as any kind of ontological
49. See Brown, Gospel, 403; Lindars, Gospel, 369-70; J. Neville Birdsall,
"John x.29", J.T.S., N.S. 11 (1960), 342-344.
50. Bernard, Commentary, 347; Dodd, Interpretation, 433, n.l; Bultmann,
Commentary, j86, n. 3; John Whittaker, "A Hellenistic Context for John
10,29." V.C., 24 (1970), 241-260. Many scholars invert the reading to
TT"ocvru>v , for reasons which are not at all clear. This
variant - admittedly only a minor one - has little textual support,
and should not be adopted.
51. See Appendix A.
52. Brown, Gospel, 407.
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unity, however. It is a one—ness of action, of purpose, and of power.
Jesus may be said to be one with the Father because, as the obedient
Son, the Father works in him.
THE EPISTLES
The Epistles of John, more obviously than the Gospel, were written
to influence a specific situation in the community or communities to
which they were sent. One must expect, therefore, that the theological
emphases of these letters will be influenced by the situation with which
they are concerned, and to which they respond. A detailed consideration
of that situation, however, together with some discussion of the relation
53
of the three letters, is more properly a topic for a later chapter. At
present we shall only consider the division in the community which
becomes apparent in the First Letter, insofar as it affects the writer's
presentation of the relationship of the Father to the Son. There is no
doubt that at least one issue of dispute - one suspects the major issue -
was christological in nature, and so in a study of this kind it cannot
be ignored.
In his study of the First Epistle, Law noted the change in christo¬
logical emphasis with respect to the Gospel - "its doctrinal emphasis is
not upon the relation of Divine Father and Divine Son, but upon the rela-
54tion of the Divine Son to the historic Jesus". He also noted, however,
that as in the Gospel, the writer portrays and assumes a close relation
between the Father and the Son. Law wrote -
"The Son, no less than the Father, is the object of religious
faith (5:13), hope (3:3), and obedience (3:23). He that con-
fesseth the Son hath the Father also (2:23). Our fellowship
is with the Father and with the Son, Jesus Christ (1:3).
Believers are exhorted to 'abide' in Christ (2:28), as else¬
where to 'abide' in God ... again and again it is left uncer¬
tain whether 'God' or 'Christ' is the subject of statement,
an ambiguity which would be reckless except on the presumption
of their religious equivalence". 55
53. See concluding chapter.
54. Robert Law, The Tests of Life, 99.
55. Ibid., 98. See also Bultmann, Theology, II, 50.
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While one may be reluctant to use the term "equivalence", Law's able
and comprehensive summary does indicate the close relation assumed in
this letter between the Father and the Son. In our consideration we
shall attempt to see more clearly the writer's understanding of this
relationship, but first we shall consider something of his aim in writ¬
ing, and the nature of the dispute within the community.
1 JN. 1:3: The aim of writing the First Epistle is stated at 1:3 -
"that which we have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, so
that you may have fellowship with us; and our fellowship is
with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ" (cf. 5:13).
The intention was to offer fellowship and encouragement to those who
"believe in the name of the Son of God" (5:13), reminding them of the
promise to them of eternal life (2:25; cf. 5:13, 1:2). In this Epistle,
written to a divided community (e.g. 2:19,26; 4:1), "fellowship" -
>
Kou/iovux. — is clearly an important term, even if rarely used (1:3,6,7).
The translation is difficult - "fellowship", as it is used today is too
weak a term, while "communion", with its semi-technical emphasis, is
even less acceptable. Dodd suggests the fundamental meanings of "par¬
tnership", or "joint-ownership",^ but it may be best to continue to
use "fellowship", while recognising that it has a special significance.
Bultmann notes -
/
"The term ('fellowship") is encountered only here
and in vss. 6f., but the motif runs throughout the whole
Epistle is a series of different expressions that speak of
being in God (2:5; (5:20)) or of remaining in God (2:6,24),
and in the reciprocal formula : we in God and he in us (3:
24; 4:13)." 57
True fellowship is "with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ" (1:3).
Those who remain firm in the authentic doctrine "which was from the
beginning" (1:1), will be in this fellowship with the Father and the Son,
56. C.H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles (M.N.T.C.; London: Hodder & Stough-
ton, 1946), 6.
57. Rudolf Bultmann, The Johannine Epistles, 13.
and so in fellowship with the author as well. The thought in this
verse seems similar to, if not identical with, that of Jn. 17 (esp. 20-
23). While in the Epistle the one-ness of the Father and the Son is
not expressly stated, the idea of the Gospel would seem to be implied,
and indeed assumed. Because the Father and the Son act as one, so too
should the believers on earth, and if they are true believers they will
have fellowship with one another.
1 JN. 2:22-25 (cf. 2 JN. 9): In these verses, which may well be consi¬
dered the central christological statement of the Epistle, the nature of
the controversy becomes apparent. The "liar" and the "antichrist" is
the one who "denies that Jesus is the Christ", which is in effect to deny
both the Father and the Son . ' No one who denies the Son has the Father.
He who confesses the Son has the Father also" (v.23).
To consider first the false teaching, it might be assumed from
these verses that hostile to the writer was a group of Jews who persis-
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tently refused to accept that Jesus was the Christ, indeed that situa¬
tion seems to be reflected in the Gospel (e.g. 4:25,26} 7:25-31; 9:22;
10:24; 20:31). From other verses, however, it becomes clear that that
was not the situation in 1 John. 1 Jn. 2:19 suggests that the group of
"antichrists" were people who had once been members of the Christian
community, indeed they probably still considered themselves to be Chris¬
tians, but they had gone out from the community, not only in the physical
sense but also in the sense that their doctrine had gone beyond true
Christian teaching (2 Jn. 9). In 2 Jn. 7 - a letter which reflects the
same controversy as the first letter - one reads: "For many deceivers
have gone out into the world, men who will not acknowledge the coming
of Jesus Christ in the flesh". The dispute was not about whether Jesus
58. See e.g. J.C. O'Neill, The Puszle of 1 John (London : S.P.C.K., 1966).
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was the Christ, but whether Jesus Christ had really come in the flesh
(cf. 1 Jn. 4:2). It was in essence a dispute cm the reality of the
Incarnation.
"Who is the liar but he who denies that Jesus is the Christ?
This is the antichrist, he who denies the Father and the Son"
(v. 22)
To deny the reality of the Incarnation - to deny that the human Jesus
really is the Christ - is to deny both the Son and the Father. The
believer's relation to the Father is determined by his relation to the
Son. To deny the Son is also and inevitably to deny the Father (2:23;
cf. 4:15; 5:12). Schnackenburg paraphrases the thought of the passage -
"Jesus, der geschichtliche Jesus, ist wirklich ( torelv ) der ^Christus",
der als der Gottessohn in engster Gemeinschaft nit dem Vater steht und
60
dahin auch die an ihn Glaubenden fuhrt".
Again in this passage the one-ness of the father and the Son is assu¬
med by the author rather than discussed. Presumably it was part of the
common tradition of the community, and so needed no argument. The state¬
ment of v.23, has obvious parallels in John's Gospel (e.g. 5:23; 12:44-
45; 13:20; 14:6-9), and also to Synoptic sayings (cf. Matt. 10:40; Lk.
10:16; Matt. 11:27; Lk. 10:22). There is, however, one interesting dis¬
tinction. In the Gospel it is not said of the believer, as it is in the
>/
Epistle, that he has (t)cci/v) God (cf. 2 Jn. 9). Bultmann wisely com¬
ments -
"This term does not differ materially from 3,tvto3'w£iv("know"),
since the latter does not denote a theoretical knowledge, but
that relationship in which the one knowing is determined exis-
tentially by the one who is the object of knowledge". 61
While one should not make too much of a difference in terminology, the
writer's use of , here and at 2 Jn. 9, does suggest some influence,
59. Bultmann, Epistles, 35.
60. Rudolf Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 157.
61. Bultmann, Epistles, 39.
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whether deliberate or unconscious, of gnostic form of expression (cf.
62
5:12). The thought of the passage, however, is essentially that of
the Gospel.
1 JN. 4:13-16: While the passages we have already considered imply a
close relation between the Father and the Son, they do not discuss the
nature of the relationship. We may consider briefly two further passa¬
ges in this regard. Dodd describes 1 Jn. 4:13-18 as "a balanced, com¬
prehensive and singularly impressive account of the grounds of Christian
63
assurance". The Spirit working in the believer assures him of the love
of God (v.16), already evident in that "the Father has sent his Son as
the Saviour of the world" (v. 14; cf. 1 Jn. 4:9,10). In the Gospel we
detected an emphasis on the sending of God's Son as the Father's agent
in the world. In this verse he is sent as "the Sarour of the world"
(cf. Jn. 4:42).
The designation of Jesus as "the Saviour of the world" is not com¬
mon in the New Testament. Houlden suggests -
"The evidence indicates, then, that in so far as early Chris¬
tians made use of the term, they were as likely to apply it
to God - as the Old Testament had done (e.g. LXX of Deut. 32:
15; Isaiah 12:2; 17:10, 45:21f) - as to Jesus, and it only
becomes at all conmon in the later years covered by the writings
of the New Testament". 64
The term as it is used here has an obviously active meaning - to bring
salvation, or in Johannine terminology "life" to those who believe. One
may compare 1 Jn. 4:9 - "God sent his only Son into the world, so that
we might live through him". So in v.14 it is stated - "the Father has
sent his Son as the Saviour of the world". The Son of God, the Saviour
of the world, brings life to those who believe.
62. See also Dodd, Epistles, 57; Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 158,n.l.
63. Dodd, Epistles, 116.
64. J.L. Houlden, A Commentary on the Johannine Epistles (London :
Black, 1973), 116; see also Brooke Foss Westcott, The Epistles of
St. John, new introd. F.F. Bruce (Abingdon : Marcham"Manor, 1966),
153-154.
1 JN. 5:11,12: The life-giving activity of the Father acting in and
through the Son is again found in these verses. The "testimony" of
God, is that in his Son he offered eternal life to those who believe -
"He who has the Son has life; he who has not the Son of God has not
life", (v. 12). In 2:23 we learnt that to "have" the Father one must
confess the Son, now it is stated that to "have" the Son, is to have
life (cf. 1 Jn. 2:25).
The theme of "life" is, of course, an important one in the Gospel.
In discussing Jn. 5:19-23 we saw that the two particular activities of
the Son on earth are to give life and to judge (Jn. 5:21,22). Even if
we cannot go so far as to claim, with Dodd, that the author had a speci¬
fic Gospel passage in mind,*^ there can be little doubt that he was
recalling the themes, and even the language, of the Gospel. He was
using the tradition of the Johannine community to remind the believers
of true faith, and encourage them in the face of opposition. The Father
bore witness to the Son whom he sent into the world to act for him, giv¬
ing life to those who believe (cf. Jn. 5:19-47; esp. 21-24, 37-42). "I
write this to you who believe in the name of the Son of Sod, that you
may know that you have eternal life". (1 Jn. 5:13).
On the basis of this christological evidence, then, one may make
some suggestion as to the tensions in the Johannine community, and the
relation of the Gospel to the First Epistle. In the Epistle the rela¬
tion of the Father to the Son is not explicitly discussed, but some kind
of one-ness seems to be assumed. The nature of that one-ness, however,
is more difficult to assess. In the Gospel we noted that the one-ness
of the Father and the Son was expressed in terms of action and purpose.
God sent his Son to be his agent in the world. The controversy in the
65. Dodd, Bpistles, 132.
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Epistle, it would appear, reflects a more Hellenistic understanding of
unity. The "antichrists" and "liars", were those who, understanding
the unity of Jesus and God in terms of being, could not accept the com¬
plete unity of human and divine in Jesus Christ. The letter-writer was
recalling believers to the early traditions of the community, and the
zdation of the Father to the Son which was indicated in the Gospel. The
Father and the Son are one, because God sent his Son as the Saviour of
the world, to bring life to those who believe (1 Jn. 4:9,14). One can¬
not decide from a study of this single issue the relation of the written
Gospel to the First Epistle but the thought in this instance is so close
that one must posit some contact and common tradition between the two
writings.
THE APOCALYPSE
In comparing the Gospel and the Letters, one must be aware of the
different aims of the writings, and the situations to which they were
addressed. In comparing the Gospel and the Letters with the Apocalypse,
the difficulties become much more obvious and acute. Any theological
comparison, but perhaps especially a christological comparison, must
accept the different forms and expressions of these writings. In the
Gospel, and to a lesser extent the Letters, the writer was mainly con¬
sidering the human Jesus and his activity on earth. The emphasis and
vision of the Apocalypse, however, is the heavenly activity of Jesus,
the risen and glorified Lord. The comparison is not a simple or straight¬
forward one.
There are, however, two considerations which encourage the under¬
taking, and indicate the validity of such a comparison. While the emphasis
of the Apocalypse is on the activity of the glorified Lord, the author
leaves no doubt that the heavenly Lord is in reality the earthly Jesus,
now risen and glorified. It is "the revelation of Jesus Christ" (1:1),
or again, "I Jesus have sent my angel to you with this testimony for
the churches" (22:16). The name "Jesus" by itself is frequently used
(1:9; 12:17; 14:12; 17:6; 19:10; 20:4; 22:16), together with "Lord
Jesus" (22:20), and "Jesus Christ" (1:1, 2, 5; 22:21). There is no doubt
that the heavenly Lord of the Apocalypse is the earthly Jesus, who by
his death conquered death (1:5, 1:18; 5:5,9), and became the "first¬
born of the dead" (1:5). Nowhere is this more vividly stated than in
the image of the Lamb "standing, as though (u>^) it had been slain" (5:6),
which prompted the refrain:
"Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive power and wealth
and wisdom and might and honour and glory and blessing!" (5:12).
The glorified Lord is none other than the crucified but risen Jesus. As
Caird remarks -
"John's Christology, and therefore his theology, is firmly
anchored in the Jesus of history". 66
To make a comparison one should also consider the nature of the gos¬
pel statements. They too were written from the perspective of Easter
faith, so while John's Gospel, like any of the Gospels, contains ele¬
ments of very early historical tradition, they must be considered pri¬
marily as documents of the early church. When the evangelist wrote: "I
am in the Father and the Father in me" (14:10), or "I and the Father are
one" (10:30), these were not words of the earthly Jesus, but confessions
of the evangelist's faith. Certainly they were rooted in the teaching
of Jesus - perhaps the parable of 5:19-20a - but they took their present
form after the events of Jesus' death and resurrection. One may there¬
fore suggest, that while it is true there is a difficulty in comparing
66. See G.B. Caird, A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John the Divine
(BNTC; London : Black, 1966), esp. 290-292, 296-297; quot. 290. Also
Charles, Revelation, I, cx-cxiv.
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the christological statements of the Gospel and the Apocalypse, with
their different emphases and aims, in both books the risen Christ is
identified with the human Jesus, and so the comparison is by no means
impossible or invalid.
Many commentators have noted the close relationship which exists
between Christ as he is presented in the Apocalypse, and God the Father?
Rissi considers -
"The most important and central confession, however, states
that God is the 'father' of Jesus Christ (1:6; 2:28; 3:5,
21; 14:1). God's fatherhood is referred only to Christ,
who lives in an exclusive relationship with God. For the
Father speaks his word through Christ (19:13), and also
acts through him, executing his will (6:Iff)". 68
It is also frequently pointed out that in the Apocalypse prerogatives
which in the Old Testament would be attributed to God, are also exerci-
sed by Christ, either alone (e.g. 1:18; 2:23, 3:7,19), or acting with
the Father (e.g. 5:13; 6:16,17; 7:10; 11:15). Descriptions and designa¬
tions of God in the Old Testament are applied to Christ (e.g. 1:13-16,
cf. Dan. 7:9, 10; 5:6, cf. Zech. 4:10; 17:14, cf. Deut. 10:17), and
worship is offered both to God and to the Lamb (5:13, 14; 7:9-12), who
sits on the Father's throne (3:21; 22:1-3). To be a priest of God is
also to be a priest of Christ (20:6). In our study we shall concentrate
on some verses which express this relationship of God, the Father, and
his Christ, and indicate their joint activity in relation to men.
REV. 3:21: One such verse is Rev. 3:21 -
"He who conquers, I will grant him to sit with me on my throne,
as I myself conquered and sat down with my Father on his throne".
The promise to those who are faithful in the church of Laodicea is that
they will one day reign with Christ, as he now reigns with the Father
67. Note esp. Charles, Revelation I, cxi-cxii; Caird, Commentary, 290;
Wilfred J. Harrington, The Apocalypse of St. John (London: Geoffrey
Chapman, 1969), 44; J. Comblin, Le Christ dans L'Apocalypse (Theo-
logie Biblique 3,6; Paris: Desclee, 1965), 191-194.
68. Matthias Rissi, "The Kerygma of the Revelation to John", Int., 22
(1968), 3-17; quot. 6.
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(cf. 20:4; 22:5), but it is a promise which will only be fulfilled after
a time of testing (w. 18,19). The expectation that the Messiah will
sit on a throne of glory may be found in 1 Enoch (e.g. 45:3; 5L:3; 55:4),
but in Revelation it is a present reality. The throne is "the throne of
God and of the Lamb" (22:1,3), and on it the Father and the Son reign
together (cf. 21:22,23). Kiddle comments -
"Christ's sharing of God's throne is, of course, simply a
metaphorical expression for his sharing in God's power
and authority". 69
It is the fact that Jesus already reigns with God - that he has conque¬
red (3:21) - which gives point and assurance to the promise to the faith¬
ful that they too will reign with him (cf. 2 Tim. 2:11-13; 1 Cor. 6:2).
This present reality of the reign of Jesus with the Father, as the basis
for the hope of faithful believers, may be contrasted with the similar
idea of Matt. 19:28,29 (but cf. Luke 22:29,30). There the Son of Man
will one day reign, but in Revelation Jesus already sits with his Father
on his throne. The thought of the passage, although not the form of
expression, is closely similar to Jn. 17:20-24. The hope of the faith¬
ful is based on the fact that Jesus already reigns with the Father - "I
myself conquered and sat down with my Father on his throne" (3:21).
REV. 6:16,17: One of the activities of Jesus and the Father on the throne
is reflected in the fear of the men who call to the mountains and the
rocks,
"Fall on us and hide us from the face of him who is seated on
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb; for the great day
of their wrath has come, and who can stand before it?"
The Almighty God and the Lamb together shall judge.
The scene in chapters 4-8 does not change as the vision is unfolded.
The elders before the throne of God, worship the one who created all
69. Martin Kiddle, The Revelation of St. John, ass. M.K. Ross (M.N.T.C.;
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1940), 60.
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things - "... by thy will they existed and were created" (4:11). God
on his throne is "the Lord God Almighty, who was and is and is to
come!" (4:8), so the elders fell down in worship (4:10). In his right
hand God held a scroll, sealed with seven seals, and the only one worthy
to open the seals was Jesus, the Lamb who had been slain-* mWorthy art
thou to take the scroll and to open its seals, for thou wast slain and
by thy blood didst ransom men for God ...'" (5:9). As each seal was
opened, the vision developed further, and when the sixth seal was ope¬
ned the author saw the events of the day of judgement, pictured in vivid
apocalyptic imagery (cf. Joel 2:31; Isa. 34:4; Matt. 24:29-31; Mark 14:
24-27; Luke 22:25-28). It is these events (w. 12-14) which prompt all
men, whatever their status and background in life (v.15), to hide in
fear "from the face of him who is seated on the throne, and from the
wrath of the Lamb" (v.16; cf. Gen. 3:8; Hos. 10:8).
The expression "the wrath of the Lamb", has provoked considerable
controversy, mainly from those commentators unwilling to attribute
> /
" opyr] " to such a figure of self-sacrificing love (cf. Mark 3:5). Char¬
les notes Vischer, Spitta, Weyland, Volter and J. Weiss, among those who
"have variously urged that elsewhere in the Apocalypse the Lamb
has always a peaceful role, whereas the wrath of God is fre¬
quently spoken of: 11:18; 14:10,19; 15:7; 16:1,19; 19:15. Fur¬
ther, that six verses earlier, i.e. 6:10, where the martyrs cry
for judgement, God and not the Lamb is addressed; and that this
is so in the present passage is shown by theotGxoG in 17". 70
To consider first the textual point, we consider with Nestle-Kirkpatrick
and U.B.S. that xutiGv'rather than otucoO is the more likely reading of
v.17. Even if xuzov is adopted, however, it does not necessarily elimi-
> rs ) i
nate the phrase opyrj^ Zo<J oLpVtou in v.16. As well as
^ 1—S
referring to God alone, Beckwith notes two other possibilities -
70. Charles, Revelation, I, 182.
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"If the singular otvcou , his, found in some Mss., be adop¬
ted, it may refer to the Lamb alone, the Lamb's wrath because
of the hostility of the world being the thought uppermost in
mind; or while both God and the Lamb are thought of, the sin¬
gular may be used because their wrath is conceived es one, see
on , v. 8, also the use of the singular, 22:3, ..." 71
We suggest that the Almighty God and the Lamb are both considered to act
together in judgement, men being judged by their response to Jesus (e.g.
3:20,21). As in the Gospel the Father gives the role of Judgement to
the Son (Jn. 5:22) but still retains his own authority (Jn. 5:30), so
in the Apocalypse the wrath is not only of God Almighty, seated on the
throne, but also of the Lamb who was slain. The method of expressing
the concept is very different, but the thought of the Gospel and the
Apocalypse at this point seems very similar.
REV. 7;10; If the Lamb has a role to play in judgement, what then of
the other activity of the Son in John 5, that of giving life? (Jn. 5:
21). In Rev. 7:10 we read: "Salvation belongs to our God who sits
upon the throne, and to the Lamb!" (cf. 12:10; 14:1). The scene is the
same as in the passage above, but rather than those who are condemned
hiding themselves from the wrath of God and the Lamb, attention shifts
( /
to those who have been faithful. Caird insists that q -x^cqp-oc in this
context should be translated "victory" - the victory of martyrs who have
72
triumphed through persecution, but there seems no reason to limit those
"clothed in white robes" (v.9) to martyrs. All true believers who have
been faithful in this life - "a great multitude which no man could num¬
ber, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and tongues" (v.9) -
shall enjoy the salvation which "belongs to our God who sits upon the
throne, and to the Lamb" (v.10). It is not their victory in the face of
persecution that the faithful are celebrating, but the salvation which
belongs to God, and by his death also to the Lamb.
71. Isbon T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John (reprint; Grand Rapids;
Baker Book Bouse, 1967), 530.
72. See Caird, Commentary, 100.
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"These are they who have come out of the great tribulation;
they have washed their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb" (v.14).
So the Apocalyptist may paint a glorious picture of the future for
believers -
"They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more; the sun
shall not strike than, nor any scorching heat. For the Lamb
in the midst of the throne will be their shepherd, and he
will guide them to springs of living water; and God will
wipe away every tear from their eyes", (v.17)
God and the Lamb together bring salvation Co the faithful, The Lamb
"will guide them to the springs of living water"; he will give life to
those who truly believe. As in the Gospel the Son is active in giving
life and in judgement, so in the Apocalypse the Lamb plays his part,
together with God, in these functions.
In comparing the Gospel and the First Epistle, a common christolo-
gical tradition emphasising the one-ness of action of the Father and
the Son seemed almost certain. One may be fairly sure that those writ¬
ings emerged in the same milieu of thought, although whether it may
rightly be called a community is an issue for later discussion. A
decision on the relation of the Gospel to the Apocalypse is much more
difficult, and it would be unjustified to draw any firm conclusion from
this one aspect of study alone. The terminology and method of expres¬
sion are clearly very different, as are the issues of concern to the
respective authors. At the same time the relation of God to Jesus in
the Apocalypse is a very close one, and they are often considered to
act together. As in the Gospel the obedient Son is active in giving
life and judgement, so in the Apocalypse these functions are attributed
to the Lamb who was slain - a clear reference to Jesus and his obedience
in death. There is no doubt that the two writings do have a certain affi¬
nity in christological emphasis, although any decision as to their over¬
all relationship wifl require further study. In the next chapter we
83.
shall consider two other emphases of the Gospel - the role of the Spi¬
rit of Truth, and the demand to keep the commandments.
84.
APPENDIX A
A TEXTUAL COMMENT ON IO:291
In this thesis we have suggested that it is best to adopt one of
two readings — o TtotVtwv/ lct"c<a/ } o<j £&6toicEv
/
f> / > /
/UOu jroLVctov isyz-vU These may be briefly considered.
The first suggestion, attested by N L W ^ and supported by the D
variant, is rejected by Metzger, presumably with the support of some of
2
his colleagues, as "impossible Greek" which "cannot be construed". It
is a strange judgement considering the attempted translation of Barrett,
3
Brown, and more recently Lindars. Metzger presumably means that he
does not agree with the proposed translations, but "impossible" seems
a very strong judgement. A more balanced statement is that of Whittaker -
"this bold use of a relative clause, without antecedent, to
limit the meaning of an adjectival predicate would be unique
in NT Greek and not easy to parallel elsewhere". 4
It is fair to say that it is an unlikely construction.
The second possibility, accepted by the R.S.V. and N.E.B. transla-
66 >1 c i
tions, has now received support from the reading of P - 0$ Loiotctv
/
^ ' > /
FdVtvOV txrcu/* It is sometimes unjustifiably rejected with¬
out discussion on the grounds that "if original [it] would almost cer¬
tainly not have been altered".^ That, however, is to ignore Bernard who
£
showed very clearly how it might have been altered. A more serious con¬
sideration of how other variants might have arisen if this reading is
adopted seems necessary.
1. For much of this discussion I am indebted to a conversation with Dr. I.
A. Moir, although the comments should not of course be taken as his
opinion.
2. Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, with
Editorial Committee of the United Bible Societies' Greek New Testament
(London s United Bible Societies, 1971), 232.
3. Barrett, Gospel, 381.
4. Whittaker, V.C., 24 (1970), 241.
5. Again Metzger, Commentary, 232; also Lindars, Gospel, 370; Barrett,
Gospel, 381.




First we consider the possible change from 05 to O . While 05
makes good sense as it stands,8£&u>ictV in the present reading is miss-
C /
ing an object. O rcc^xrjp /Uou £s already the subject of the sentence, so
it is not inconceivable that a scribe "motivated, whether consciously
or unconsciously, by the desire to provide an explicit object to
^
made the alteration. We consider that the motivation would
mnst likely have been unconscious, aided by the fact that he had already
witten o 8c&v->k.£v/ (6:39), and would do so again (18:11; cf. 16:37,
17: 2,4,24). Unconscious harmonization to these admittedly distant
phrases is not impossible, especially with the added motivation of pro¬
viding an object.
g
What then of the other variants? The reading adopted by Barrett
C\ A _ / ^
- 05 ... -ytietjo'v' - would involve the change from to
This might be explained as a transcriptional error, although it is also
possible that a scribe was not so concerned as we are today with clear
grammatical differentiation. In any case the change is not inconceiv-
CA
able, and is in fact relatively minor. This leaves the B reading - o
... yrt/UxJcy\J - to be explained. There would be two possibilities. If
/x£a^u>\/ had already changed to ytcciJoN/ there is an even greater possi-
• • cs r / c ' • °
bility of harmonization to O o&o^vc€VyUoc , while if had become
c\
^
O the change to might be introduced to make less clumsy Greek.
C\
It is very difficult to decide between these two readings: O ...
yccecjtov ; 05 ... . In conclusion one must indicate a slight
preference for the former, mainly because it is the more difficult read¬
ing. One suspects, however, that no definite decision can really be taken
on the basis of current evidence, and in the text of the thesis we have
suggested that whatever textual decision is taken the meaning is not
materially altered.
7. Whittaker, V.C., 24 (1970), 244.
8. Barrett, Gospel, 381.
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THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
When one turns from the christology of the Gospel to the pneuraa-
tology, the statements which immediately come to mind as offering a new
and unique insight into the work of the spirit are those in the farewell
discourses, concerning the Paraclete - Spirit of Truth. The term o
TTotpo^Xrjz.o<y is found only five times in the New Testament, at Jn. 14:
15,26; 15:26; 16:7; 1 Jn. 2:1, while to
occurs at Jn. 14:17; 15:26; 16-13; 1 Jn. 4:6. While one must not assume
that a peculiar term necessarily implies a unique understanding, or a new
emphasis in content, many scholars do consider the figure of the Parac¬
lete to be, as Schnackenburg writes, "ein eigentumliches und einzigar-
tiges Phanomen imN.T."1 That is not, however to agree with Windisch
who considered the Paraclete-sayings to be "alien entities in the course
of both dialogues (chaps. 13-14, 15-16)." Discussing chapter 14 he
wrote: "The sending of the Spirit, ..., is an entirely new idea which is
not prepared for in what comes before and is not referred to in what fol-
3 Alows". One cannot now accept that judgement. * Earlier, in chapter one,
the evolution of the gospel material in preaching was discussed, and the
possible basis on which it may have been brought together to preserve as
much material as possible. If some such theory of composition is accep¬
ted, any theory of interpolation, such as that of Windisch becomes
unnecessary. The return of Jesus, and the coming of the Paraclete, were
both promises of encouragement to the early community, and there is no
1. Rudolf Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangelium, III (H.T.K.N.T. 4; 2nd
ed Freiburg : Herder, 1976), 156.
2. Hans Windisch, "The Five Johannine Paraclete Sayings", in The Spi¬
rit-Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel, trans. J.W. Cox (F.B.B.S. 20;
Philadelphia : Fortress, 1968), 3.
3. Ibid., 2.
4. See Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, esp. 61-67. He considers the Gospel
was by the same author as 1 John, and draws parallels between 1 John
and the Paraclete passages.
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reason why they should not have been placed side by side when the Gos¬
pel was finally produced. The lasting contribution of Windisch'n study
is to emphasise the special nature of the five Paraclete-sayings.
In his comparison of the Gospel and the First Epistle, Dodd also
detected a special emphasis in the sayings of the farewell discourses.
He wrote -
"But in the closing discourses of the Fourth Gospel the Spi¬
rit is more unequivocally personal than anywhere else in the
New Testament... The Epistle, on the other hand, applies the
term tc<x/>l,<Anrc>s to Christ alone, and uses the term
pneuma in a way which approximates to popular usage as we
know it from Paul and the Acts". 5
It would seem that in fact Dodd is comparing the teaching of the First
Epistle only with the farewell discourse material, while ignoring the
rest of the Gospel. Johnston makes the useful observation -
"Our own investigations into the Fourth Gospel suggest that
the spirit-paraclete passages must not be isolated from
John's Christology, and quite certainly not from everything
he has to say about 'spirit'". 6
It is a caution well made. While we also concentrate on the farewell
discourse sayings, it is to detect a special emphasis, not to suggest
that this is the only teaching on the spirit contained in the Gospel.
The study, therefore, centres on the terms o rtw.p<lv^Xr|"co^ and to
* "* /A y f .
tWlumc*. ocXqPtA^c , to consider if they indicate a special function
of the spirit.
14:15-17. The first Paraclete-saying offers a useful introduction.
While written as a saying of Jesus, it is clear that the evangelist pri¬
marily had in mind the needs of the early community facing opposition.^
The promise of the Paraclete is to encourage those who believe -
5. Dodd, B.J.R.L., 21 (1937), 146-147.
6. Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, 83. See also 1 de la Potterie, "Parole
et Esprit dans S. Jean" in L'Evangile de Jean, ed. M. de Jonge (B.E.
T.L. 44; Gembloux: J. Duculot, 1977), 177-201.
7. Note esp. the study of J. Louis Martyn, History and Theology.
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g
"If you love me you will keep my commandments, And I
will pray the Father, and he will give you another Coun¬
sellor, 9 to be with you for ever ( tov' octwwv* ) ,
you know him, for he dwells with you, and will be
in you", (w. 15-17).
In one sense the promise was fulfilled when Jesus appeared to the dis¬
ciples after the resurrection and "breathed on them" (20:22), but in
another sense the Paraclete will be present with each believer, to
encourage and support those who love Jesus and keep his commandments.
The tension which exists in the evangelist's writing between the
future promise of Jesus to the disciples, and the present activity of
the Paraclete in the community of his own time, is reflected in the
confusion of tenses in v. 17. One may accept tTtocc as the most pro¬
bable reading, simply because it follows two present tenses -
✓ 10
and - and is therefore unexpected. Even the present verbs,
however, must be understood in a proleptic sense.^ From the stand¬
point of the evangelist the Paraclete was already present in the church,
and with individual believers, but for the disciples before the cruci¬
fixion, the coming of the Paraclete could only be anticipated as a
future event.
In v.16 one learns that when the Spirit of Truth comes, as a Parac¬
lete, he will not be the first Paraclete, but " t*AXov TCbtpouOv^tov/
In 1 Jn. 2:1, Jesus in his heavenly activity after the resurrection is
described as a Paraclete. It would seem that the evangelist intends to
8. The sense of the passage is not altered by the textual variants of
9. rrocp«L\<Xr|Tc.5 is here translated "Counsellor", N.E.B. "Advocate".
It seems preferable, in agreement with many scholars, simply to
transliterate the term as "Paraclete". There is no one English
word which adequately conveys the evangelist's understanding -
Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, III (H.T.K.N.T. 4; Freiburg :
Herder, 1976), 159, emphasises the distinctive Johannine understand¬
ing of the concept.
10. Cf. Brown, Gospel, 640.
11. See Barrett, Gospel, 463, who considers tcrtou- to be a probable
correction.
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attribute the term to Jesus also in his earthly activity. Some commen¬
tators have tried to avoid this interpretation by translating, "another,
12
a Paraclete", but while linguistically possible this does not seem to
elucidate the thought of the evangelist. The continuity between the
work of Jesus and the work of the Paraclete has been powerfully argued
by Brown -
"John presents the Paraclete as the Holy Spirit in a special
role, namely, as the personal presence of Jesus in the Chris¬
tian while Jesus is with the Father". 13
He draws many parallels between the coming and activity of Jesus in the
world, and the future coming and activity of the Paraclete. Indeed,
Brown claims - "Virtually everything that has been said about the Parac-
14
lete has been said elsewhere in the Gospel about Jesus". It should be
noted, however, that Brown does not intend to identify Jesus and the
Paraclete; the two have different roles."''5
This approach has gained strong support from Leaney, in his dis¬
cussion of the Johannine Paraclete and the Qumran Scrolls. Leaney sug¬
gests -
"The correct balance in understanding this matter may be won by
remembering that for Judaism God himself is the Paraclete, he
who brings final paraklesis to his people. No documentation is
needed for the claim that according to the Fourth Gospel God
has come to his people in Jesus : the Paraclete has taken flesh
and offered his final consolation and redemption by his sacri¬
fice of himself, ..." 16
He offers the following formulation for the relationship between Jesus
12. E.g. Sanders, Gospel, 327. This understanding is reflected in the
N.E.B. translation.
13. Brown, Gospel, 1139-1141, quot. 1139; also "The Paraclete in the
Fourth Gospel", N.T.S., 13 (1966-67), 113-132, esp. 126-128. The
parallelism is also noted by Bultmann, Gospel, 567.
14. Ibid., 1140.
15. See ibid., 1141.
16. A.R.G. Leaney, "The Johannine Paraclete and the Qumran Scrolls", in
John and Qumran, ed. J.H. Charlesworth (London: Chapman, 1972), 38-
61, quot. 47.
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and the Paraclete -
"The Paraclete is a Spirit sent by God to take the place of
Jesus, and his task is to assist and inform the disciples
of Jesus, or the Christian Church, so that they can succeed
in their task of self-defence". 17
To accept that designation, is immediately to raise one of the most
contentious issues in the recent debate concerning the background and
18
meaning of the term. It is the relationship of the personal and the
impersonal in the evangelist's presentation of the Paraclete - Spirit
19
of Truth. Dodd's opinion that, "in the closing discourses of the
Fourth Gospel the Spirit is more unequivocally personal than anywhere
20
else in the New Testament", has already been noted. While that would
still be the view of a majority of scholars, Johnston has challenged
"the assumption without further ado that in John 'paraclete' is the
title of a person and that it is possible to speak about 'the Paraclete'.""
He concludes that "the spirit or the spirit-paraclete, ... is the power of
God in the life and teaching of Jesus, and the power of God and of Christ
22
in the life and doctrine of the Church". Criticising Johnston, Malatesta
in his turn claimed -
"The most serious weakness of the entire presentation seems to be
the author's apparent inability to go beyond the concept of the
spirit as power ... and his hesitancy to conceive of the Spirit
in John as a person". 23
17. Ibid., 59. Also on this topic see Ulrich B. Muller, "Die Parakletenvor-
stellung im Johannesevangelium", Z.T.K., 71 (1974), 31-77; Edward Sch-
weizer, in Spirit of God, trans. A.E. Harvey (London: A. & C. Black,
1960), 95-97; Kummd, Theology, 315-317; James D.G. Dunn, Jesus and the
Spirit (Londnn : S.C.M., 1975), 350-351.
18. Useful summaries of recent research include Schnackenburg, Johannese¬
vangelium, III, 163-169; Johnston, Spirit-Paradete, 80-126; Otto Betz,
Per Paraklet (A.G.J.U. 2; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1963), 4-35; D.E. Hol-
werda, The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in the Gospel of John (N.V. Kam-
pen: J.M. Kok, 1959), 25-38.
19. On this note esp. Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, 80-87; Brown, N.T.S., 13
(1966-67), 119-126; both of whom draw on the study of Betz, Paraklet.
20. Dodd, B.J.R.L., 21 (1937), 146.
21. Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, 81.
22. Ibid., 151.
23. Edward Malatesta, "The Spirit/Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel", Biblica,
54 (1973), 539-550; quot. 540.
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"Heatancy" is indeed a good word to choose in this context, as the pre¬
sent writer must confess some confusion as to exactly where Johnston
stands on the matter. The above quotations seem clear enough, yet John¬
ston interprets ir«.pot»cA^T<^ as "a particular kind of functionary", and
considers "the most useful word in English to cover all the meanings of
the Greek rtQtp£\<.Af|t:o<; is the word ' representative (His italics) .
Are these terms not usually applied to people?
Perhaps the issue may be somewhat clarified if one considers the
relationship of the Paraclete to the Spirit of Truth in 14:16,17. One
cannot accept Johnston's "inescapable conclusion" that in these ver-
25
ses "the paraclete is secondary to 'the spirit of truth'". (His ita¬
lics). While the designation "Spirit of truth" (v.17), further defines
the Paraclete (cf. "the Holy Spirit", 14:26), the two terms are in
apposition and should be treated as co-ordinate. Johnston, on the other
hand, argues that " c*AXov rCocpoM^XrjtcV are adjectival to to rrvtuyuot
ocXq6£CoL5 "f and -
"it follow8 that paraclete in 14:26; 15:26 and 16:7 has in
Greek the definite article, not because 'the Paraclete' is
a title for a personal figure, but for good grammatical
reasons: the article is a virtual demonstrative, and the
reference is to the preceding 'another paraclete'. The same
consideration applies to the use of tKilvoj . This pro¬
noun does not turn the spirit-paraclete into a second hea¬
venly ambassador, or a manifest teacher, or another revea-
ler who is a successor to Jesus". 26
Brown again makes a useful contribution to the debate. He writes -
"Undoubtedly in early Christian thought there was a progres¬
sion in understanding the Holy Spirit, from a stage where
the aspect of a God-given prophetic force or impetus was
dominant, there was a progression to a stage where more
attention was given to the personal concept of the Spirit...
John brings the personality of the Spirit more to the fore
by giving the Spirit the masculine title notpotvcAq-co}
and by referring to the Paraclete/Spirit with masculine
personal pronouns, but in this the Evangelist was making
more specific an attitude that already existed". 27
24. Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, 84, 87.
25. Ibid., 84.
26. Ibid., 84-85.
27. Brown, N.T.S., 13 (1966-67), 124. It is interesting, and somewhat
confusing, to note that Johnston apparently quotes Brown with appro¬
val, Spirit-Paraclete, 87.
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There is no doubt that the use of (14:26; 15:26; 16:8,13,14)
and oiv ocV (16:7) does suggest very strongly that the evangelist under-
/ 28
stood TTa.potvs.>^cc>5 in a personal sense.
If there is a personal understanding in the evangelist's use of
<
,
the term o rtotpix-KA^ro^ , what then is his understanding of the co-
V /-* ^ ) /
ordinate term, to nvtwycux. -c^ oc\r|©£,ux^ ? Johnston, as one might
expect, considers the term in an impersonal sense - "the power of God
29
and of Christ in the life and doctrine of the Church". Recent study
of the background of this concept has wisely turned to the inter-testa-
mental literature, and especially the thought of the Qumran sectarians.
Brown notes -
"The Qumran literature (and the Testament of Judah 20:1-5)
supplies the only pre-Christian instances of the title
'Spirit of Truth' which John uses synonymously with the
Paraclete". 30
It is unfortunate for our understanding of the Johannine term, therefore,
that the Qumran writings themselves are not entirely clear in their
interpretation. Some scholars emphasise a psychological understanding
of "the spirits of truth and falsehood" (1 Q.S. 3:18; 4:23) - "the ten-
"31
dencies or propensities which are implanted in every man's heart. Others
32
look more to a background in Jewish angelology. In his discussion of
28. Note also Bernard on 14:26, Gospel, 500; also Leaney, John and Qumgan,
52. This is not to suggest that all references to "the spirit" in
John should be interpreted in this way - see n. 6 above.
29. Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, 151.
30. Brown, N.T.S., 13 (1966-67), 122. The study of the Inter-Testamental
background has been especially stimulated by Betz, Per Paraklet,
although his conclusions cannot be fully accepted.
31. Marco Treves, "The Two Spirits in the Rule of the Community", Rev.
Q., 3 (1961-62), 413-441; also P. Wernberg-M^ller, "A Reconsidera¬
tion of the Two Spirits in the Rule of the Community (1 Q.S. 3:13-4:
26)", ibid., 413-441; Marie-Emile Boismard, "The First Epistle of John
and the Writings of Qumran", in John and Qumran, ed. J.H. Charlesworth,
156-165; esp. 162. See also the discussion of James H. Charlesworth,
"A Critical Comparison of the Dualism in 1 Q.S. 3:13-4:26 and the
'Dualism' contained in the Fourth Gospel", N.T.S., 15 (1968-69), 389-
418; esp. 394-402; now in John and Qumran, 76-106.
32. Esp. Betz, Per Paraklet, but also Millar Burrows, More Light on the
Dead Sea Scrolls (London : Seeker & Warburg, 1958), 277-289; Helmer
Ringgren, The Faith of Qumran, trans. E.T. Sander (Philadelphia: Fort¬
ress, 1963), 68-93.
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dualism in 1 QS 3:13-4:26, Charlesworth defends the view that the passage
contains a cosmic dualism against Wernberg-Mfiller's argument for a psycho¬
logical interpretation. He concludes -
"Accordingly, far from accepting Wernberg-M^ller's position,
we contend that this passage clearly expresses a cosmic
dualism, even though there may be some hints of a psycho¬
logical perspective. For example, in 3:25 it is stated
both that God created the two spirits and that He founded
upon them every work. Since for post-exilic Jews angels
(the terms angel and spirit are sometimes used synonymously
throughout this section of 1 QS) were unquestionably cosmic
beings and not merely psychological projections, anyone
advocating a psychological rendering of this passage must
necessarily explain why here particularly 'Angel of Dark¬
ness* or 'Angel of Truth' should be drained of their cosmic
force. He will also be forced to explain why the scribe
wrote "|^ 'for him' and not IX 'in him' in 3:18". 33
Brown also considers the dominant understanding of the Spirits of
Truth and Falsehood at Qumran to be of cosmic beings. He writes -
"The title at Qumran is somewhat ambiguous in its use. The
evidence of QM that Michael and Belial were thought of as
the leaders of light and darkness suggests very strongly
that the Spirit of Truth and the Spirit of Falsehood of
QS are these angels, especially since the 'Prince of Lights'
and the 'Angel of Darkness' are mentioned specifically in the
midst of the two-spirit passage of 1 0S (3:20-21). Yet one
also gets the impression that the two spirits are taken in
a wider, psychological sense of a way of life and of some¬
thing that penetrates man's very being. For instance, in
1 QS 4:23-24 we hear: 'Until now the spirits of truth and
falsehood struggle in the hearts of men, and they walk in both
wisdom and folly'. The personal and impersonal aspects of the
Spirits of Truth and Falsehood are not at all contradictory;
it is natural to shift from speaking of two personal Spirits
who exercise a dominion over man to speaking of the two cor¬
responding spirits according to which a man afcts and shows
his adherence to the respective domination. A similar var¬
iation between the personal and the impersonal is encounte¬
red in the description of divine Wisdom in the late Jewish
sapiential writing". 34
It seems clear that in Qumran the dominant concept of the Spirit
of Truth was of a cosmic being opposed to the Spirit of Falsehood, but
their effect could be understood in a psychological sense as acting
33. Charlesworth, N.T.S., 15 (1968-69), 398. See also Herbert G. May,
"Cosmological Reference in the Qumran Doctrine of the Two Spirits
and in Old Testament Imagery", J.B.L., 82 (1963), 1-14.
34. Brown, N.T.S., 13 (1966-67), 122-123.
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within men. In what sense was the term used by the evangelist in the
Gospel of John?
Perhaps one of the difficulties in understanding the use in the Gos¬
pel is the assumption that if it was used in a personal sense then it
must indicate a cosmic, angelic being. Charlesworth, in a different
context, has indicated a shift from Qumranic to Johannine dualism. He
suggests -
"the Qumranic dualism is based upon belief in two warring cos¬
mic spirits; the Johannine 'dualism' evolves out of an assu¬
med belief in a spiritual world above and an evil world
below". 35
It is therefore not a cosmic dualism but a dualism of two worlds. "In
terms of emphasis", Charlesworth argues,
"it is not misleading to suggest that Qumran's dualism is pri¬
marily cosmic and secondarily ethical but John's 'dualism' is
essentially soteriological and only tacitly cosmic" . 36
He comments -
"In John there are not two warring spirits but only one man
Jesus who is rejected, betrayed and persecuted by men". 37
We would suggest that there has likewise been a shift from the
concept of the Spirit of Truth as an angelic being, to the idea of the
38
Spirit of Truth as the Paraclete. This does not make it any less a
personal term - it has been argued above that TTotp^cvOv^to^ must
be understood in a personal sense. It is now personal, however, not
in the sense of an angelic being, but as the presence of the now glori¬
fied Jesus in the world. In that Jesus was a man on earth, so his con¬
tinuing presence with the disciples and in the Church was seen as a
35. Charlesworth, N.T.S., 15 (1968-69), 412.
36. Ibid., 412.
37. Ibid., 411.
38. There may even be some point to Johnston's claim that "the author
of the Fourth Gospel combined 'spirit of truth' with 'paraclete'
in a deliberate rebuttal of heretical claims for an angel-interces¬
sor as the spiritual guide and guardian of the Christian Church"
(cf. Gal. 1:8;3:19; Col. 2:18ff.; Heb. l:4ff.), Spirit-Paraclete,
119; see 119-126. In this respect one must disagree with Laaney,
John and Qumran, 52.
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personal presence - the Paraclete, the Spirit of Truth. It is as the
39
presence of Jesus that he acts as a person.
In 14:15-17, then, the evangelist has introduced the figure of the
Paraclete, who is the Spirit of Truth. When Jesus has gone this other
Paraclete will come to the faithful believers, and remain with them for
ever. But what role does the evangelist portray for the Spirit of Truth;
what function does he perform in the world, in the church, and for indi¬
vidual believers? To understand this aspect of the evangelist's teach¬
ing we must look at other relevant passages in the farewell discourses,
not to examine them in detail but to ask the one question - What is the
function on earth of the Spirit of Truth?
14:25-26. With this second 3aying, the evangelist begins to draw to a
close the discourse of chapter 14. There is a limit to what Jesus can
40
tell the disciples while he is with them, but the Paraclete will come
to "teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all that I have
said to you", (v.26). This saying in fact brings out the evangelist's
main understanding of the role of the Spirit as Paraclete - to act as
a teacher. Barrett has noted: "One of the primary functions of the
41 .
Paraclete is to teach". To say that, however, does rot avoid the main
difficulty of these verses, namely how the evangelist intended to relate
the two clauses - "he will teach you all things", and "bring to your
remembrance all that I have said to you". Are they purely co-ordinate,
two separate but related functions of the Paraclete, or does the second
39. See above, n.13.
40. The Paraclete is here defined as the Holy Spirit. There is little
textual ground for amending to U\zzZ>M-y~ to '<*-{fov/ , although
Barrett, Gospel, 467, suggests "to (sin.) may be origi¬
nal - see also Lindars, Gospel, 484. On adopting the longer reading
it is not necessary to suggest a trinitarian concept of the Spirit,
to nveo/Ax co otj'lov is found in the LXX (Isa. 63:10,11; Ps.
50;13), where it refers to the spirit of God. Note also Leaney's
discussion of Spirit in Qumran thought, The Rule of Qumran and its
Meaning (London : S.C.M., 1966), esp. 34-37.
41. Barrett, Gospel, 467.
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clause qualify the first so that "all things" is restricted to "all
that I have said to you"? In the first case it would appear that the
Spirit may offer new teaching and interpretation, while in the second
he will merely repeat what Jesus has already said while on earth. The
issue is not an easy one, and perhaps to formulate such a clear dis¬
tinction is to be unfair to the subtlety of Johannine thought. It
seems best to leave the problem for the present, as the thought of the
evangelist is more fully expressed at 16:12-15.
16:12-15. One is immediately introduced to the problem by the opening
statement that Jesus has been restricted in what he could say to the
disciples while he was on earth - "I have yet many things to say to
you, but you cannot bear them now" (v.12; cf. 14:25). It is the Spirit
of Truth who will "guide you into all the truth" (v.13). This aaying is
in apparent contradiction to 15:15,where Jesus said to the disciples:
"all that I have heard from my Father I have made known to you" (cf.
also 4:25), but the thought of the evangelist is well expressed by
Bultmann when he writes - "Jesus cannot state all that the future will
bring, and yet he has said it all, everything, that is that makes the
believer free and ready for it".^ It is with this idea in mind that
one should understand the work of the Spirit of Truth. He does not
speak "on his own authority", but "he will take what is mine and
declare it to you" (w. 13,14). As Bultmann, again, has written -
"The Spirit will not bring new illumination, or disclose new
mysteries; on the contrary, in the proclamation effected by
him, the word that Jesus spoke continues to be efficacious", 43
Thus the Spirit o€ Truth is a "witness" to Jesus (15:26).
It is not necessary to assume, however, that the Spirit will merely
repeat and remind the disciples of the words of Jesus while he was on
earth. While Miiller probably makes too much of a distinction between




the sayings of chapter 14, and those of chapters 15, 16, it is true
that the latter passage (15:18-16:15) does emphasise more particularly
the hatred and opposition of the world - "If the world hates you, know
that it has hated me before it hated you" (15:18); "They will put you
out of the synagogues; indeed, the hour is coming when whoever kills
you will think he is offering service to God" (16:2). The context of
this saying (16:12-15), therefore, suggests that the community was fac¬
ing increasing opposition and persecution by the Jews, and it is to this
«
new situation that the Spirit of Truth will speak - to "declare to you
45
the things that are to come" (v.13). His role is not simply to re¬
peat the words of the earthly Jesus, but to interpret them within the
present situation of the community - to "take what is mine and declare
it to you" (v. 14) Brown comments - "the declaration of the things to
come consists in interpreting in relation to each coming generation
47
the contemporary significance of what Jesus has said and done".
16:7-11. It is becoming clear that the main function of the Spirit of
Truth is to interpret the words and deeds of Jesus to a community now
facing increasing opposition and persecution. There are, however, two
further sayings (15:26-27; 16:7-11) in which the forensic function of
48
the Paraclete becomes more apparent. We shall consider the second of
44. See Muller, Z.T.K., 71 (1974), 65-75.
45. In v. 13, (BD*W) has stronger textual support than oticooeL-
(N ), although Bultmann, Gospel, 574, n.5, and Brown, Gospel, 707,
note that would be more easily assimilated to jLicovjcrs.u
than vice-versa (cf. 14:17). In either case the idea seems to be of
future, and indeed continuous, revelation to the Spirit.
46. There is a similar idea in the synoptic tradition, e.g. Matt. 10:
19,20; Mk. 13:11; Lk. 12:11, 12, specifically related to persecu¬
tion.
47. Brown, Gospel, 716.
48. Johannes Behm writes: "Thus the history of the term in the whole
sphere of known Greek and Hellenistic usage outside the N.T. yields
the clear picture of a legal adviser or helper or advocate in the
relevant court", " ", in T.D.N.T., V, 800-814; quot.
803« See also Holwerda, Holy Spirit and Bscha-
tology, 26-38.
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these, which is probably the most difficult of all the Paraclete-sayings
to understand.
(v.8). In his study Brown notes two possible meanings in the context -
considers the first to be more appropriate in governing all the clauses
of the statement - of sin (v.9), of righteousness or justice (v.10), and
of judgement (v.11). Brown then translates -
8. "And when he does come,




9. First, about sin,-
in that they refuse to believe in me.
10. Then, about justice -
in that I am going to the Father
and you can see me no longer.
11. Finally, about judgement -
in that the Prince of this world has
been condemned." 50
This seems a very adequate translation, but there is one further
problem. Will the world, as the one accused, be made aware of its con¬
viction, or will the real situation of the world be made clear only to
the disciples? There are two main considerations which support the view
of Brown and Lyonnet - both citing Berrouard - that the proof of the
world's guilt will be made clear only to the believers.Firstly, it
has already been stated (14:17) that the world cannot receive the Spirit
49. Brown, Gospel, 705; but see also the discussion of Barrett, Gospel,
486-487; Lindars, Gospel, 501; Stanislaus Lyonnet, "The Paraclete", in
Ignace de la Potterie and Stanislaus Lyonnet, The Christian Lives by
the Spirit, trans. John Morriss(Staten Island: Alba House, 1971), 57-
97; esp. 72-73. We suggest both meanings are present in the passage.
The emphasis is on exposing the real situation of the world before
God, but in so doing the Spirit inevitably convicts the world.
50. Brown, Gospel, 703.
51. Note esp. the discussions of Brown, Gospel, 711-714; Lyonnet, in The
Christian Lives by the Spirit, 72-66; but cf. Leaney, in John and
Qumran, 59-60; Lindars, Gospel, 500-504.
The problem is concerned mainly with
49"to bring to light, expose", or "to convict someone of something". He
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of Truth, and so is presumably unaware of the Spirit's activity, what¬
ever that activity might be. Secondly, more importantly, is the context
of the saying. We have noted the situation reflected in 16:1-4 - the
community facing opposition and persecution by "the world". It would
seem reasonable in this context to suppose that, as in the other sayings,
the Paraclete will come to encourage and support the believers, by reveal¬
ing the real situation of the world, and its guilt. The Paraclete's pri¬
mary function is still one of teaching and encouragement in the believ¬
ing community, although in so doing, "he will prove the world wrong about
sin, about justice, and about judgement."
In summary, then, the Spirit of Truth will come primarily as a tea¬
cher, not only to remind the believers of the words and deeds of Jesus,
but also to show the real significance of Jesus in each new situation
which the community must face. Thus to a community facing opposition and
persecution he will reveal the true situation, and show that "the ruler
of this world is judged" (v.11; cf. Jn. 12:31).
THE FIRST EPISTLE52
It is well known that the First Epistle is the only writing in the
New Testament, other than the Gospel, to use the term rtotpou<-X>] co$ (2:1),
but equally well known that in context the term refers to Jesus Christ,
not to the spirit. Its use in the letter, therefore, can neither prove
nor disprove a relationship between the Gospel and the Epistle. More
significant are three passages where the role of the spirit, as it is
understood by the writer of the Epistle, may be discerned. The most
obvious is probably 4:1-6, where the activity of to rr
is discussed - again the only occurrence of this Lerm in the New Testament
outside the Gospel. Another passage of relevance is the teaching of 5:6-4.2
52. The other two letters contain no significant teaching on this topic,
so do not enter the discussion at this point.
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on the witness of the spirit. Finally, we shall compare the function of
the Spirit of Truth in the Gospel, with the references to anointing in 1
John 2:20,27. It is these three passages which offer the clearest insight
into the writer's understanding of the role of the spirit in the community.
4:1-6. While discussing the background of the Paraclete-Spirit of Truth
concept used in the Gospel, we considered briefly the thought expressed
in some of the inter-testamental literature, especially the writings of
the Qumran sectarians (notably 1 Q.S. 3:13-4:26). In this passage, 1
John 4:1-6, the affinity with the thought of the Jewish sectarians is
53
more clearly marked. While the Gospel emphasised the personal nature of
the Spirit of Truth, as a Paraclete sent by God to continue the work of the
now glorified Jesus, the Epistle considers two spirits or inclinations work¬
ing within men and influencing their thinking - the spirit of truth ( to
rtv/tuytcoc ocA*|0eC«^ ), and the spirit of error ( to n o'e.u/xoc
ttAdcv/j ^ ) (4.6). It is probably wrong to consider that nw a
implies a great diversity of spirits (w.2,3; cf. 1 Cor. 12:10). There
are two spirits which influence men, one the nv & uyecy. coO ,
the other the [ttvzZ>/u.oc] too 'jtvet^p'-ytoubut they become apparent in
men in a variety of ways. Bultmann writes -
"when the warning refers to 'spirits' in the plural, it is
undoubtedly for the reason that the 'spirit of error' is
operative in a plurality of seducers". 54
All men are under the influence of either the "spirit of truth", or the
"spirit of error".
In the Community Rule of Qumran one reads -
53. Note M»rie-Emile Boismard, "The First Epistle of John and the Writings
of Qumran", in John and Qumran, 156-165; also Johnston, Spirit-Parac¬
lete, 61-67.
54. Bultmann, Epistles, 61.
55. This influence is seen as a fact in the lives of men. If on reflec¬
tion the teaching raises predestinarian questions they are not dis¬
cussed by the writer, if they were even recognised.
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"[God] created man to govern the world, and has appointed
for him two spirits in which to walk until the time of His
visitation : the spirits of truth and falsehood. Those
born of truth spring from a fountain of light, but those
born of falsehood spring from a source of darkness". 56
(1 QS 3:18,19)
The thought expressed in the letter seems to be more directly related
to the thought of Qumran than was that of the Gospel, but of course
one cannot suppose that this type of thinking was exclusive to the Qum¬
ran community. While the clearest evidence for such dualistic Jewish
thinking is found in the Qumran scrolls, it was probably much more wide¬
spread in heterodox Jewish thought at that time.^ One need not postu¬
late any direct contact between the letter-writer and the Qumran secta¬
rians, b t it is best to consider that both the letter-writer and the
evangelist were influenced by the dualistic thinking of sectarian
Judaism. In the Gospel, however, much more than in the Epistle, the
Jewish concepts have been developed to indicate the Spirit of Truth as
58
a personal figure who continues the work of Jesus on earth.
While discussing the christological theme, we pointed to the dis¬
pute obviously taking place between the author, with his followers, and
those who had now left the community. The issue was the real humanity
of Jesus. This christological conflict also determines the specific
role of the 3pirit in this passage - "every spirit which confesses that
56. The Dead Sea Scrolls in English, trans. G. Vermes (revised; Harmonds-
worth : Penguin, 1968), 757
57. Cf. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, esp. Test. Jud. 20:1;
Test. Aaher 1:3-6. While the dating of these works and their rela¬
tion to other Jewish and Christian writings is debatable, Charles-
worth detects a consensus that the Testaments of the Twelve Pat¬
riarchs was not written by the Qumran sectarians, but is Christian
with a Jewish foundation - see James H. Charlesworth, "Reflections
on the S.N.T.S. Pseudepigrapha Seminar at Duke on the Testaments of
the Twelve Patriarchs", N.T.S. 23 (1976-77), 296-304. On the con¬
cept of the two spirits in other Jewish writings note Oscar J.F.
Seitz, "Two Spirits in Man : An Essay in Biblical Exegesis", N.T.S.,
6 (1959-60), 82-95.
58. A more directly Jewish background for this letter is also ind cated
by the use of the term "Spirit of God" (v.2) - not specifically used
in the Gospel, although underlying the evangelist's thought. See
Houlden, Epistles, 111, who detects "a consistent tendency of 1 John
to be more theocentric and less christocentric in its doctrinal pat¬
tern than the Gospel".
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Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God, and every spirit which
does not confess Jesus is not of God" (w. 2,3). Put more bluntly -
"Whoever knows God listens to us, and he who is rot of God
does not listen to us. By this we know the spirit of
truth and the spirit of error" (v.6; cf. 1 Cor. 12:3).
The spirit of truth, then, prompts in man the true confession that "Jesus
Christ has come in the flesh", and so may be recognised as the Spirit of
God.
In comparison with the Gospel, the spirit is not here portrayed in
such personal terms as the Paraclete-Spirit of Truth, yet the function
is very similar. We argued that in the Gospel the Spirit of Truth has
mainly a teaching role - interpreting the words and deeds of Jesus to
each new situation faced by the believers. When this letter was written,
the issue facing the community was whether the Messiah had really come
to earth in the human Jesus. It is the spirit of truth which prompts in
beLxevers the true recognition of Jesus as the Messiah, come in the
flesh. Admittedly the role of the spirit in this passage is not so much
to remind the believers of the words and deeds of Jesus while he was on
earth, as to emphasise the nature of Jesus' humanity, but surely this is
in fact the most profound interpretation of the words and activity of
the human Jesus. In asserting that "Jesus Christ has come in the flesh",
the spirit is acting, as the Gospel promised, as a witness to Jesus,
teaching the true significance of his life to the present community of
believers.
5:6-12. The theme of the witness of the spirit is taken up again in
this later passage of the Epistle, where the writer asserts: "And the
Spirit is the witness, because the Spirit is the truth" (v.16) - not
"the Spirit of Truth", but "the Spirit is the truth". One is reminded
of the saying of Jesus in the Gospel: "I am the way, and the truth, and
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the life; no one comes to the Father but by me" (Jn. 14:6). A few
verses later the Epistle states - "He who has the Son has life; he who
has not the Son of God has not life" (v.12). Man's relation to Jesus
determines his relationship with God, and the spirit witnesses to the
truth that Jesus is the Son of God (cf. the witness of the Baptist, Jn.
5:33). Law writes - "And it is because 'the Spirit is truth' that He
recognises and reveals Christ who is the embodiment of the Truth (John
59
15:6, sic.)." In 4:1-6 the spirit prompted the confession that "Jesus
Christ has corae in the flesh", now in 5:5-12 the witness of the spirit
is to the related confession that Jesus is the Son of God (cf. 4:15;
Jn. 1:34, 20|31).
Dodd rightly relates the witness-theme of this passage to the dis-
60
course of Jn. 5:19-47. In the Epistle the witness of the spirit is
that "God gave us eternal life, and this life is in his Son" (v.11).
We have previously noted the emphasis in the Gospel on the life-giving
activity of the Son -
"For as the Father raises the dead and gives them life, so also
the Son gives life to whom he will ... Truly, truly, I say to
you, he who hears my word and believes him who sent me, has
eternal life; he does not come into judgement, but has passed
from death to life" (5:21, 24).
Hie themes of "witness", "sonship", "truth", and "life" expressed in this
passage of the Epistle are so integral to the evangelist's thought -
especially in the discourses, though not particularly the farewell dis¬
courses - that it seems almost certain that the writers must have been
influenced by a common Christian tradition of thought and expression. The
spirit is the witness (cf. Jn. 15:26), to the fact that Jesus is the Son
of God (cf. Jn. 1:34), and gives life to those who believe (cf. Jn. 20:
21L
59. Law, Teste, 119. The reference should be to 14:6.
60. See Sodd, Epistles, 131.
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2:18-27. Perhaps a less obvious passage for consideration in this con¬
text is the assertion that believers "have been anointed (lit.
£^£-ce) by the Holy One, and you all know... the truth.
(w. 20,21). The anointing "abides in you, and yow have no need that
anyone should teach you; as his anointing teaches you about everything
..." (v.27). One is reminded of the teaching role of the Paraclete in the
Gospel, who will be "with you for ever" (14:16), to "teach you all
things" (14:26), and "guide you into all the truth" (16:13). Dodd, how¬
ever, considers that ^pccF/oux. is not here intended in any sense as
a reference to the spirit. He argues -
"Most commentators suppose that the reference is to the Holy
Spirit. If we substitute the term 'Spirit' for 'chrism* we
get a good sense ... This is in harmony with what is said
about the Spirit as Paraclete in John 14:16-17, 26. On the
other hand, the author of the Epistle, when he comes to give
hie own doctrine of the Spirit, does not bring it into con¬
nection with the chrism. His teaching in 4:1-6 is not that
doctrine must be tested by inspiration, but that inspiration
must be tested by the Gospel ..." 62
Dodd suggests that refers to:
"the Word of God, that is, the Gospel, or the revelation of
God in Christ, as communicated in the rule of faith to cate¬
chumens, and confessed in Baptism". 63
The opposing view is clearly expressed by Bultmann in his commentary.
He refers the writer's concept of knowledge, which, according to v.20, all
believers possess, to the activity of the spirit as stated in 3:24, 4:13 -
"And by this we know that he abides in us, by the Spirit which he has
given us", (3:24). Thus anointing refers to "the reception of the 'spi¬
rit' on the part of the believers".^ Bultmann further suggests -
61. We accept as the original reading, with the variant mxvcoc
arising from the lack of an object - see Metzger, Textual Commentary,
710. The true object is c*A<j (v. 21).
62. Dodd, Epistles, 62.
63. Ibid., 63.
64. See Bultmann, Epistles, 37.
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"That the author mentions 'anointing' rather than 'spirit'
probably owes to the fact that 'anointing' played an impor¬
tant role in Gnosticism, viz., as the sacrament of anoint¬
ing". 65
While one is reticent to attribute practices to the writer's opponents
for which we have no evidence, the suggestion is a possibility, espe¬
cially in this context where the opponents' false teaching is being so
rigorously opposed. It may be that the writer is adopting his oppo¬
nents' own terminology. What does seem certain is that the expressions
of 2:20,21, 27, must have been consistent in the author's mind with 3:
24, 4:13. The "anointing", and the activity of the "spirit", both
inspire knowledge of the truth.
In one of the most recent studies of this passage - first published
1959, but more recently translated with additions into English, 1971 -
de la Potterie attempts to reconcile the two views stated above. After
a careful and persuasive semantic study he concludes -
"The analysis we have given leans toward the latter interpreta¬
tion [i.e. the word of truth accepted in baptism], while add¬
ing to it some important nuances which bring it closer to the
common interpretation [i.e. the work of the Spirit instructing
the Christian from within]: the anointing is indeed God's word,
not as it is preached externally in the community, but as it is
received by faith into men's hearts and remains active, thanks
to the work of the Spirit. Only this synthesis of the various
points of view does full justice to the two passages". 66 (his
italics).
Especially important in de la Potterie's study, is his linking of v.24
with v.27 - an insight which he attributes to Reitzenstein. V.24 reads,
"Let what you heard from the beginning abide in you ...", while, accord¬
ing to v.27, "the anointing which you received from him abides in you..."
It seems clear that "what you heard from the beginning", is related in
65. Ibid.
66. Ignace de la Potterie, "Anointing of the Christian by Faith", ii The
Christian Lives by the Spirit, 79-143, esp. 99-117; quot. 114-115.
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some way to the "anointing".^
Our own interpretation is in close agreement with that of de la
Potterie. The main thought of the passage seems to refer the "anoint¬
ing" to the teaching which the believers had received and accepted
"from the beginning" - the tradition of the community. In the face of
the opponents' false teaching it is important for the believer to remem¬
ber and rely on the true teaching, which he accepted at his conversion
- "the teaching communicated by Christ and -transmitted in the Church,
where it is preserved as coming from Jesus ( ocrr yi68
(Cf. v.27). Again with de la Potterie, we suggest that "John has in
mind not so much the act of their baptism as the Gospel which has been
69
preached to them and which they have accepted". In the light of
other statements, however, (4:13; 3:24), it seems likely that the wri¬
ter considered it the function of the spirit to inspire in the believer
acceptance of the true understanding and knowledge of the Christian
tradition.
This emphasis on tradition is an important one for our comparison,
because in the farewell discourses the Paraclete, acting as a teacher,
will "bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you" (14:26).
In the Epistle the anointing "teaches you about everything, and is true,
and is no lie, ..." (2:27). In this case the reference back may be more
specifically to the tradition of the community than to the words of Jesus,
67. We suggest that in both 2:24 and 27 the primary sense of ottt
is to the time when the believer accepted the Christian teaching,
although the tradition naturally goes back to the beginning of the
Church. See, however, Hans Conzelmann, in Neutestamentliche Studien
fur Rudolf Bultmann, ed. W. Eltester, 194-201; esp. 195.
68. De la Potterie, in The Christian Lives by the Spirit, 105. If v.27
is intended the reference should be iX&jJete. Jtrr' *6too
69. Ibid., 102.
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but perhaps too great a distinction should not be made. The true tra¬
dition of the community was based on, and contained, the authentic teach¬
ing of Jesus. The role of the Spirit of Truth, therefore, in reminding
the believers of the teaching of Jesus, does have a close parallel in
this passage, even though the terminology is quite different.
In conclusion, we suggest that while the Spirit of Truth is not
present as a Paraclete in the Epistles, the fole which the writer of 1
John understands the spirit to perform is very similar to that of the
Spirit of Truth in the Gospel. The spirit will act as a witness to the
true significance of Jesus, reminding the believer of the tradition
which was "from the beginning". The testimony of the spirit is that
"God gave us eternal life, and this life is in his Son" (5:11) - a dis¬
tinctive theme in the Gospel. The understanding of the function of the
spirit in 1 John seems closely related to that of the Spirit of Truth,
even though the terminology of the Gospel is not used.
THE APOCALYPSE
It is possible to deal more briefly with the pceumatology of the
Apocalypse, always assuming that the book does have some teaching on the
spirit. Charles considered: "There is no definitely conceived doctrine
of the Spirit in our author",^0 while Ford has written more recently:
"Revelation exhibits an almost complete absence of Christian
pneumatology in even its primitive development as found in
the earliest epistles of Paul where the apostle vacillates ^
between the 'person' of Jesus and the 'person' of the Spirit".
That is to assume, of course, that Christian pneumatology demands a per-
72
sonal understanding of the spirit, an assumption which we would dispute.
70. Charles, Commentary, cxiv.
71. J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation (A.B., New York: Doubleday, 1975),
19.
72. See Johnston, Spirit-Paraclete, esp. 3-28; and above on 1 John 4:1-6.
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It is more accurate to argue that in Revelation "the dominant concept
73is that of the Spirit of Prophecy (19:10)", and is therefore closely
related to Old Testament thought. It was when he was "in the Spirit"
(1:10, 4:2, 17:3, 21:10) that the author received his message, and he
writes as a prophet (1:3; 22:6,7). It must be noted, however, that he
is a Christian prophet-exiled "on account of the word of God and the
testimony of Jesus" (1:9, cf. 1:2). ^
In this prophecy it is not surprising to find that the concept of
the spirit is different in emphasis from that of the Paraclete in the
Fourth Gospel, or from the teaching of the First Epistle. The emphasis
is quite naturally on the "spirit of prophecy", which is not a major
theme in the other writings. Having said that, however, it is still
possible that one may detect an aspect of the teaching of the Apocalypse
resembling the thought of the Gospel-Epistle, which may indicate a com¬
mon tradition. One promising line of inquiry would seem to be the
relationship of the spirit in the Apocalypse to the glorified Jesus.
In the Gospel we noted the promise that the Paraclete-Spirit of
Truth would come to remind the believers of the words of Jesus, and
interpret his teaching when he was no longer on earth. In the Apocaly¬
pse there is a very close relation between the words of the glorified
Jesus, and the message of the prophetic spirit. This may be seen in the
letters to the seven churches. Each one begins: "The words of ...", and
continues with an obvious reference to the glorified Lord (e.g. 2:1, cf.
75
1:12, 16; 2:8, cf. 1:17,18). Indeed the motive for John writing to
the churches is the command of "one like a son of man" (1:13). Yet at
73. Schweizer, in Spirit of God, 104; cf. F.F. Bruce, "The Spirit in the
Apocalypse", in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament, eds. B. Lin-
dars and S.S. Smalley, 333-344, esp. 337.
74. On this see David Hill, "Prophecy and Prophets in the Revelation of
St. John", N.T.S., 18 (1971-72), 401-418.
75. Other comparisons are 2:12 cf. 1:16; 2:18 cf. 1:14,15; 3:1 cf. 5:6,
1:16; 3:7 cf. 1:18; 3:14 cf. 1:5.
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the conclusion of each letter one reads: "He who has an ear, let him hear
what the Spirit says to the churches" (2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22). It
would seem that for the Apocalyplist the words of the risen Jesus are con¬
veyed by the Spirit (cf. Jn. 14:26; 16:13). One must add, however, that
while in the Gospel Jesus' promise is to send the Paraclete to all who
love him and keep his commandments (Jn. 14:15), in the Apocalypse the
message is conveyed through prophets, and in particular the prophet Johnl^
19:10. The relationship of the words of Jesus to the spirit of prophecy
may be further considered in the context of the difficult saying - "the
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" (19:10). How should one
relate "the testimony of Jesus", to "the spirit of prophecy"? Some agree
\ ^ ^ /
with Charles' suggestion that to TW£oywo<- -ecu rcf>o<j>^ is a mar-
ginal gloss on r^v /Aotpcupucv/ , subsequently incorporated into
the text, noting also the comparison with 22:8,9, where this sentence is
absent.^ There is no textual reason, however, for removing the saying
from its present position, and so it should be understood in this context.
The major point at issue is whether o £s intended as a subjec¬
tive or objective genitive. Elsewhere in the Apocalypse the phraee is
used at 1:2, 1:9, 12:17, 20:4, and earlier in 19:10. In the other four
verses the phrase is linked to TTov Ao^OV tou Ocou
(1:2,9; 20:4), or LvcoXol^ too Ptoo (12:17) - phrases in which
the genitive is clearly subjective. Indeed there can be little dispute
that in 1:2 IjjCou is also subjective. Further, one should
> / x
note that the phrase used in 12:17, 19:10 (cf. 6:9) is £,)(o\/r:u>v/
/CA^tpcupootv J-")<rou . Hill writes -
76. We do not accept that 19:10 implies the spirit of prophecy is in all
believers - see e.g. J. Massyngberde Ford, "For the Testimony of
Jesus is the Spirit of Prophecy' (Rev. 19:10)", I.T.Q. 42 (1975), 284-
291; cf. Hill, N.T.S., 18 (1971-72), 401-418, esp. 413-414. On the
testing of prophetic utterances see J*mes D.G. Dunn, "Prophetic 'I'-
Sayings and the Jesus Tradition : the Importance of Testing Prophe¬
tic Utterances within Early Christianity", N.T.S., 24 (1977-78), 175-
198.
77. See Charles, Commentary, II, 130-131. He mistakenly notes the paral¬
lel passage as 22:10.
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< / > - —
"Moreover, if V| /^ocpcupuoc J-^oo means 'witness to
Jesus', the verb is a quite unusual one (evan in the
Greek of this book) to connote the bearing of that witness
by Christians: 'to have the witness of Jesus' is better
understood therefore as meaning 'to possess', i.e. to
receive and faithfully preserve, Jesus' witness (cf.
copCotv Xouv«-/3Jlvc».v , John 3:32f.), though this will
include witnessing to Jesus", 78
S
Finally, in the two other places in the Apocalypse where AMtprupvot
is mentioned (11:7; 12:11), the genitive is clearly subjective, which
79is the normal understanding of the construction. There seems strong
ground, therefore, for suggesting that in this phrase too the genitive
is subjective.
But does it make sense in the present passage? Let us consider
the context. The angel has given John a prophetic message - the "true
words of God" (v.9), and in response John fell at his feet to worship
him (v.10). The angel, however, refuses to allow John to worship him
because one must worship God alone (v.10). Then comes this statement -
"For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy". The angel
rejects the worship of John because he is not the source of prophetic
insight, it is the testimony of Jesus which is the spirit of prophecy.
One must worship God who reveals himself in the witness of Jesus. Caird
writes - "It is the word spoken by God and attested by Jesus that the
SO
Spirit takes and puts into the mouth of the Christian prophet". While
one should not force too close a parallel, this is reminiscent of the
activity of the Spirit of Truth, who will "take what is mine and declare
it to you" (Jn. 16:14). The Spirit of Truth in the Gospel, and the spi¬
rit of prophecy in the Apocalypse, both have their basis in the testi¬
mony of Jesus.
78. Hill, N.T.S., 18 (1971-72), 411.
79. See Austin Farrer, The Revelation of St. John the Divine (Oxford :
Clarendon, 1964), 194.
80. Caird, Commentary, 238.
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5:jf>. Another passage which may repay further study is the description
of the Lamh in chapter five - "I saw a Lamb standing, as though it had
been slain, with seven horns and with seven eyes, which are the seven
81
spirits of Rod sent out into all the earth". The vision, of course,
c v c > . /
is of the risen Jesus - the Lamb fc^-crjico^ <lc• One
may compare the similar conception of 4:5, where the seven spirits of
Rod are the seven torches of fire burning before the throne of God (cf.
1:4), hut one must emphasise the idea that the spirits have been "sent
?
V ^
out ( ointXTcocA/^Cvou ) into all the earth" (5:6). What, then, is
the significance of the seven spirits? Charles points to the relation
of the "seven spirits of God", and the "seven stars" in 3:1. He consi¬
ders that these are "kindred conceptions", and as the seven stars are
identified in 1:20 as the "angels of the seven churches", so the
^ 82
are also "angelic beings". One cannot accept this argu¬
ment, however, While certainly related concepts, the "seven spirits of
God" in 3:1 are distinguished from the "seven stars", just as in 1:20
the "seven stars" have a different significance from the "seven lamp-
stands". The two are related, but distinct conceptions. Perhaps our
understanding will be advanced if we begin from the vision of Zechariah
4, which almost certainly underlies the apocalyplist's picture. Caird
writes -
"A more important source of his ideas is Zechariah 4, where the
prophet describes a candelabra (Israel) with seven lamps ("the
eyes of the Lord which range over the whole earth')." 83
The purpose of the vision is to proclaim the message of Zech. 4:6 - "Not
by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, says the Lord of hoBts". Caird
81. The R.S.V. translation is a little ambiguous; in this case the N.E.
B. paraphrase seems better - "a Lamb with the marks of slaughter upon
him".
82. See Charles, Commentary, I, 11-13; also cf. Edward Schweizer, "Die
Sieben Geister in der Apokalypse", in Neotestamentica (Zurich :
Zwingli, 1963), 190-202; esp. 198-200.
83. Caird, Commentary, 15; see also Beckirith, Apocalypse, 424-425.
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therefore suggests that "the seven spirits represent the Spirit of God
in the fulness of his activity and power".It would seem that the
seven spirits of the Apocalypse have been suggested by the seven lamps
of Zechariah 4, but that they represent in its fulness the nee spirit
of God (Zech. 4:6; cf. Isa. 61:1).
For our study the interest of this verse is that the "seven spirits
of God" are clearly related to the risen Christ (cf. 3:1), and emanate
from him - it is as the eyes of the Lamb that they are "sent out into
all the earth". In the Gospel it is said that, "the Spirit had not been
given, because Jesus was not yet glorified" (7:39; cf. 14:26, 15:26).
Now Jesus has been glorified as the risen Christ, and so the spirit, as
the "seven spirits of God", has been sent into all the earth. The ter¬
minology is peculiarly apocalyptic, but the concept is to some degree
similar to the idea in the Gospel that Jesus, after the resurrection,
would send his Spirit into the world to proclaim his message.
Once more the relationship of the Apocalypse to the Gospel is diffi¬
cult to assess. While the thought - world of the Apocalypse is obviously
different from that of the Gospel, or the Letters, one may detect in
the relation of Jesus to the Spirit one common theme - the Spirit is
sent into the world by the now glorified Jesus to proclaim his teaching.
Whether this common idea, however, is enough to justify the inclusion of
the Apocalypse within the Johannine writings must be questionable. A
firm decision will be taken at the end of the following study.
THE COMMAND TO LOVE
We turn now for a third comparison of theological emphasis to an
ethical issue; to consider the command of Jesus to "love one another"
84. Caird, Commentary, 15.
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(Jn. 13:34,35; 15:12,17). Brown relates the story of Jerome, that in
John's old age his message was reduced to one demand - "My little child-
85
ren, love one another" - an improbable story perhaps, yet it does
point to an important emphasis in the evangelist's thought. Schnacken-
burg holds that "the exhortation to love of the brethren is the charac-
86
terisiic feature of Johannine moral teaching", while Kunmel comments -
87"the crucial commandment of God and of Christ is love for one's brother".
It must be admitted that both the command to "love one another", and the
peculiar understanding of the Spirit which we have already studied, are
ideas particularly emphasised in the farewell discourses, but while that
fact is of interest to a study of the tradition - history of the Gospel,
this thesis takes the Gospel in its entirety as the produce of a commu¬
nity, and so it seems justifiable to concentrate on these points as par¬
ticular emphases of that community. Ve shall consider, therefore, the
commandment as it is found in two passages - Jn. 13:34,35; Jn. 15:9-14.
In both cases a study of the context is an important factor in the inter¬
pretation.
John 13:34,35. "A new commendment I give to you, that you love one
another; even as I have loved you, that you also love one another" (v.
34). The saying occurs during the Johannine account of the Last Supper,
when the final events of Jesus' life are about to take place. As Judas
leaves the room the evangelist makes the significant comment - "it was
night" (v.30). The final conflict between light and darkness - a fami¬
liar motif in this Gospel - has now begun, and God will glorify his Son
85. Brown, Gospel, 607; also Bernard, Gospel, 527.
86. Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Moral Teaching of the New Testament, trans.
J. Holland-Smith and W.J. O'Hara (London: Burns & Oates, 1965), 323.
87. Kummel, Theology, 303.
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by receiving him on the Cross (v.32). The command is given to the dis¬
ciples, now to be left behind in the world, but in this Gospel it is
intended not only for the historic group of disciples but for the evan-
88
gelist's contemporary community. It too must obey the command to
love.
It has frequently been pointed out that this is not in fact a new
commandment. Lindars writes -
"it is difficult to see what is new about it, seeing that it is
embedded in the Jewish Law (Lev.19:18), referred to in the Sum¬
mary of the Law (Mt. 22:39, paras.). Indeed the fact that, in
one sense, it is not new is taken into consideration in the
exposition of this commandment given in 1 Jn. 2:7-11". 89
Furnish goes further, alleging -
"the substance of the command - to love one another - was by no
means novel or unheard of: parallels abound in the Old Testa¬
ment, in the rabbinic traditions, and in other literature «f
the Graeco-Roman world". 90
Unfortunately Furnish does not consider it necessary to give details of
these paxallels. As well as the obvious reference already noted at Lev.
91 92
19:18, Barrett mentions P. Aboth 1:12, and Brown adds Lev. 19:34,
but one is not led to believe that the parallels were very extensive.
88. reKviToc (v. 33) is found nowhere else in the Gospel, but is fre¬
quent (7 times) in 1 John - see Brown, Gospel, 606; Lindars Gospel, 463.
Barrett describes the group as "a messianic community living between
the advents of the Messiah", Gospel, 451; similarly Lucien Cerfaux,
"La charite frateraelle et le retour du Christ (Jn. 13:33-38)", in
Recueil Lucien Cerfaux, II (B.E.T.L. 6-7; Gembloux : J. Duculot,
1954), 27-40.
89. Lindars, Gospel, 463.
90. Victor Paul Furnish, The Love Command in the New Testament (London:
S.C.M., 1973), 138.
91. Barrett, Gospel, 452.
92. Brown, Gospel, 613; see also Bultmann, Gospel, 527, ns. 1, 2.
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While it must be admitted that the commandment was not a completely
unique principle of religious understanding, the newness is to be
understood from the second statement - "'even as I have loved you, that
93
you also love one another". The commandment is new because it was
given to the new community of believers founded on earth by the acti¬
vity of Jesus. Schrenk writes -
"The new factor is not the law of love as such, nor a new
degree of love, but its new christological foundation.
They are to love one another as those who are loved by
Jesus". 94
Discussion has also centred on whether any specific reference is
intended by the phrase, "even as I have loved you" (v.34); does it
refer to any particular incident? Some consider the footwashing epi¬
sode (w.4-11) to be the example of Jesus' love for the disciples which
95
the evangelist intends, but in v.l he looks forward with the words:
"having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them to the end",
and w. 2,3 clearly refer to Jesus' death. While the footwashing scene
may provide an example of Jesus' service to the disciples, the full
extent of his love can only be discerned in the crucifixion, and this
would seem to be the evangelist's ultimate reference. Schanckenburg
writes -
93. As Bultmann suggests K<x0io$ in this context means both "as" and
"because" - "i.e. it states both the manner and the cause of this
love", Theology, II, 81. One cannot, however, accept his transla¬
tion of \%oc as "in erder that", which would seem to suggest a
motivation for Jesus' and therefore God's love.
94. Gottlob Schrenk, " fcvcoXr) in T.D.N.T, II, 545-556; quot. 553;
see also Bultmann, Gospel, 526-527, Brown, Gospel, 612-613, may
be to an extent justified in relating the "new commandment" to the
theme of covenant, but it does not seem to be the primary thought
of the evangelist. The relationship is presented strongly, but
unconvincingly, by R. Percival Brown, "ENTOAH KAINH (St. John 13:
34)", Theology 26 (1933), 184-193; see also Furnish, Love Command,
138-139.
95. See Sanders, Commentary, 316, n.6.
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"Fur sie 1st das Gebot gegenseitiger Liebe dadurch neu, da/5,
es durch Jesus, sein Dienen (vgl. die Fu^waschung) und
seine Hingabe in den Tod (vgl. Joh. 15,13; 1 Joh. 3,16)
eine einzigartige Profilierung erfahrt. Denn in ihm,
dem Gottessohn, hat uns Gott selbst seine letzte und
uniiberbietbare Liebe erviesen". 96
There has been much valid discussion among the commentators on
the apparent limitation implied by the command - treats. ocAXrjAou^
(w.34,35). Is the intention to limit the demand for love only to the
members of the community, because if so it would seem to impose a res¬
triction on the Synoptic ideal of love for one's neighbour (Lk. 10:27;
cf. Lev. 19:18), and even one's enemies (e.g. Matt. 5:43-48; Lk.6:27-
36)7 Many have tried to avoid this conclusion, usually referring to
the universal love of God stated in 3:16, but one should not confuse the
all-inclusive love of God in sending the Son, with the response of the
believers to the world who rejected the Son. The coming of Jesus, and
the response of men to him, has had the effect of separating the commu¬
nity from "the world", and so the command is to "love one another".
There is implied in this command a restriction which cannot be ignored.
That is not to say that one would entirely agree with Kasemann
that, "John here sets forth an unmistakable restriction such as we also
97
know from the Qumran community". While the Johannine command is in
some ways similar to the Qumran teaching (1 QS 1:9-11), the evangelist,
unlike the sectarians, does not advocate hatred for one's opponents. An
important distinction is made by Brown -
"While for Qumran love is a duty consequent upon one's belong¬
ing to the community, for John, Jesus' love for men is con¬
stitutive of the community". 98
96. Rudolf Schnackenburg, Das Johannesevangelium, III (H.T.K.N.T. 4; 2nd
ed., Freiburg : Herder, 1976), 59-60.
97. See Kasemann, Testament, 59-60; quot. 59; cf. also Clayton R. Bowen,
"Love in the Fourth Gospel", J.R. 13(1933), 39-49; Furnish, Love
Command, 143-148.
98. Brown, Gospel, 613.
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The important distinction is that for the evangelist the love of God
is always ready to draw men from the ranks of "the world", into the com¬
munity of believers, and so while the command is to love "one another"
within the community, the community will always bear witness to the
love of God in the world - "I, when I am lifted up from the earth will
draw all men to myself" (12:32; cf. 17:21). The position is well summed
up by Bultmann -
) —*
"Thus the ot^otnocv , as the criterion of eschatological exis¬
tence, is limited not because it has to do with a group that
is oriented on the world, but because it has to do with the
eschatological community, and this means that the world
always has the possibility of being included within the circle
of the . It excludes itself only when it rejects the
faith to which it is continually challenged by the conaaunity's
existence, whether the challenge be by the word it proclaims,
seeking to win the world over (16:7ff), or by the offence it
presents to the world - also a means of winning it over". 99
The world will recognise the disciples of Jesus by the love which
they have for one another (v. 35). That love is thus a means of \itness.
Barrett comments - "The mutual love of Christian disciples is different
from any other; it is modelled upon, and in some measure reveals, the
100
mutual love of the Father and the Son". The love, then, does not
only as Knox puts it "prescribe the spirit of the new community",it
is essential to the witness of that community in the world. V.35 states:
"By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love
for one another", (cf. 15:8). Clearly the evangelist did not intend
the love which should exist within the community to isolate it from the
world, but by the love for one another which constitutes the true commu¬
nity, the believers witness to the mutual love of the Father and the Son.
99. Bultmann, Gospel, 528-529.
100. Barrett, Gospel, 452.
101. John Knox, The Ethic of Jesus in the Teaching of the Church (London:
Epworth, 1962), 93.
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15:9-14. The same theme is developed in slightly different form in
chapter fifteen, indeed Bultmann describes 15:1-17 as "a commentary on
13:34f., in the sense that it goes more deeply into the grounds of the
102
command of love". There is no general agreement as to how the dis¬
course on the vine (w. 1-17) may be subdivided, and it should really
be treated as a unity, but Bultmann suggests -
"the first part of the discourse, w. 1-8, is an exhortation
to constancy of faith in the language of /A-etvoLts, e/xol.
and the second part (w. 9-17), which defines k\/
more closely as ev t-rj kyoLny vr\ k/A-n , places the
command of love on thi's foundation", 103
The discourse, then, expounds the relationship of faith and love (cf. 1
Jn. 3:23,24). Kummel has commented -
"Faith in Jesus Christ and love for one's brother belong
for John so closely together that for him faith is real
faith at all only when the one who believes has become
the one who loves". 104
While the discourse is a unity, the topic which ve wish to consi¬
der in detail is the demand to keep his commandments which Jesus has pla¬
ced on the disciples (v.10), specifically the command to love one another
(v.12). We concentrate, therefore, on w. 9-14 as a useful focus of
the evangelist's thought on the command to love. The central command
is found in v. 12 - "This is my commandment, that you love one another
as I have loved you" (cf. 13:34).
It is of interest to note the way in which the discourse has been
developed to this point. The overall theme, reflecting the farewell
situation, is that the disciples should abide in the love of Jesus (v.
9; cf. the image of the vine, v.2), but if they are to abide in his love
then they must keep his commandments (v. 10), summed up in the one command
102. Bultmann, Gospel, 529.
103. Ibid.
104. Kuxmael, Theology, 303.
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of v. 12.*^ It is in responding to the love of Jesus by love for one
another that the disciples reflect the same obedience as Jesus himself
was about to show in response to the Father's love - obedience even
to death (v.13). The argument seems to be that the love of Jesus for
the believers is founded on the love of the Father for the Son, and so
the real ground of the believers* love for one another is the Father's
love for the Son (v.9).*^ Brown comments on "the chain of love that
is found in vss. 9 and 12 : the father loves Jesus; Jesus loves the
disciples; they must love one another".If the disciples keep the
commands of Jesus they will abide in his love, and so their joy will be
complete (v.11, cf. 16 ; 20-24).
The love which the disciples must have for one another, and Jesus'
love for them, is further explained in w. 13, 14 - "Greater love has
no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends. Tou are
my friends if you do what I command you". While v.13 may well have been
108
a traditional saying there is little doubt that the evangelist here
intended it to be a reference to Jesus' death, and also perhaps a hint
that the love of the believers for one another might ultimately lead to
the sacrifice of life itself (cf. 1 Jn. 3:16). The community of belie¬
vers - oc (j)l\oi - is constituted by the self-sacrificing love of Jesus,
so those who are truly members of that community will obey the commands
of their Lord. Bultmann comments -
105. The distinction between fcveoXoti (v. 10) and tvcoX*| (v.12) does
not seem to be important (see Bultoann, Gospel, 541, n.4), Schrenk,
T.D.N.T., II, 554, writes - "The iveoAsci- . , always summed up in
the one command of love, do not imply a Jewish multiplicity of
ordinances, but the radiating of the one fcv^oXrj out into the
manifoldne3s of the obedient life". Note later comments on 1 Jn.
2:3-11.
106. Brown commenting on v.9, Gospel, 663, notes: "For John Kathos is
not only comparative but also causative or constitutive, ... The
Father's love for Jesus is the basis of Jesus' love for his dis¬
ciples both as to origin and intensity".
107. Brown, Gospel, 682.
108. See Brown, Gospel, 682; Bultmann, Gospel, 542, n. 7.
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"It is not a question of their still having to become his
friends by fulfilling his commands; they are his friends
already, as v.15 states; the phrase fcocy kcX. specifies
the condition whereby what they already are can be fully
realised in them", 109
The true Christian community has been constituted by the love of the
Father and the obedience of the Son. In response to that love, and
in obedience to Jesus' command, the believers must love one another if
they are truly to be the of Christ. A similar thought is to be
found in 14:21 -
"He who has my commandments and keeps them, he it is who
loves me; and he who loves me will be loved by my Father,
and I will love him and manifest myself to him".
The abiding relation of the Son to the believer is formed and constitu¬
ted by the obedient response of the believer. This relationship of love
and obedience is pointed to by Barrett, commenting on v.10 - "The paral¬
lel shows that love and obedience are mutually dependent. Love arises
out of obedience, obedience out of love".**'0
In summary, then, the new community is a fellowship of love, ulti¬
mately grounded on the love of the Father for the Son, and constituted
in the world by the obedient response of the Son to the Father, shown
on the Cross. Members of that community must also, in obedience to the
command of Jesus and in response to his love for them, love one another.
In this way they will bear witness to the mutual love of the Father and
the Son.
1 JOHN
Turning to 1 John, one can hardly fail to note the similarity of
thought on this theme of the love-command. Culpepper writes -
109. Bultmann, Gospel, 543.
110. Barrett, Gospel, 476.
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"The writer's primary appeal, repeated in countless variations
in the course of the epistle, is for his readers to abide
(4a-£V£.lv occurs 24 times in 1 John) in the love of God^
( occurs 18 times in 1 John) by keeping ( cqpetV )
the commandments ( ; these words appear in conjunction
five times in 1 John), especially the 'new commandment' (2:7-8;
3:11,14,23; 4:7,11,12,21) and by remembering what they heard
(occurs 14 times in 1 John) 'from the beginning' ( in'
<£pX/j 5 : 2:7,24;3:11) Ill
Furnish states - "This commandment to love one another, already promi¬
nent in the Fourth Gospel where it is presented as Jesus' farewell
112
legacy to his followers, is now one of the major themes in 1 John".
To support these two statements we shall now consider some of the main
passages which relate to this command to love.
2:3-11; cf. 4:7-12. The context of 2:3-11 is clearly once more debate
with the opposition, who considered themselves to have a superior know¬
ledge of God. For this author there is only one basis for knowledge of
God, and that is obedience - "by this we may be sure that we know him,
) /
if we keep his commandments" (2:3). Whether oco here refers to
God or to Christ is of no great importance - knowledge of God is media¬
ted through Christ (cf. 2:1; 4:9), indeed Westcott suggests - "perhaps
it is best to suppose that St. John assumes a general antecedent 'Him to
113
whom we turn as God' without special distinction of Persons". At any
rate it i6 the one who "keeps his word, in him truly love for God is per¬
fected" (2:5).
At this point, however, one must disagree with the R.S.V. transla-
( * / rs p.tion. In the phrase fj oc^fotrr kj Tou feou (2:5), the genitive may
of course be objective, as here translated, but, with Bultmann, it seems
114
more likely that the author intended it to be subjective. It is the
love of God for man which prompts the believer's response of love to his
brother. This interpretation gains support from 4:7-11. Here the author
111. Culpepper, The Johannlne School, 281.
112. Furnish, Love Command, 156.
113. Westcott, Epistles, 47.
114. Bultmann, Epistles, 25; see also Westcott, Epistles, 48; Brooke,
Commentary, 32.
states clearly - "Love is of God, and he who loves is born of God and
knows God" (4:7). Indeed "God is love" (4:8), and has taken the initia¬
tive in sending his Son into the world (4:9). So it is not that "we
loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the expiation for
our sins. If God so loved us, we also ought to love one another" (4:
10,11). Love, then, is the initiative of God, and our love for one anot¬
her is the obedient response to his love for us. Indeed obedience is the
test of our abiding in him - "he who says he abides in him ought to walk
in the same way in which he walked" (2:6; cf. 4:12).
To this point in chapter two no specific commandment has been men¬
tioned, but in w. 7ff. the commandment becomes singular, and it is clear
that the essential demand is love for the brethren - by previously intro¬
ducing 4:7-11 we have already noted this emphasis. "He who says he is in
the light and hates his brother is in the darkness still. He who loves
his brother abides in the light ..." (2:9,10). One need not make too
much play of the distinction between singular and plural, for this author
the commandments of God are summed up in the one command to love one's
brother. Schrenk notes - "There is never any discussion of the
without reference to the tveoXf] (in the reverse order in 1 Jn. 4:31
ff, (sic)). This arrangement, which is an established characteristic,
Of greater interest for this study, however, is the sense in which
the love-command may be considered new. This issue was raised in the
discussion of the Gospel texts, but here the author seems to delibera¬
tely focus on the dichotomy between old and new. In v.7 he states -
"I am writing you no new commandment, but an old commandment which you
had from the beginning" (cf. 2 Jn. 5), but then in v.8 - "Yet I am writing
>
, N )
makes it clear that the law of love, the fc-VtoAil Kotr.
>
. / H5
is the true content of the .
115. Schrenk, T.D.N.T., II, 554. The reference should be to 1 Jn. 4:21ff.,
cf. Furnish, Love Command, 149-150; Bultmann, Epistles, 27.
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you a new commandment, which is true in him and in you". How should
these two statements be related?
In the discussion of the Gospel texts it was suggested that the
essential newness of this command was its christological basis. The
fact of Christ, and the significance of his activity on earth, made the
commandment new. At that point it was stated - "The commandment is
new because it was given to the new community of believers founded on
earth by the activity of Jesus".It is still in this sense that
the author of the Epistle understands the commandment as a new command -
"true in him and in you, because the darkness is passing away and the
true light is already shining".(2:8). The activity of Christ, who has
acted in the world and is acting in and through the believers, makes
the commandment new. Schanckenburg has written -
"... erst durch die eschatologische S&ndung des Gottessohnes
und seinen augersten Liebeserweis,den Kreuzestod, sichtbar
und wirkeam geworden ist, wird man auch die„ eschatologische''
Neuheit jenes Gebotesmit zudenken haben". 117
The author, however, also wants to emphasise in the face of the
"progressive" teaching of his opponents (cf. 2 Jn. 9), that the command¬
ment was present in the tradition of the community from the very beginn-
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ing, and so had authority. Hence the stress of v. 7 - "the old com¬
mandment is the word which you have heard" - the word proclaimed by
Jesus and maintained in the tradition. This particular emphasis is not
present in the Gospel, but it is due to the changed circumstances of the
community facing a particular situation and challenge. In discussing
these verses Klein points to the different viewpoints of the inner-
church situation and the situation of the church in the world -
116. See above on Jn. 13:34.
117. Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 111-112; see also Bultmann, Epistles,
27.
118. On this see Hans Conselmann, "Was von Anfang war", in Neutestament-
liche Studien fur Rudolf Bultmann zu scinem siebsigsten Gehurtstag,
ed. Walther Eltester (Berlin: Topelmann, 1954), 194-201; esp. 1987
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"Im Blick auf die innerkirchliche Geschichte (v.7) walten
rein chronologische Geschichtspunkte, im Blick auf die
Geschichte der Kirche in der Welt (v.8) wird das chrono¬
logische Zeitma^S eschatologisch relevant". 119
There is thus no inconsistency in the author's thinking. The command
is new in the eschatological sense with the event of Christ, but old
in the history of the community's tradition.
Another consideration discussed in the Gospel context is again rai¬
sed in this passage, and further expanded in 3:10-18. Is the command to
love inclusive only to members of the community, or should it be direc¬
ted outwards to all men? In the Gospel we suggested that while the com¬
mand was specifically to love one another within the coinnunity, the very
reason for the community's existence was to proclaim the love of God to
the world, and so it was open to all. The Epistle now seems to reflect
similar thinking, although modified by the obvious friction between the
two groups. One cannot agree with Bultmann that one's brother means "not
especially the Christian comrade in the faith, but one's fellowman, the
120
'neighbour'." While the command does not hint at the exclusion of
outsiders - the opponents have excluded themselves from the true commu¬
nity (2:19) - the specific demand is for love within the Christian com¬
munity.
This interpretation is disputed by Furnish, citing Schnackenburg.
He rightly points out that in 2:9-11, the one who "hates his brother"
refers to the writer's opponents, and goes on to argue that -
"It is unlikely that this writer would think of them as 'Chris¬
tians' or 'fellow Christians* - indeed, they would belong to
'the world' which stands in radical opposition to the faithful
community (3:13)".
Thus he argues that "brother" is used in the general sense of "fellow-
121man". While it is true that 3:13 refers to the hatred of the world,
119. Gunter Klein, "Das wahre Licht «cheint schon. Beobachtungen zur ~
Zeit-und Geschichtserfahrung einer urchristlichen Schule", Z.T.K.
68 (1971), 261-326; quot. 306.
120. Bultmann, Epistles, 28; cf. Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 117-121;
Furnish, Love Command, 152-154.
121. Furnish, Love Command, 153.
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the real dispute in this Epistle is not with the world in general, but
with another group who also claim to be Christian. In this sense it
remains a conflict within the Christian community, even though the oppo¬
nents have put themselves outside the true community (2:19). While the
writer would deny the Christian claims of the opposition, the conflict
remains within the context of the Christian conmunity, and the dominant
question is how to recognise the true members of that community (2:19;
3:10,19; 4:1,13; 5:2). The answer is love for the brethren (3:14). It
is by a failure of love, i.e. by breaking the fellowship of brotherly
love within the community (2:19), that the opponents have shown that
they are not true Christians. The command, then, and the test, is for
122
love within the Christian community. In this the author seems
merely to be developing the thought of the Gospel in the new situation
facing that community.
4:19-5:5 (cf. 3:23). These verses raise the important question of the
relationship of faith to love. In 3:23 the commandment has been stated
with two prongs which are closely inter-related - "this is his command¬
ment, that we should believe in the name of his Son Jesus Christ and
love one another, just as he has commanded us". The inter-relation is
more fully explained in the passage now under discussion.
The basis and reason for Christian love is the love which God has
already demonstrated to the world. This fact is simply stated in v.19 -
"
e love, because he first loved us" (cf. 4:7-11). It is in response to
the love of God for us that we must love. Many commentators find it
necessary to suggest an object for the Christian's love - whether God,
123
or our fellowmen, or the Christian brothers - but the author does
not seem to think it necessary. Dodd probably comes nearest to the
122. See Ernst Haenchen, "Neuere Literatur zu den Johannesbriefen,"
T.Ru. 26 (1960-61), 1-43; esp. 37.
123. E.g. Bultmann, Epistles, 75; Houlden, Commentary, 120.
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writer's thought when he comments -
"Our very capacity to love, whether the object of our love be
God or our neighbour, is given to us in the fact of our being
loved by God". 124
God has revealed his love in sending his Son into the world (4:9,10),
and so our love, our very capacity to love, is related to our faith in
Christ which determines our relation to God.
"Every one who believes that Jesus is the Christ is a child
of God, and every one who loves the parent loves the child".
(5:1).
Undoubtedly the most difficult point of interpretation in this pas¬
sage is 5:2-3a. Bultmann describes it as "almost incomprehensible", and
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indeed his exposition would seem to illustrate the point. While the
author frequently argues that love for one's brothers is the test of
true love for God - indeed has just done so (4:20,21) - he now appears
to turn the argument round: "By this we know that we love the children
of God, when we love God and obey his commandments" (5:2). Love for God
has become the criterion of love for the children of God. Indeed the
argument would seem to be circular - we know that we love the children
of God when we love God (5:2); we love God when we keep his commandments
(5:3); the emphatic command of God in this Epistle is to love one's bro¬
ther (e.g. 4:21). How does one break this circle of thought?
Perhaps not enough attention has been paid in the commentaries to
the starting point, which is the epistemological question of how to know
that we love the children of God. It is normally assumed that the stress
should be on the adequacy of our love, but surely the crucial question in
context of this Epistle is rather the identity of the children of God.
Are those whom we love - for the author those who have stayed within his
124. Dodd, Epistles, 123.
125. Bultmann, Epistles, 77.
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community - truly the children of God? We will recognise the children
of God when we love God, and obey his commandments (5:2). Thus the
question becomes one of faith. The believer's relationship to God crea¬
tes in him the true vision of the children of God, and one's relationship
to God is founded on the confession that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God (5:1,5). The community of believers is constituted by faith in
Jesus as the Christ and the Son of God, and within that community one
most exercise brotherly love. Within its own situation, the thought of
the Epistle on this command to love clearly reflects the teaching of the
Gospel.
THE APOCALYPSE
On turning to Revelation, as one might imagine, the material relevant
to this topic becomes more difficult to find. Schrenk notes -
"the commands of God, ..., are again linked with references to
faith in Jesus or witness to Him, so that once more we see the
) /
Johannine peculiarity of never speaking of the £.v coX^-..
without mentioning Jesus (cf. 12:17; 14:12; 22:14...).
It is an interesting point, but in relation to the present study one must
note that no-where in the Apocalypse are the commands of God condensed
into the one command of love. Furnish considers it to be implied -
"While these are nowhere specifically summarized in the single
commandment to love, it is clear that concrete deeds of love
within the beleaguered congregations are the prime evidence
and content of their patient endurance". 128
That 3eems, however, to be an aooumption without adequate exegetical sup¬
port. There is only one passage in the Apocalypse which would seem to
warrant closer study in this regard, and then only briefly.
126. The distinction which Schrenk makes, T.D.N.T., II, 554-555, that the
Epistles,do not contain "the profound christological basis of loving
as he loved", is surely unnecessary. It is not specifically stated,
but it is certainly assumed.
127. Ibid., 555.
128. Furnish, Love Command, 170.
128.
2;1-7. In writing to the Ephesian church, the author first praises
their continuing work and patience in opposing false teaching -
"I know you are enduring patiently and bearing up for my name's
sake, and you have not grown weary" (2:3).
Speaking in Christ's name, however, he condemns their one critical fault -
"you have abandoned the love you had at first" (2:4). The congregation
must "repent and do the works you did at first", or else judgement will
follow (2:5). In this the Ephesians may be contrasted with the congre¬
gation at Thyatira, who are commended for their love, faith, service, and
patient endurance (2:19). What is not clear, however, is to whom the
love demanded of the congregation should be directed. Is it love to God,
or to the brothers within the community, or to all their fellowmen? While
there is no strong evidence for any of these interpretations, Charles is
probably right to limit the thought to brotherly love, by which he pre-
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sumably means love within the community. This preference gains some
slight support from the laudable hatred of the Nicolaitans' works although
it should be noted that hatred of the Nicolaitans themselves is not advo¬
cated (2:6). While the Ephesian community has patiently endured in the
face of opposition, it has ultimately failed in its response to God by
its lack of love, presumably love within the Christian community. Ladd
comments - "Doctrinal purity and loyalty can never be a substitute for
love".*"^ Here are echoes of the Johannine understanding, but is one not
reminded even more strongly of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians -
"faith, hope, love abide, these three but the greatest of these is love"
(1 Cor. 13:13)? One must conclude that it is impossible to detect any
distinct trace of the Johannine understanding of the love-command in the
Apocalypse.
.
129. Charles, Revelation, 51; also Ladd, Commentary, 39.
130. Ladd, Commentary, 39.
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It now becomes necessary to draw some conclusions from the study
of these three theological emphases. The point at issue is whether all
five writings , traditionally attributed to John, should be considered
as works which have emerged from the nne early Christian community. Tra¬
dition cannot simply be ignored, and so the initial hypothesis of this
thesis was that all five writings should be included as having emerged
within the community. The studies of the previous two chapters, how¬
ever, must seriously question that hypothesis. If the concept of an early
Christian community is to have any value, then there must be some evidence
of a common milieu of thought. This has been shown to be true of the Gos¬
pel and First Epistle, indeed one can have little doubt that they emerged
in the one community. Likewise, while they are too short for detailed
theological study there seems no good reason for separating off the other
two letters. Indeed there are some statements, especially in 2 John (e.g.
7,9; 5,6), which closely reflect emphases detected in the Gospel and 1
John. The same cannot be said, however, of the Apocalypse.
In the case of the Apocalypse we have seen that while there are some
slight affinities of thought in regard to christology and pneumatology,
the modes of expression used are almost totally different. We found no
distinct trace of the Johannine understanding of the love-conmand. This
leads to the conclusion that the Apocalypse cannot be considered as a work
of the community, but one must still explain the slight affinities of
thought which have been found.
One cannot deny the possibility that the book was written by an
eccentric individual or group still within the Johannine community, but
far removed from the mainstream of its thought. If that was the case,
however, one would have assumed that however eccentric the writer(s) may
have benn the work would betray greater evidence of distinctive Johannine
concepts. Even unconsciously, the writer would have been influenced by
the thought and modes of expression of the community, especially if, as
130.
we have suggested, the community's thought was dominated by the power¬
ful preaching of the evangelist. To widen the hypothesis of a Johan-
nine community to include this work would be to divest it of any use¬
ful definition.
The other possibility, which is favoured by the present writer, is
that the Apocalypse was written outside the community, but that those
responsible for it did have some contact and interaction with the
thought of the Johannine community. This is the possibility favoured by
131
Dr. Elizabeth Fiorenza in her recent study. While the present thesis
began by attempting to define some widely accepted theological emphases
in the Gospel and then looking for similar traces in the other writings,
Fiorenza examines similarities noted by previous scholars between the
Gospel and the Apocalypse. Thus her work may be used as a useful com¬
plement to our own.
She begins with a study of the vocabulary of the two works, point¬
ing out that they have only eight words in common which are found nowhere
else in the New Testament - otpV^ov"
^ E.j3pocuX CU • £ •
K^K,X£,u£tv > oy } nopcjbupj (p01 ' <5"KrjvoCJV
- some of which could be derived from Old Testament text or general usage.
Furthermore the Apocalypse uses different words than the Gospel to express
the same idea: otpVlOV (Apoc.) - oC^AVO^ (Gosp.); JtpoucTcxsA^^c
(Apoc.) - (Gosp.); (Apoc.) -
(Gosp.); u6ou (Apoc.) - (Gosp.). She also notes characteristic
Johannine theological expressions and phrases not found at all in the
Apocalypse, and vice-versa. In particular one should note that (cocr^ce^
is not understood in a dualistic sense in the Apocalypse. Finally she
points out that while the Apocalypse and the Gospel have only eight words
131. Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, 'The Quest for the Johannine School:
The Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel", N.T.S. 23 (1976-77), 402-427.
131.
common to them alone, the Apocalypse and Paul share thirty-three such
words and the Apocalypse and Luke almost as many. If one compares
words which both authors use at least twice she claims the Apocalypse
and Gospel share forty-six such words, while the Apocalypse and Paul
132
have one hundred and fifty-seven in common. A purely linguistic
study can never be decisive when the issue is not between two individual
writers, but Fiorenza is right in suggesting from this evidence that
"the linguistic distinctive Eigenart of both writings appears not to
133
be too great". While it is not of immediate concern to this thesis
one would like to see the Pauline affinities developed in greater detail.
Fiorenza goes on to note the expressions most often cited as indi¬
cations that the Apocalypse and the Gospel belong to the same tradition
and school - "lamb" (Apoc. 28 times, Jn. 1:29,36); "word" (Rev. 19:13;
Jn. 1:1,14); the image of shepherding, and that of water for eternal life
(Rev. 7:17; 21:6; 22:1,17; Jn. 4:14; 6:35; 7:37f.); the absence of a
Temple (Rev. 21:22; Jn. 2:19,21; 4:20ff.); the dwelling of God or Christ
X3A
among people (Rev. 7:15; 21:3; Jn. 1:14). One cannot comment here in
detail on the studies which she has undertaken which complement the stu¬
dies of the present thesis, but she finds, for example, that both the
christological titles - "lamb" and "word" - are used in a quite different
way in the two writings. In the Apocalypse the kingly, messianic featu¬
res of the Lamb predominate, while in the Gospel the emphasis is on the
135
expiatory function of the Lamb. Similarly with the title "Logos", the






is used there to emphasise the messianic power of the parousia Christ
136
as the fulfilment of the words of prophecy. Only in the image of
"living water", or "water of life", does Fiorenza find any evidence of
drawing on a common school tradition. She argues that the saying of
Rev. 21:6 is patterned on the form of the revelatory saying typical of
the Gospel, and that the affinities in imagery and form between this
verse and the Gospel "could be an indication that the image of the 'liv-
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ing water' is derived from a common (school) tradition". On the
other hand, "whereas in the Apocalypse the speaker is God and the image
refers to the eschatological fulfilment., in the Fourth Gospel the speaker
is Christ and the image refers to the christological realization of the
138
eschatological promise". She concludes that even if one cannot estab¬
lish a common tradition for this image, it is possible that the author
of the Apocalypse was familiar with the Johannine school tradition, but
133
then goes on to claim that Rev. 21:7 shows traces of Pauline Style.
Fiorenza's final examination is of the use and transmission of tra¬
ditional material from both the Old and New Testaments in the two works,
and particularly concentrates on the common citation of Zechariah 12:10
140in the Theodotion text-form (Rev. 1:7; Jn. 19:37b.). She considers
that while the evangelist understood the text, in the strict sense of the
Old Testament, as a salvation prophecy, the conflation of Zech. 12:10
with Dan. 7:13 found in the Apocalypse refers not to the death of Jesus
but to his parousia. This is an example of the apocalyplist's use of




139. For the full discussion see Ibid., 417-418.
140. Ibid., 419-421; also 412.
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In a similar way he uses the New Testament tradition. The same
verse (Rev. l-"7) shows great affinities with Matt. 24:30 - the "apocalyp¬
tic discourse". Throughout the Apocalypse, she argues:
"Greatest affinities are found to the eschatological-apocalyptic
traditions of the gospels, especially the so-called Synoptic
apocalypse, to Q traditions and to the eschatological parable
tradition". 141
To Fiorenza, this use of both early Christian prophetic-apocalyptic tra¬
ditions and Old-Testament prophetic-apocalyptic material suggests that
the author of the Apocalypse was not a member of the Johannine school,
but of an early Christian prophetic-apocalyptic school. While in a
relatively short article Fiorenza has not been able to present very
extensive evidence, the argument which she does adduce seems convincing
... . 142
to the present writer.
At the same time, however, Fiorenza does not doubt, that the Apo-
calyplist did have access to both Pauline and Johannine school tradi¬
tions, although she claims that there are more affinities with Pauline
143
than Johannine language, tradition and form. On this assertion one
must judge that a more detailed comparison of the Pauline letters with
the Apocalypse is necessary before Fiorenza's conclusion can be finally
accepted, but it is certainly a stimulating possibility, ller overall
picture is of several schools and theological circles co-existing and
intersecting in Asia Minor at the end of the first century. Her final
144
statement on the "dialectical exchange of theological thought"
between the different schools and traditions, while far from proven, is
of interest to the present study. She writes -
141 • Slfri 421 •




"For instance, it is clear that the Apocalypse and the fourth
Gospel represent opposite eschatological options. Yet we
cannot assume that the e6chatology of the fourth Gospel was
developed in direct confrontation with the Apocalypse or vice
versa, since the differences in the eschatological language
and imagery of the fourth Gospel and of the Apocalypse do not
indicate a direct literary dependency. However, it is possible
that the eschatological option of the Johannine school has
developed or was modified in dialogue and in dialectic inter¬
action with the early Christian prophetic-apocalyptic school
tradition that is also developed in the Apocalypse". 145
Our own conclusion was that the Apocalypse was written outside the
Johannine community, but by someone who had contact with and was in
interaction with Johannine thought. This conclusion has been strengthe¬
ned by Fiorenza's study, and so it will no longer be useful to include the
Apocalypse within the definition of Johannine writings. One must
note, however, Fiorenza'e comments on the dialectical interaction of the
two traditions in any attempt to postulate the development of eschato¬




THE ESCHATOLOGICAL THOUGHT OF THE
JOHANNINE COMMUNITY
It is now possible to discuss the specific topic of the thesis,
so in this chapter we turn to an examination of the eschatological
thought of the Johannine community. In the previous studies of theo¬
logical motifs the task was a comparison of emphases in the various
writings. This involved the detection of a particular emphasis in
the Gospel presentation and a search for the same or similar stress
and expression in the other writings. By that method if was decided
that the Gospel and the Letters emerged from the one community of
thought but that the Apocalypse^while written by someone who had some
contact and interaction with the Johannine community^ should not be
considered a product of that community. The task before us now, how¬
ever, is to evaluate the diverse strands of dschatological thought
which run through the Gospel and Letters. No longer is it permissible
to concentrate on one emphasis, rather one must produce an hypothesis
for the growth of the tradition which accounts for the variety of
emphases which may be detevted in the writings, and the diverse nature
of the material.
To do so, the approach adopted is again based on the exegesis of
certain key texts, concentrating on four inter-related eschatological
themes - judgement, eternal life, resurrection, and the return of
Jesus. In particular the apparent tension which has been so often
noted between present fulfilment and future expectation must be fully
explored. The question must be answered as to how the present and
future emphases, so often seen as contradictory, came to be held in
the thought and tradition of one community. First, then, the various
strands of thought in the community must be elucidated by exegesis, and
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then some explanation sought as to how they ended up side by side in
the writings of this community.
John 3:16-21. These verses may be taken as a useful sub-division of the
discourse which follows Jesus' discussion with Nicodemus.^ In v. 15,
for the first time in the Gospel the important concept of ocm/Ovioj
has been introduced, and as one has learnt to expect the evangelist then
elaborates on that key phrase. In w. 13ff., eternal life is portrayed
as a gift to those who believe in the Son of Man who descended from hea-
2
ven, and has now ascended into heaven. The development in w. 16ff.
first emphasises that it is a gift from God out of his lave for the
world, but then leads to the inevitable coroBary of judgement on those
who refuse to accept the gift.
The purpose of God in sending his Son is clearly stated in v. 16.
It was to offer life to the world, only incidentally is the alternative
( odXTO/\Auvocu ) mentioned. This is further emphasised in v.17 - "God
sent the Son into the world, not to condemn the world, but that the
world might be saved through him" (cf. Jn. 10:9,10; 12:32; 1 Jn. 4:9).
One cannot agree with Xasemann that this statement of God's love for the
world is not central to the Gospel message. He considers - "we have
every reason to consider this verse as a traditional primitive Christian
formula which the Evangelist employed". It may have been a traditional
formula, but it is still central to the evangelist's theology of the
Incarnation. God sent his Son to offer life to the world (cf. 4:14; 5:24;
6:35; 8:12; 10:10); that was the purpose of the Incarnation (1:4).
1. So e.g. Brown, Gospel, 137; Lindars, Gospel, 158.
2. The use of the perfect, olV<x/3£jindicates that this was a dis¬
course of the evangelist rather than actual words of Jesus, see
Brown, Gospel, 132; Schnackenburg, Gospel, 393.
3. Kiisemann, Testament, 59-60; quot. 60.
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The idea that God loved the world and so gave his only Son, is
closely paralleled to the concept of the Father sending the Son into
the world which has previously been noted as a central Johannine
A m c
theme. It is true that in v. 16 the verb used is fcou^csv while one
might expect ocntcrcs^Aw (as v. 17), but the distinction is not
important. As Brown has pointed out the two verbs are used in John
without any apparent distinction of meaning to refer to the mission of
Jesus (cf. references to the Paraclete; 14:16,26).5 In these verses
we come close to the heart of the Johannine gospel. God loves the
world and so gave the gift of his only Son, in order that those who
believe in him might have life. It is true that those who refuse to
believe and therefore refuse the gift of life must perish, but that
is only incidental to the evangelist's thought. Bultmann writes -
"Unbelief, by shutting the door on God's love, turns his love
into judgement. For this is the meaning of judgemmnt, that
man shuts himself off from God's love". 6
The intention of God's love, however, is to give life to the world, and
the method he chose was to send his only Son.
The act of sending the Son has had the effect of clearly differen¬
tiating two groups in the world, and these are defined in v.18 -
c / ? > \ > '
o rturceuujv 0tutov 00 ■
C TfUTCCJUlOV
The tenses of the verbs in this verse are important. Those who believe
4. See chap. 2. In w. 16,17 the expression ui.05 tou acv Bptorrou
(w.13,14) has become the simple vto$ , but Bultmann is right to see
these as identical terms in the evangelist's intention. He points out
that it is "only as a result of his mission that the Son becomes the
U-o; roO <*-v©ptorrou "f Gospel, 153 n.3. Similarly the y.oo cou
©ecu (v.18) should not be seen as distinct from the given, or
sent, by God (w.16,17).
5. Brown, Gospel, 134, see also Schnackenburg, Gospel, 399. Bultmann sug¬
gests that they are distinct in the sense that '^Su>i<.ev stresses God's
gift in the mission of the Son, Cbspel, 153 n.3.
6. Bultmann, Gospel, 154; see also Barrett, Gospel, 180.
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in the Son are not condemned, those who do not believe are already con¬
demned - the <1^1 adding stress to the perfect. Schnackenburg and Brown
/
point out that the perfect - Tts-tfKrtE.OK.tV - indicates a "persistent
7 6state" of "continuing disbelief," but the condemnation has already
taken place. Dodd makes the interesting comparison with Mark 16:16 -
"He who believes and is baptized will be saved; but he who does not
Q
believe will be condemned." The contrast brings out sharply the
[Marcan] expectation of future salvation or condemnation, comparedwith
the Johannine emphasis on judgement having already taken place in one's
response to the gift of the Son.
In these verses Kftvctv is U8ed in the sense of "to condemn"; it
is the opposite of <5"i~>£eav. Van Hartingsveld writes - "Das Verbum
/
Kpivt-u/ meintnicht nur : als Richter tatig sein (iudicare), sondern
auch : verurteilen, strafen, verdammen (condemnare). Das Substantiv
KpuTt^ ist nicht nur Gericht (iudicium), sondernauch Verurteilung,
Strafe, Verdammung (damnatio). Im letzten Fall ist i<pcV£.w/ » KoLtoucptvecv
und Kptcrv^ » K^-tau^pccru$ Even in v. 19 it may be better to trans¬
late as "condemnation" rather than "judgement" (R.S.V.).** By man's res¬
ponse to the light, and his refusal to come to the light, he is already
condemned. There is not a separate act of judgement. The decisive event
was God's sending of his Son - the light into the world. By man's res¬
ponse to that gift he is either condemned, or finds eternal life.
Having introduced the idea of condemnation, the evangelist then
c /
reflects on the nature of q i<purr$ (w. 19-21). This is a feature of
7. Schnackenburg, Gospel, 402.
8. Brown, Gospel, 134.
9. C.H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, (Cambridge :
University, 1963), 357-358. See Brown, Gospel, 148.
101 L. Van Hartingsveld, Die Eschatologie des Johannesevangcliums (Assen:
Van Gorcum, 1962), 36-37.
11. See Lindars, Gospel, 160.
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the evangelist'3 style, and these verses are better understood as an
amplification rather than a development of w. 16-18. Some commentators
have found here evidence of a Johannine theory of predestination, but
it is interesting how Barrett has amended his views. In the first edi¬
tion of his commentary he wrote, starkly - "In w. 19-21 the predestina-
rian teaching of this gospel comes clearly to light. Men are divided into
two classes, those who do evil and those who do the truth. The former
inevitably reject Christ and are rejected; the latter as inevitably
accept him. The distinction between the two groups appears to exist
before they are confronted with Christ himself; there seems to be ho question
12
of those who do evil being changed into men who will do the truth".
In the revised edition, he makes the same statement but claims that
that is not the whole of John's meaning, going on to quote Bultmann with
approval. Bultmann's statement reads - "If w. 20f. only meant that
immoral men are predestined to oCrtuiXcvot and moral men to » then
the seriousness of the basic idea of ch. 3 and indeed of the whole Gos¬
pel would have been forfeited, and all that would be left would be a
mythologically embellished moralism. This is certainly not what is inten¬
ded. Rather what is meant is that in the decision of faith or unbelief
it becomes apparent what man really is and what he always was. But it is
revealed in suah a way that the decision is made only now". The "encoun-
13
ter with the Revealer", is the "moment of true decision for men".
One wonders if the idea of predestination is really present at all
in this passage. The stress of the evangelist here, as in w. 16-18, is
12. Barrett, Gospel (London: S.P.C.K., 1955), 182. It must be admitted
that he does qualify the statement slightly in the Introduction, 68.
Now cf. ibid. (2nd ed.; 1978)218. [Other references are to the 2nd
ed.].
13. Bultmana* Gospel, 159; see also Brown, Gospel, 148-149.
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on the love of God in sending his Son as the light into the world.
While w.19-21 should not be seen as a strict development of the argu¬
ment they must be understood in that context. The fact that "men
loved darkness rather than light" (v.19) is, from the evangelist's view¬
point, simply a statement of historical fact. Jesus had been rejected
by men, and his coming had separated men into two groups - those who
came to the light and those who do not (w. 20,21; cf. v.18). In the
situation of a community facing opposition from the Jews, the evangelist
characterizes those who do not believe, i.e. the Jewish opposition, as
the ones who "do evil", and those who believe, i.e. his own community, as
those who "do the truth". It should be noted that in w. 20, 21 apart
14from the subjunctive clauses the verbs are mainly in the present tense.
The action of doing evil or doing the truth is taking place at the pre¬
sent time - it is a way of characterizing the two opposing groups. Only
in v.19 where the evangelist is referring to the historical fact of the
rejection of Jesus is the imperfect tense used.*"* The group who rejected
Jesus are those whose deeds were evil, and they are in continuity with
those who rejett him still. One can agree with Charlesworth's comment -
"In the sense but only in the sense that one's response to Jesus reflex-
ively categorizes him as dwelling in darkness or in light, there are two
exclusive groups in John. In the Fourth Gospel, therefore, we find the
idea that all men are in darkness and the suggestion that men are divided
into different categories according to their response to Jesus".*** It
14.TC; yUACTtt; (v. 20), TTOCUoV ; CflCC (v. 21).
15. V - a continuous state of being evil.
16. Charlesworth, N.T.S., 15 (1968-69), 405.
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is an historical fact that some have rejected Jesus, and some continue
to reject him when challenged by the preaching of the community - they
bdong to the opposition who do evil. The possibility is always open,
17
however, for all men to respond in faith. These verses must be under¬
stood in the context of w, 16, 17, which contain the primary thought
of the evangelist. In the sending of the Son men are challenged either
to believe in him or to reject him, and by their decision they find either
life or condemnation.
There is no doubt that the entire emphasis of this passage lies on
the present decision of men already resulting in the experience of eter¬
nal life or condemnation. Schnackenburg comments on 3:18- "The 'realized
eschatology* which is involved in the fact that the eschatological revea-
18
ler and redeemer has already come, is nowhere so palpable as here".
Must one then agree with Bultmann, commenting on v.19 - "There can be no
mistaking the attack which this statement makes on traditional eschato-
19
logy, even though the Evangelist does not specifically refer to it."?
It is a false argument to suggest that because there is no statement in this
passage of a more traditional, futuristic eschatological understanding, the
evangelist is therefore engaged on an all-out attack on any such ideas. Cer¬
tainly his stress is on the present demand for decision, which is what one
would expect from an evangelist and preacher, but it does not follow that he
would dispute the validity of a future expectation. One cannot argue from
silence, especially when the silence involves a more traditional belief
which may have been widely held in the community and assumed by the
17. One cannot agree that "the moment an individual responds in a negative
manner to the proclamation of the Johannine community, he is irrevo¬
cably condemned by God.". - David Edward Aune, The Cultic Setting of
Realised Eschatology in Early Christianity (Nov. T. Sup. 28; Leiden:
Brill, 1972), 122; see Lindars, Gospel, 161.
18. Schnackenburg, Gospel, 401.
19. Bultmann, Gospel, 157.
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evangelist. Schnackenburg gives a more balanced judgement - "The pur¬
pose of the evangelist is not to combat the traditional eschatology,
but to display the personal responsibility of unbelievers and the hor-
20
ror of their act in its true colours". This passage shows clearly
the evangelist's own emphasis on present decision leading to the present
possession of life (or condemnation), but his relation to the more tra¬
ditional sayings of future expectation will be discussed further on
5:24-29.21
JOHN 12:46-48
Boismard has made an interesting comparison between 3:16-39, and
12:46-48. He argues - "Mai gre cettaines variantes, ceB deux discours
reproduisent les metnes themes, en termes identiques ou equivalents, et
dans le meme ordre, sauf en ce qui concerne la venue du Christ - lumiere,
placee soit en tete (12:46) soit en finale (3:19) du morceau. On a
l'impression d'etre en presence, non de deux discours differents, mais
de deux editions differentes d'un seul et meme discours, l'une a la pre-
^ ** 22
miere personne et 1'autre a la troisierae personne". He does note cer¬
tain differences. The discourse of chap. 3 is in his opinion nearer in
style to 1 John. He also detects a difference of christology - in chap.
12 Jesus is presented as the prophet, the new Moses of Deut. 18:18-19,
while in chap. 3 he is undoubtedly the only Son of God. Most important
for our study, however, is the different timing for the judgement of men.
20. Schnackenburg, Gospel, 404.
21. See below; it is not enough to say without discussion that traditional
eschatological passages are "suspected to be the result of redaction"
- Rudolf Bultmann, "The Eschatology of the Fourth Gospel", in Faith
and Understanding, ed. R.W. Funk, trans. L.P. Smith, I (London: S.C.M.
1969), 165-183; quot. 166.
22. M.-E. Basmard, "L'Evolution da Theme Eschatologique dansles Traditions
Johanniques", R.B., 68 (1961), 507-524; quot. 508. See also Brown,
Gospel, 147-148.
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The strong emphasis of 3:16-21 has already been noted - "he who does
not believe is condemned already" (3:18), but in chapter 12 the judge¬
ment on those who reject Jesus has still to take place - tV cvj bjykiX-q
C / I. t
rj/Uepoc (12:48).
There is no doubt that these two passages take up the same impor¬
tant themes - the light which has come into the world; the judgement
which stems from man's response to that light; and the purpose of God
which is to save. One is not entirely convinced, however, that 3:16-19
23
should be considered a "relecture" of 12: 46-48. Certainly the two
passages have drawn on the same pool of Johannine thought, but they iaay
hwve emerged quite independently. Brown makes the interesting point
that "in this typically Johannine .discourse (12:44-50) there are many
individual sayings with Synoptic parallels".^ He compares w. 44-45
with Matt. 10:40, and notes the Lucan character of the verb tV
25
(e.g. Lk. 10:16) in v. 48. He also compares v. 47a with Matt. 7:26,
and 47b. with some manuscripts of Lk. 9:56. Brown also follows Bafemard
in noting the "many echoes of Deuteronomy" in the passage, especially
Deut. 17:18-19; 31:19,26. All this would suggest that the discourse of
12:44-50 was built up from a number of traditional sayings and motifs
familiar in the Johannine community. 3:16-19 will have drawn on the same
traditions, but need not necessarily have been based on the finished
discourse ofdtiap. 12, indeed one finds this unlikely. Both passages
will have been used by preachers in the community - perhaps the same
preacher - to present the demand for decision created by the light having
come into the world (cf. 8:L2),
23. Boismard, R.B., 68 (1961), 514.
24. Brown, Gospel, 491; see also Barrett, Gospel, 434. _
25. See also Bernard, Conmentary, 447.
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One has to say "perhaps" the same preacher because there are diffe¬
rences in the presentation of the two passages. In 3:16-19 it is belief
or non-belief in the Son, sent by God, which determines man's status of
having eternal life, or having been condemned. This can also be expres¬
sed as belief "in the name of the only Son of God" (3:18). In 12:47-48,
N C / I
however, the criterion is man's response to P'lp-otrtx-
c \ ' 26
summed up as O A0^05 which will act as judge at the last day.
While the terms used are different, the thinking behind the two passages
is in fact very similar. In chap. 3 it is as the one sent by God that
the Son calls men into judgement, so in chap. 12 the word6 of Jesus have
the same effect because they aee spoken by the authority of the Father
(12:49). It is clear, of course, from the Prologue that Jesus is himself
O Aoyoj <To<-p^ Ej'cveco (It 14). While men respond to the words
<- / /
( pi/AotteO which they hear, judgement is based on the word ( Aoyo^ ) -
the total mission of Jesus (cf. 8:47 with 43, 51; 15:7 with 3; 17:8 with
27 •. /
6,14). The Aoyo5 calls men into judgement, but the result of that
judgement is apparent by their response to the words of Jesus, and by
28
extension the words of the Church.
A more important difference is the difference of eschatological
timing. In 3:16-21 the condemnation of thoseviio do not believe in the Son
has already taken place, and similarly those who do believe have eternal
26. Barrett, Gospel, 434 suggests: "The are the Aofl'oj which
Jesus bears as it is split up ..into particular utterances; Aoj'oj
is a kind of collective noun for the "» cf. Bernard,
Commentary, 447. We are suggesting that the A0^05 _ is more than the
sunmation of all the words spoken by Jesus, it is the total event of
Jesus in the world.
27. See Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 527-528.
28. See Josef Blank, Krisis (Freiburg i.B : Lambertus, 1964), 309.
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life. In 12:46-48 the development is more complex. Again it is stressed
that Jesus has come as light into the world in order that those who
believe may not remain in darkness (v.46) - that was the purpose of his
coming. The effect, however, has been that those who reject him by not
c ' 29
keeping (v.47), or receiving (v.48), his p^^-OLT^c are condemned.
That was not God's intention in sending the light into the world, and
30
so it is not Jesus who condemns (v.47), but man's refusal to receive
him - the Aog'O} in the world - is his condemnation. What is not so clear
in these verses is when the judgement takes place. In v. 48a it seems
)/ \ / ) /
that the word is alraady the judge - i<p>cvo\/cx o(.otov
•- ) V > -> > / <■
but in 48b the word will be his judge - Kptvec (xocov/ £v fj/u£px
Of course the problem is solved if with Bultmann one attributes 48a to
a source, most of 48b to the evangelist's exegetical comment, and the
last phrase to an ecclesiastical redactor, but Bultmann offers little
31evidence for this - it is, to him, "quite obvious".
What does seem obvious is that whoever wrote down v. 48 did not
see a contradiction in the two seatences. The has come into the
world and so is a judge, but the judgement will become apparent on the
last day. One must accept that it does seem unlikely that the evangelist,
with his strong and natural stress on man's present decision when confron¬
ted by the Aoyoj (ac detected in 3:16-21), would have introduced the
32final statement of v.48, A process of composition for the Gospel has
29. Again we suggest that the idea of the passage is condemnation rather
than judgement. v
30. There is little textual support for the dropping of /ar\ before c^oAocJji]
(P66cD(K) and others, according to Lindars, Gospel, 440); indeed the*
variant is not mentioned in UwB.S.
31. Bultmann, Gospd, 345n.6; note the comment of Bernard on Wendt, Com¬
mentary clxii. , ,
32. Thus we agree with Bultmann that the last phrase - €V
- was not the work of the evangelist, but it seems quite
impossible to detect the tradition-history of these sayings. Cer¬
tainly one cannot precisely divide the verses phrase by phrase.
See also Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 528.
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33
already been suggested - the main work of the evangelist - a preacher
- being supplemented by a redactor who included a variety of material
held and respected in the community. Some of this material would have
come from the evangelist himself, but other passages will have been
developed by different members of the community, perhaps based on tra¬
ditional sources and sayings. We suggest that this statement of final
judgement will have been brought into the Gospel by the redactor, indi¬
cating that the more traditional expectation clearly seen in other New
Testament passages (e.g. Matt. 25:31-46; Rom. 2:12-16) was still held
with respect in the Johannine community (cf. Jn. 6:39, 40,44). It is
important to emphasise that the evangelist's stress, and this more tra¬
ditional expectation of a future judgement were not held in tansion in
the community, nor would they have been seen as contradictory by the
evangelist himself. They were accepted as complementary to one another.
The evangelist stressed the need for present decision but the effect of
that decision will be fully realised in the future. One must finally
add that it now seems impossible to the present writer to distinguish
with precision which of the statements of w. 44-50 came directly from the
evangelist and which were from other sources. If the redaction had resul¬
ted in two incompatible ideas being forced side by side, it might well
be possible to detect a break in the development of the passage, but to
34
the redactor there was no conflict involved.
33. On this see chap. 1.
34. Note the comments of Marinus de Jonge, Jesus: Stranger from Heaven and
Son of God, ed. and trans. J.E. Steely (S.B.L.S.B.S. 11; Missoula :
Scholars, 1977), 185, n. 9.
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JOHN 5:24-29
The same shift of eschatological emphasis is found in the discourse
35
following the Bethzatha incident. Already we have studied part of this
discourse, noting the one-ness of action, of purpose and of power between
3b
the Father and the Son (v.l7ff.). In particular the Son has been given
the functions of life-giving, and conversely of judgement (w. 21,22).
This section of the discourse reaches its climax in v. 23, where the impos¬
sibility is pointed out of honouring the Father without honouring the Son
37
whom he has sent. Thus the evangelist defends the original assertion
of v. 17 - "My Father is working still, and I am working".
38
In w. 24ff. the themes of life and judgement are further developed.
) N ) \
The o(yU'l'v/ formula with which both v. 24 and v. 25 begin suggests
39
that they were originally isolated sayings, but there seems no reason
to suggest that they were not included here by the evangelist himself. It
is characteristic of his writing that when eneargument has been developed
to its climax he should return to pick up some of the themes passed over
briefly on the way far. 21,22). The statement of v.24 may be usefully com¬
pared with 3:16H8, which we suggested was a development of the evangelist's
characteristic thought. There it was pointed out that the purpose of God
in sending his Son was to offer life to all men (3:16,17), and that the
35. Again Boismard, R.B., 68 (1961), 514-518, develops a parallel between
w. 19-25, and w. 26-30a, but while providing an interesting com¬
parison it is not convincing; see too Brown, Gospel, 219-221.
36. On this see the discussion of chap. 2 above.
37. So too Lindars, Gospel, 223.
38. See Blank, Krisis, 127.
39. Brown, Gospel, 214.
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giving of eternal life, or the alternative condemnation, already takes
place in the response of men to Jesus (3:18). 3:24 is a re-statement of
that emphasis - the one who "hears my word"^' and believes him who sent
41
me, has eternal life; he does not come into judgement, but has passed
from death to life" (cf. 1 Jn. 3:14).
While in 3:19-21 the distinction was between those who came to the
light, and those who remain in darkness, the dualism of 5:24 is between
those who are in the realm of life, and those who remain in death. Again
/
a better understanding may be obtained if Kptcruj is thought of as
»2
"condemnation". The believer is assured thut he will not be condemned,
and so in that sense he has already passed from death to life; the judge¬
ment has taken place. Bultmann comments - "The situation of being con¬
fronted with the word is the situation of judgement. Naturally the state¬
ment is not to be confined to the external situation and time described
in ch. 5. It is true for all time and for all places. Everyone who hears
the word of Jesus, wherever or whenever it may be, stands before the deci-
sion between life and daath". It does not necessarily follow, however,
that in his thinking the evangelist did not retain a more traditional
40. See comment above on 12:47, 48; also Blank, Krisis, 128-129.
41. In 3:18 it is to believe "in him", i.e. the Son; here the reference
is to the Father, but as the discourse has just shown the oneness of
action between the Father and the Son, and the necessity to honour
both equally, the distinction cannCt be important. It seems unneces¬
sary to suggest that - "dieses rrurceo^iv mit dem Datir heisst
nicht : an den Vater glauben, sondern ihra glauben, dass er Jesus
gesandt hat", Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 137.
42. So Brown, Gospel, 213.
43. Bultmann, Gospel, 257.
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expectation of future judgement. The stress of this verse and indeed
of the Gospel, is that the verdict has already been decided by man's
44
response to the Son. The decision for life or death is taken in the
present, when confronted by Jesus through the preaching of the commu¬
nity. That is the challenge which the evangelist wants to present to
his hearers, and any speculation about the future would only be a distrac¬
tion.
This new state of the believer having passed from death to life
triggers another thought contained in v. 25 — again, probably, an origi¬
nally independent saying. As in v. 24 we see no reason why this saying
should not have been included by the evangelist himself, although the
tradition-history of individual sayings in the discourses must remain a
45
matter of speculation. Certainly there is nothing in the statement
which would seem to conflict with the evangelist's characteristic empha¬
sis on present decision - "those who hear will live" (v.25).
The present emphasis is underlined by the phrase - "the hour is
coming and now is"^ (cf. 4:23). Bultmann comments - "v.25 stresses with
all possible emphasis that the eschatological moment is now present in
the word of revelation".^7 That is true up to a point, and yet there is
still surely a future orientation - "the dead will hear (ou<o6croucrtV )
... and those who hear will live ( £rj<roucrla/ )". While for the evangelist
"the hour" of Jesus is passed, that was not so within the historical
44. See Lindars, Gospel, 224; but cf. Blank, Krisis, 131.
45. See above on 12:46-48.
\ _ >
46. Lindars is right to dismiss the few texts which omit kocw voj e,<5"cu/
Gospel, 224. Note the use of the continuous present -
47. Lindars, Gospel, 258. Note also Kasemann, Testament, 14-16.
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setting of the discourse. In the gospel, "the hour" of Jesus was the
hour of his passion (13:1; 12:27), and glorification (12:23; 17:1) -
"the hour of his return to the Father".^ While that event could be
anticipated, and was indeed inevitable in that the Father had sent the
Son into the world, it had not yet taken place - Jesus' hour had not
yet come (7:30, 8:20). This phrase, then, is primarily a statement of
christology. One must agree with Blank, 'das vuV ist, in seinem
letzten Grunde, ein diristologisches vuv , und darum ein eschatolo-
49
gisches". The hour is present in the sense that Jesus is already in
the world and the final outcome of his mission is assured. For each
individual the hour is "now" when he is challenged by the word of Jesus,
perhaps through the preaching of the community."'0
That only brings us, however, to the real problem of this verse,
which is whether "the hour" of Jesus, i.e. his return to the Father,
heralds the resurrection of the dead. Many commentators avoid the prob¬
lem by understanding VtKpot in the sense of the spiritually dead,"**"
yet there seem to be compelling arguments why this verse should be
understood in the sense of the physically dead. The comparison which is
often noted to support a spiritual understanding is Eph. 2:1; 5:14 (but
cf, Eph. 1:20), but in the Gospel itself there are clear examples of
used in a physical sense - of the resurrection of Lazarus (12:
1, 9, 17), and of Jesus (2:22; 20:9; 21:14). In the immediate context it
is the power of God to raise the physically dead which is referred to in
v. 21. It would be unique if the evangelist was here to use in a
48. Brown, Gospel, 517; see 517-518; also Alf Corell, Consummation Est
(London: S.P.C.K., 1958), 105-108.
49. Blank, Krisis, 136; see 134-143; also Kasemann, Testament, 16.
50. Ibid., 140-141.
51. E.g. Bultmann, Gospel, 259; Brown, Gospel, 215; Barrett, Gospel,
262; Bernard, Commentary, 243.
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52spiritual sense. The dualism of two spheres in v. 24 is between
and fWocto} (Cf. 8:51, 52)53 - a state of life and a
state of death.
In v. 24 the promise was that those who believe have already pas¬
sed from death to life. In v. 25 it is pointed out that this can be
true even for those who are physically dead - when they hear the voice
6f the Son of God, and respond,3"^ they too will pass from death to
life. The evangelist does not by that statement imply an immediate
resurrection for those who are dead, any more than in v. 24 he suggests
a physical change of state for those who believe. The dualism is between
"life" and "death", but one can enter the sphere of "life" in whatever
physical state one happens to be (cf. 11:25,26). The question of how the
voice of the Son of God comes to those who are physically dead is not
discussed by the evangelist, but that he could communicate with the dead
is apparent in the raising of Lazarus (11:1-44). V. 25, then, while
extending the scope of the mission of Jesus to include those who are
dead, does not preclude a belief in the future physical resurrection of
the dead. In fact it has nothing to say about it.
That a different conception is contained in the statement of w.28,
29, can hardly be doubted. Here the author does refer to a general, phy¬
sical resurrection of the dead. Paolo Ricca, in a footnote, points to some
> / /
stylistic differences in these verses - KpurgLu-*^ is a
hapax legomenon in the Fourth Gospel, and indeed the entire Hew Testament;
52. One cannot agree with Blank, Kris is, 143; see Aune, Cultic Setting,
118; Van Hartingsveld, Eachatologie, 45-50.
53. We do not wish to suggest, however, that i8 always
used in a spiritual sense; cf, 12:32; 18:32; 21:19.
54. odvcoucrucvhas the sense not only of those who hear, but also
obey - Brown, Gospel, 215; Lindars, Gospel, 225. One cannot agree
with Aune, Cultic Setting, 118-119, that those who hear have pre¬
viously accepted the word of Jesus.
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the phraae "Toe otyo'-DoC iTOCEu/ £g found nowhere else in the Fourth Gos¬
pel; its negative toe cj>ou>)\£*. TTp*.crcr£u/ is found at 3:20, but there
the alternative is "to do what is true" (3:21); oivcecrroeoru^
seems to be achieved on the basis of good works, whilst the established
teaching of the Fourth Gospel is that the destiny of men is decided by
their faith or non-faith.''" He goes on, however, to argue that while
v.28 is an apocalyptic variation of v.25 - the two different christolo-
giaal titles "Son" and "Son of man" leading to a different eschatological
statement - the two sayings are tied together by v. 20. The "greater
works" of v. 20 is the raising o£ the dead (w. 28,29). Ricca writes -
"Insofern er vom zukiinftigen Handeln des Menschensohnes redet, stimmt
Vers 28 wesentlich mit der ganzen Perikope uberein und ist kein Fremd-
korper in der joh. Eschatologie... Es bleibt jedenfalls die Tatsache,
dass ihre Aussage, auch wenn sie nicht im Zentrum des joh. Denkens steht,
nicht einfach das Uberbleibsel einer uberholten Eschalologie darstellt,
sondern den notwendigen Abschluss des eschatologischen Geschehens bezeich-
net und ein integrierender Bestandteil des christologischen Kerygmas des
4 Ev ist.""^ One cannot accept that this is an integral part of the
evangelist's christology - his aim in this discourse was to defend the
statement that, "My Father is working still and I am working" (v.17), not
to attribute every activity of the Father to the Son. The differences
enumerated by Ricca and expa nded by Schanckenburg, seem to the present
author to support the suggestion that w. 27b-29 were the addition of a
redactor.
55. Paolo Ricca, Die Eschatologie des Vierten Evangeliums (Zurich: Gott-
helf, 1966), 147 n. 332. He calls them stylistic differences but they
are really linguistic and conceptual differences. See also Blank,
Krisis, 174-176; and esp. Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 144-
145; as well as the obvious omission of , note that is
now a word of command from which non-one can withdraw (cf. v. 25), and
that the resurrection to life (v. 21) has become resurrection of life
or of judgement (cf. Matt. 25:j31-46; Dan. 12:2).
56. Ricca, Eschatologie, 149; see discussion, 147-149; on use of "Son of
man" title see Corel], Consummatmm, 103-104.
57. So also Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 144-147, esp. 146-147.
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Van Hartingavela also makes an interesting distinction between w.
25 and 28, although he uses it to show that w. 28,29 are integral to
the discourse. He writes - "In 5:28 ist die Stimme Jesu, die
alle Toten aus den Gra bern ruft; in 5:25 ist auch die Stimme
58
Jesu, die einige Tote auferweckt". This distinction between indi¬
vidual and corporate eschatological fulfilment has been strongly argued
59
by C.F.D. Moule. His thesis can be seen in the following statement -
"The references to judgement or acquittal as having already taken place
(3:18, 5:24), and to the passing from death to life as a fait accompli
(5:24), are in terms of individuals ... Conversely, the only quite
clearly 'collective' and 'corporate' allusion ... is in terms not of
'realized eschatology' but of the 'orthodox' future event, not yet rea¬
lized (5:28f.). This confirms the view that the only 'realized escha¬
tology' in the Fourth Gospel is on the individual level; and such a type
of 'realized eschatology' so far from replacing a futurist eschatology,
need be only its correlative."60
Houle considers that this distinction between the individual and
collective expectation is made explicit in the conversation with Judas
(14:21-23). Judas is surprised at the saying of Jesus that he will mani¬
fest himself to the believers only, and by implication not to the world.
In reply to his question, however, Jesus simply confirms Judas' indivi¬
dual understanding. Moule comments - "It would be difficult to say more
clearly (more Johannec, by means of a groping question, amplified or
58. Van Hartingsveld, Eschatologie, 49; see 46-50.
59. In two articles: C.F.D. Moule, "The Individualism of the Fourth Gos-
pel", Nov. T., 5 (1962), 171-190; "A Neglected Factor in the Inter¬
pretation of Johannine Eschatology", in Studies in John (Nov. T. Sup.
24; Leiden: Brill, 1970), 155-160.
60. Moule, Nov. T., 5 (1962), 174.
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corrected by the Lord's insight) that collective eschatology is not
here in view at all".*'*
One must agree with that insight, yet on balance not with Moule's
conclusion - "Returning, then, to the Fourth Gospel it is possible to
see such future references as it does contain, not as vestigal relics,
nor as interpolations, nor as concessions, merely, to convention, but
as those points at which, now and again, the individualistic message is
set side by side with the more collective (and, therefore, still future)
— - *152
expectation, of which the writer is all the time aware".
The solution proposed in the present thesis is first, in agreemnnt
with Moule, to emphasise that the characteristic thought of the evange¬
list is that the individual believer moves from the realm of death to
life by his response to the word of Jesus in the present (5:24, 25;
63
3:18). One would also agree that the writer was aware of a more col¬
lective future expectation, as exemplified in 5:28,29. The issue is whe¬
ther this saying was introduced by the evangelist himself. To answer that
question one must remember that the literary genre under examination is
a gospel. The evangelist, first as a preacher, then as a writer, was
concerned to present the demands of Christ to his hearers. His natural
emphasis was on individual decision, and a saying such as 5:28,29, in
its shift away from the individual, would in no way have aided him in
his task.~^ We suspect, therefore, that 5:27b-29, correctly isolated by
Ricca as a "Son of man" saying, was introduced by a later redactor, con¬
cerned to preserve as much as possible of the community's tradition.^
51. Moule, Studies, 157.
62. Ibid., 159.
63. See below on 11:21-27.
64. Note also the shift from the demand for faith, to the judgement of
works (cf. Matt. 25:31-46; Re v. 20: 11-15).
65. In attributing these verses to a redactor one is in agreement with
Bultmann, Gospel, 260-262; but not with his proposed motive i.e.
"to reconcile the dangerous statements in w. 24f. with traditional
eschatology", 261.
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That is not to say that the evangelist was opposed to the saying af
future expectation,^ nor on the other hand that the redactor was try¬
ing to correct a one-sided view of the evangelist. They were both
engaged in different tasks - the one to write a gospel challenging
men to believe, the other to preserve the tradition of the community.
They complemented, rather than opposed one another. In the last analy¬
sis one must assume that for the redactor the two views brought toget¬
her in this passage were not contradictory,^7 and we suggest that they
were also held without conflict in the community as a whole, and by
the evangelist. It is the evangelist's purpose in writing which has
placed the emphasis on the individual decision, and as a result the pre¬
sent possession of life, or condemnation to death.
11:21-27. That this is the emphasis of the evangelist is confirmed in
the dialogue with Martha, where the distinctive Johannine technique of
68
misunderstanding is used to bring out the important meaning. Again
the eschatological consequences stam from the christological fact that
69
Jesus is "the resurrection and the life", (v.25).
66. There is no reason to attribute 6:39,40,44 to the redactor - Bult-
mann, Gospel, 219— the thought is of individual resurrection assured
to the believer (cf. 5:21).
67. If one was to accept Bultmann's motive for the redactor, then the
views would, of course, be contradictory, but Bultmann himself sees
the problem, Gospel, 261. If such a thoroughgoing revision wag
required surely the redactor would have re-written the Gospel, rat¬
her than appear inconsistent. . His suggestion that - "Perhaps he
thought that the which takes place in Jesus' present acti¬
vity was an anticipation of the last judgement ..." - is more
likely to apply to the evangelist himself.
68. See Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 146; Dodd, Interpreta¬
tion, 364-365.
69. While q may be omitted in some manuscripts - notably
p45; old lat.; syiac (U.B.S. notes P45 as offering apparent support
but difficult to verify) - the overwhelming textual evidence is for
its inclusion - p^,75. ^, 3^ Qt y etc> gQ Bultmann, Gos¬
pel, 403 n.2; Lindars, Gospel, 395; but cf. Barrett, Gospel, 396;
Brown, Gospel, 424.
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The dialogue begins with a statement of faith, by Martha. Bultmann
is right to point out that it is formulated as a confession rather than
a request, nor is it a statement of reproach, but "painful regret".^
It starts from the established fact that Jesus can heal the sick (e.g.
5:1-9; 9:6-7), and Martha has no doubt that had Jesus been there her
brother would not have died, but even now she still believed that Jesus
can do something. Exactly what she expected him to do is not very clear,
she obviously did not expect her brother to come out of the grave (w.
24, 39).^* As a statement of faith, however, Martha is affirming, in a
very inadequate way, that God will act at the request of Jesus, and the
outcome must be for the best (cf. Mary's instruction, 2:5). Perhaps she
did entertain the faint hope that God might raise her brother from the
72
dead, but she clearly did not expect it to happen. For the evangelist
Mary is simply making an initially inadequate statement of faith in the
person of Jesus, which will be amplified and deepened in the succeeding
discourse.
Jesus' response is intended by the evangelist to be ambiguous -
**Your brother will rise again" (v.23). Martha interprets it at the level
73
of popular belief in the resurrection at the last day (v.24), but at
the deeper level, about to be expounded by Jesus, it is a christological
70. Bultmann, Gospel, 401.
71. Brown, Gospel, 433-434.
72. Barrett, Gospel, 395.
73. This belief is first noted at Ban. 12:2, and is still in dispute in
the first century (Mk. 12:18-27; Acts 23:8). Barrett, however, pro¬
duces evidence to suggest that it was "a firm constituent of Phari¬
saic Judaism", Gospel, 395, and Lindars considers it "representative
of a considerable body of Jewish opinion" at the time, Gospel, 394-
395. In fact the belief is clearly presupposed in Johannine passa-
ges (e.g. 5:28-29; 6:39-40), and is not in dispute here. The ques¬
tion is whether God has given.to Jesus the power to raise men.
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statement - It concerns the nature of Jesus as the Son who gives life
(5:21, 26; 10:10). Jesus explains to Martha - "I am the resurrection
and the life" (v.25) - and so challenges her to a more profound faith
in him. She responds - "I believe that you are the Christ, the Son of
God, he who is coming into the world" (v.27). These three Messianic
titles are found elsewhere in John (1:41; 1:49; 6:14),^ hot here they
75
are brought together to a "highpoint" of christological confession
(cf. 20:31).^ The evangelist has moved Martha's, and he hopes his
hearers', understanding of Jesus' mission and purpose in the world.
Jesus is not just a holy man to whose requests God will listen (v.22),
but he is the Msssiah, the Son of God (v. 27).
This christological development, however, has eschatological impli¬
cations which are explained in w. 25, 26. The fact that Jesus jis the
resurrection and the life obviously has implications not just for the
future, but in the present. Ricca writes - Das Joh-Ev zeigt ein tie
fes theologisches Bewusstsein der Realitat und der Fiille der eschato-
logischen Vollendung, wie sie sich in der Geschichte and besonders in
der Person Jesu verwirklicht hat ... Wir haben deshalb vorgeschlagen,
die joh. Eschatologie eine 'personalisierte' Eschatologie zu nennen"^
Up to a point one would agree, although the evangelist seems to present
Jesus as the anticipation rather than the actualisation of the eschatolo¬
gical events which have still to take place. He is the guarantee of what
will happen, and one's relationship to him is decisive, but the future is
74. See Lindars, Gospel, 396; Barrett, Gospel, 397.
75. So Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, II, 417; cf. Bultmann, Gospel,
404.
76. Martha still, however, does not fully understand the implication of
the words (cf. w. 39,40). They may later become a baptismal, con¬
fessional statement, but here they are brought together as indepen¬
dent titles, to emphasise the unique relation of Jesus to God. See
Barrett, Gospel, 397; Lindars, Gospel, 396.
77. Ricca, Eschatologie, 128; note also Blank, Krisis, 155-156.
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not subsumed in the present. That this is the evangelist's understand¬
ing may be seen in the expansion of v. 25 into v. 26. Much has been
written on these two verses, which are in some way parallel -
c / > \ o /
O If ICTCLUtOv/ (XfCot'oiV /j ^CTg.CotU-
rTc<5 0 KOU' TTuTttJUUiV/ £.1.5 OU/JS] OLTTO&oCVfj LLj toy/ oOUW
It should be noted that this is a general statement, and while it may by
• 78
implication refer to Lazarus, it does not specifically do so. Indeed
Martha does not understand it as a promise that her brother will imme¬
diately be raised from the dead, in the physical sense. One cannot,
therefore, agree with van Hartingsveld that v. 25b refers to Lazarus,
79
and v. 26 to Martha and the other believers. The parallel is between
two groups of believers - the first group, of which Lazarus is one mem¬
ber, has died; the second is still alive, although members of the second
will one day become members of the first. The difference reflects the
Johannine dualism of those who are in the realm of life, and those in the
realm of death. The believer belongs to the realm of life, and it makes
no difference whether he is presently alive, and still to face physical
death (v. 26), or has already died (v. 25b). In this the evangelist is
reflecting onee more the thought of 5:24,25, and indeed the thought of
Paul in Romans 14:8 - "If we live, we live to the Lord, and if we die,
we die to the Lord; so then, whether we live or whether we die, we are
the Lord's."®0
The raising of Lazarus which is about to take place is a sign, and
in a sense an anticipation of the end, but it is not intended to eliminate
78. See Bernard, Commentary, 389; Lindars also observes that "the raising
of Lazarus does not exactly fit the terms of reference", Gospel, 396.
79. Van Hartingsveld, Eschatologie, 55-56; see also Aune, Cultic Setting,
120-121.
80. See Blank, Krisis, 155-158.
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all future eschatological expectation. By its very nature it was a
unique event intended only to signify that Jesus is the resurrection
and the life. It was not a general resurrection of all believers, only
of one. In w. 25, 26, it is pointed out that all believers are in the
realm of life, whatever their physical state. In a sense the Lazarus
episode only gave an excuse for this conversation between Jesus and
Martha, which could have taken place in the abstract, whether or not
82
Lazarus was raised from the dead. The raising of Lazarus was tangible
evidence that the Father had given all power to the Son, even over life
itself (5:20) - it was a sign. The truth which the evangelist really
want3 to proclaim, and with which he challenges all men - as he challen¬
ged Martha - is that Jesus is himself the resurrection and the life. It
is one's response to the person of Jesus that really matters, and those
who believe in him have already passed from death to life. So Bultmann
comments - "The two lines [w. 25b, 26} aay the same thing, positively
and negatively; by a paradoxical mode of expression they remove the con¬
cepts of death and life into another sphere, for which human death and
human life are only images and hints : the believer may suffer the eatfiiy
83
death, but he has "life" in a higher, in an ultimate sense".
So once more we find this characteristic stress of the evangelist.
It must be noted that he does not attack, or even deny, Martha's expecta¬
tion of the last day (v. 24). It is for him totally irrelevant. The issue
which matters, and on which he argues with all his force, is man's
81. Note James P. Martin, "History and Eschatology in the Lazarus Narra¬
tive, John 11:1-44", S.J.T., 17 (1964), 332-343, esp. 339-340.
82. There is no doubt that the raising of Lazarus is an example of the
eschatological drama referred .to in 5:28,29, cf. Dodd, Interpretation,
365. It does not follow, however, that v. 25b should be interpreted
in those terms.
83. Bultmann, Gospel, 403.
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relationship to Jesus, who is himself the resurrection and the life
(v.25). In man's response to Jesus he either moves into the realm of
life or remains in the realm of death, his physical state becomes
unimportant (w. 25b, 26). So Martha, representing the true believer,
makes her confession of faith in the person of Jesus (v. 27).
JOHN 14:18-24.
The same pattern of the traditional expectation ignored rather than
denied by the evangelist may be detected in the teaching on the coming
again of Jesus in the Farewell Discourses. In chap. 14 (strictly from
84
13:31) one finds the typical Johannine pattern of question and answer,
ambiguity and misunderstanding, as the evangelist explores the theme of
Jesus' going and coming again. Moule's comment on the Judas episode may
85
be extended to cover the whole discourse - it is strictly Johanneo.
One is not surprised therefore to find a statement of Jesus (14:3)
which appears to be ambiguous, then amplified and defined later in the
discourse. Jesus said to the disciples, clearly in preparation for his
death; "when I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and
will take you to myself, that where I am you may be also". What event is
intended by this coming again to receive the disciples? Not unnaturally
some commentators look to a Parousia at the end time, similar to 1 The-
86 87
s$ 4:16,17; Rev. 1:7, others to Jesus coming at his resurrection,
84. See Dodd, Interpretation, 403-409.
85. Moule, Studies, 157.
86. Bernard, Commentary, 535; Ricca, Eschatologie, 162; Holwerda, Holy
Spirit, 84-85; Aune, Cultic Setting, 129. For various interpretations
see Van Hartingsveld, Eschatologie, 106-110.
87. See Moule, Nov. T., 5 (1962), 178-180; Lindars, Gospel, 471.
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or to his receiving believers at their cfeath. Again it is not sur¬
prising to find in some comments a cnmbination of these various aspects
of interpretation. Brown considers that 14:2,3 - "originally referred
to the parousia and possibly was reinterpreted in terms of the death of
89
the Christian". We suggest that the ambiguity of the saying was
intentional on the part of the evangelist. The immediate thought of his
hearers would be of an expected eschatological fulfilment at the Parou¬
sia, and the evangelist does not explicitly deny the validity of such a
view. His own concern, however, is for his hearers' immediate relationship
to Jesus (w. 23, 24). Just as he did not deny Martha's expectation of a
final resurrection (11:24), but pointed to the necessity for a present
decision on Jesus' significance in the world (11:26), so here the final
expectation of the Parousia is not attacked as invalid, but is shown to
be insignificant as a result of Jesus' presence already in the world.
The first two questions - those of Thomas and Philip - concern the
way to the Father, but then at v.18 the evangelist takes up once more
the thought of Jesus' coming to the disciples. It is entirely charac¬
teristic that having gone off to some extent at a tangent (v. 4ff.), he
should now return to develop and explain the statement of v. 3. Schnack-
enburg notes, citing J. Becker: "Bis v.17 dominiert das Thema vom Weg-
90
gang Jesu, ab v. 18 das von seinem Wiederkommen".
It is in w. 18-24 that one finds the evangelist's own emphasis
on Jesus' coming again, and its significance for believers. Again one
88. Bultmann, Gospel, 600-603.
89. Brown, Gospel, 626; cf. Barrett, Gospel, 457, Hoskyns, Gospel, 534;
Dodd detects echoes of the traditional language of the Church's
eschatology, but reinterpreted to mean "that after the death of
Jesus, and because of it, His followers will enter into union with
Him as their living Lord, and .through Him with the Father, and so
enter into eternal life", Interpretation, 403-405; quot. 405.
90. Schnackenburg, Johannesevangelium, III, 64.
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must ask what is intended by the statements "I will come to you" (v.
18). Lindars points out that if Jesus' departure is his death, then
91his return must be his resurrection, and this would certainly seem
to be included in the thought of verse 19 - "a little while and the
world will see me no more but you will see me". The thought of the
evangelist, however, extends beyond the resurrection to the life and
experience of the early community. Because of the resurrection the cer¬
tainty of eternal life is offered to all believers - "you will see me
92
because I live, and you will live" (v. 19). Bultmann notes - "The
early Christian Easter-message is that the one who was given over to
death is alive, and bound up with that that the life of the believers
93is grounded in his resurrection life". This extension of the signi¬
ficance of Jesus' resurrection into the present experience of the Chris¬
tian community seems to be the thought reflected by the evangelist in
this verse.
If the evangelist had simply been reporting the Last Supper, and
Jesus words of consolation to the disciples, then the return of w. 18,
19 could simply be a reference to the resurrection appearances of chap.
20. It is clear, however, that the evangelist also intended these words
to offer consolation to the believers in his own community. They would
not see Jesus in the sense that the disciples did at the resurrection,
and yet they too may be assured of life. Brown comments - "it is obvious
that Jesus is speaking of a more continued presence than was possible in
91. Lindars, Gospel, 471; cf. Barrett, Gospel, 464; Brown, Gospel, 645;
Bultmann, Gospel, 619. This is denied by Holwerda, Holy Spirit, 70,
72.
92. For this translation see Brown, Gospel, 640, but cf. Barrett, Gos¬
pel, 464; note Bultmann, Gospel, 619.
93. Bultmann, Gospel, 619.
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the brief period of post-resurrectional appearances - not only the
words 'I shall not leave you orphans* but the whole tone of his remarks
94
imply permanency". One would agree with Holwerda - "If Jesus' coming
is fulfilled only at the Parousia, the disciples continue to be orphans
until the end of the world; and if his coming is fulfilled in the
resurrection appearances, the disciples would again be orphans after
95
the ascension". Clearly the evangelist intends Jesus' continued pre¬
sence with the believers, but in what sense?
That was the question which puzzled Judas who was still thinking
of a visible manifestation at the end-time. Clearly such a Parousia
would be visible not only to the disciples/believers, but to the world.
Now, in response to this misunderstanding of Judas, the evangelist focu¬
ses on the essential meaning - "If a man loves roe, he will keep my word,
and my Father will love him, and we will come to him and make our home
with him" (v.23). In the /UoV^j of v. 23 one finds a clear reference back
to v. 2 and so the presentation of the evangelist's thought has reached
96its climax."' It would be difficult to conceive of a more Johannine
statement - faith identified as love for Jesus, which is demonstrated by
keeping his word; the response of the Father's love; and because the
Father and the Son act as one the promise that "we will come to him and
make our home with him".
Holwerda draws interesting parallels between 14:15ff. and 14:21ff.
He writes - "Both the coming of the Spirit and the coming of Jesus occur
within the same framework of love to Jesus. Those who love Jesus will keep
His commandments, and the Father will send the Spirit to dwell in them. It
94. Brown, Gospel, 645-646; cf. Barrett, Gospel, 464.
95. Holwerda, Holy Spirit 67. Fhr the evangelist,of course, Jesus' ascen¬
sion to the Father was on the Cross - there was no separate act of
ascension. Holwerda presumably means that they would again be orphans
when the resurrection appearances had ceased.
96. See Lindars, Gospel, 483; Bultmann, Gospel, 624.
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is within this same manifestation of love in obedience that Jesus mani-
fests Himself. As the world cannot receive the Spirit because it exists
outside the love relationship to Jesus, so Jesus will not manifest Him-
97self to the world because it does not love Him". Brown detects the
98
same parallelism between w. 15-17 and w. 18-21, while Boismard
finds three parallel sections. He notes - "il faut aimer le Christ en
gardant ses commandements pour que 1'Esprit vienne en nous et que nous
puissons le voir (14:15-17); il faut aimer le Christ en gardant ses com-
mandetaents pour que le Christ se manifeste a nous et revienne (14:18-
21); il faut aimer le Christ en gardant 3es commandements pour que le
Pere et le Christ viennent faire leur demeure en nous (14:23). La struc-
z' ■>.99
ture trinitaire du morceau est evidente: Esprit, Christ, Pere".
While we would not wish to attribute any trinitarian thought to
the Evangelist, itwould seem that in w. 15-24 he does not want to make
any clear distinction between the coming of the Paraclete, the return
of Jesus, and the coming of the Father and the Son.^° While it does
not seem to the present writer that the evangelist employs any clear
pattern of parallds, he is using the same ideas to explore his topic in
different ways. The coming of Jesus, which is essentially the coming
of the Father and the Son to dwell with the believer, is his coming in
the Spirit, and should not be differentiated from the coming of the Parac¬
lete.
Boismard's formulation clearly points to the intention of the evan¬
gelist which is to distinguish between those who love Jesus and keep his
97. Holwerda, Koly Spirit, 72.
98. Brown, Gospel^ 644—645; see also Bultmann, Gospel, 617.
99. Boismard, R.B,, 68 (1961), 519.
100. Holwerda, Holy Spirit, 65 rightly points out that there is no con¬
founding of persons - cf. the one-ness of action of the Father and
the Son, chap. 2. See also Brown, Gospel, 645.
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commandments,10* and the world which has rejected him. It is to those
who love him that Jesus will come; thus he shows that he is writing as
an evangelist challenging men to true faith. The Christian message is
one of consolation, but not for the world. The promise is only to the
believer that "we will come to him and make our home with him", (v.23).
So the phrase " €.V £\<-eivt) qyuxpoc" (v.20),102 while having
undoubted apocalyptic overtones (cf. Mk. 13:32) is intended by the
evangelist to refer historically to the day of resurrection, but more
importantly to signify the day on which the hearer responds to Jesus in
faith, and becomes one of those who love him and keep his commandments.
In this we agree with Bultmann - precisely in the coming of the Spirit,
Jesus comes himself; precisely in the community's Spirit - inspired
103
proclamation of the word he himself is at work as Revealer". In the
post-resurrection community it is when a man responds to the proclama¬
tion of Jesus, and comes out of the world, that Jesus and the Father
come to dwell with him and so offer consolation.
We contend, then, that as in the other passages previously studied,
the evangelist does not set out to deny, let altme to counteract, a be¬
lief in future eschatological fulfilment at the Parousia. This is for
him a matter of no importance, as he goes about his task of challenging
men to faith in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God (20~31). For him the
important time, of vital significance to the hearer, is the time when the
101. There is no distinction between the keeping of his commandments
(w. 15, 21), and of his word (v. 23).
102. See Barrett, Gospel, 464; Brown, Gospel, 640, cf. 16:23, 26. In 16:
16 - 24 the thought again seem3 to be of the resurrection appearan¬
ces of Jesus, but extended to the continued experience of Jesus in
the believer in the post-Easter community.
103. Bultmann, Gospel, 617-618; but one cannot agree that "the exper¬
ience of Easter is seen as the fulfilment of the Promise of the
Parousia" (his italics), 619, cf. 585-586.
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hearer is challenged by the word, and offers his response to Jesus
104
presented in the preaching of the community. The Father and the Son
will dwell with those who respond to Jesus in love, and future expec¬
tation of a Parousia thus loses its significance.
- appendix
JOHN 21:20-23
The interpretation given thus far of the evangelist's thought may
be supported by a brief comment on the redactor's work at 21:20-23. It
seems quite clear that chapter 21 is the addition of a redactor. That
it is an addition is shown by the undoubted ending at 20:31, and we
maintain it was added by a redactor rather than the evangelist himself
because the evangelist would surely have amended his material to smooth
the transition.What is less clear is the tradition history of the
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various sayings. We maintain that this material evolved within the
Johannine community, but to attempt to decide how it evolved, or which
sayings, if any, might have been used by the evangelist, is to enter
the realms of speotiation. What concerns the present study is how the
redactor, and his community, understood the saying of v. 22.
Peter, whose own death has just been predicted, asks what is going
to happen to the disciple whom Jesus loved (w. 20, 21). The reply of
Jesus (v. 22) seems likely to have been a traditional saying of the
community, perhaps a variant on the more general synoptic expectation
(Matt. 10:23; 16:28; Mk. 13:30; 14:62), and the Pauline hope (1 Cor.
104. See Moule, Studies, 157; Nov. T., 5 (1962), 173. Aune's argument,
Cultic Setting, 128-133, that the evangelist primarily intends a
"recurring cultic 'coming' of Jesus in the form of a pneumatic or
prophetic visio Christi within the setting of worship 'in the
Spirit' as celebrated by the Johannine community", 129, is not
convincing.
105. See Bultmann, Gospel, 700-702; Brown, Gospel, 1077-1082.
106. Note Brown, Gospel, 1118.
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15:51, 1 Thess. 4:15)10 . Some commentators point out that gramma¬
tically this statement would point to an actual expectation of Jesus
rather than an hypothetical possibility - that Jesus really did
intend that this disciple should remain until the Parousia. The redactor,
however, clearly sees an ambiguity. The community, or some members of it
at least, have interpreted, with some justification, the intention of
Jesus to be that the disciple should still be alive when Jesus comes.
109
The redactor, in the true style of the evangelist, seizes on the pos¬
sible ambiguity to explain the real meaning.
It is clear that reference to the coming of Jesus in this verse can
only be to a coming at the end - the traditional apocalyptic expectation
of a visible Parousia. It was that event which the community expected to
happen before the death of the disciple (v. 23). The redactor does not
deny that it is an event to be expected sometime, but by repeating the
first part of the saying of v. 22 he clearly intends to move the empha¬
sis. If it was once a statement of Jesus' intention that the disciple
should live until his coming at the Parousia, the redactor stresses the
hypothetical nature of the saying. It seem clear that these verses were
devised either to explain the disciple's death, or to prepare the comr-
munity for his imminent death.
That was almost certainly the redactor's prime intention, but in
so doing he also moves the stress of v. 22 onto the final command. If
it was ever a saying used by the evangelist, one can be sure that he too
would have placed all his emphasis on that final command - Follow me!
107. Ibid.
108. Lindars, Gospel, 639; Brown, Gospel, 1109.
109. It is possible that the dialogue here had been developed by the
evangelist himself but added .only later by the redactor. It seems
more likely that the redactor developed the thought in response to
the death or impending death of the beloved disciple, remembering
the techniques of the preacher/evangelist.
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Peter wants to speculate about the future (v. 21), but what really mat¬
ter s, not only for him but for the hearers of this Gospel's message, is
that they should follow Jesus. Indeed both the R.S.V. and N.E.B. trans¬
lations are rather weak - the Greek reads You (emphatic) follow me.110
The future expectation is not denied, but it becomes unimportant in the
face of the present decision to follow. In that sense the future
eschatological expectation has been already anticipated by the event of
Jesus in the world, and loses its ultimate significance. The redactor
is not correcting the evangelist's eschatological understanding, but re¬
affirming it, and calling his hearers to decision.
1 JOHN
On turning from the Gospel to the first Epistle, two distinctions
must immediately be noted. The first is the situation of the community
at the time of writing, the second is the purpose in writing. Both these
factors must inevitably affect the expression of eschatological thought.
In dealing earlier with the emphasis of christological expression
in the letters it was suggested that one major issue of dispute was the
real incarnation of Jesus as the Christ, "come in the flesh" (1 Jn. 4:2;
cf. 2 Jn. 7, 1 Jn. 2:22). Those who had gone out from the community (1
Jn. 2:19), did not fully accept that Jesus was the Christ (2:22)V"^ The
situation, therefore, was one in which the author was trying to define
the limits of the true community, and to encourage those within it, in
the face of opposition from others who had once been members of the com¬
munity, but had, in his view, moved outside it. As Conzelmann has writ¬
ten - "... so muss jetzt die Richtigkeit des Glaubens festgestellt war¬
den, ... Im Evangelium wird durch die Offenbarung der Unglaube als sol-
cher esxtdeckt und qualifiziert; im Brief besteht die neue Lage, dass
110. See Barrett, Gospel, 586; Bultmann; Gospel, 715.
111. See above, chapter 2.
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falscher Glaube existiert". The purpose in writing these letters,
was not simply to present Jesus as "the way, and the truth, and the
life" (Jn. 14:6), thus challenging men to have faith in him, but to
argue against the false teaching being propounded by the author's oppo¬
nents. They had moved out from the true community, but were obviously
still in close contact with it, and able to draw others away from true
faith, as the author saw it. It may even be that these two groups were
still within the one worshipping community, but those who propounded
the false teaching were, so far as the writer is concerned, outside the
true community of faith.This would explain the powerful influence
of Diotrephes (3 Jn. 9), the only named opponent of the writer, who
115
clearly had influence within the church itself. The letters were
written, then, not to call men from unbelief to faith, but to deal with
a specific situation of conflict within the Johannine community.
If we take up once more the three related themes of eternal life,
judgement, and the return of Jesus,some interesting comparisons may
112. Conzelmann, "Was von Anfang war", 195; see also Holwerda, Escha-
tologle, 178-180.
113. In our study we concentrate on the first Epistle, which offers
mast material for theological comparison. There seems little doubt
that the second Epistle was written from the same background of
thought, to deal with a very similar situation (cf. 2 Jn. 5, 6
1 Jn. 2: 7-11J 2 Jn. 7, 1 Jn. 4:2; 2 Jn. 9, 1 Jn. 2:18-25). The
third Epistle is much more personal, but there seems no reason to
suggest that it was not written by the same author, and certainly
within the same milieu.
114. John Bogart, Orthodox and Heretical Perfectionism in the Johannine
Community as evident in the First Epistle of John (SBLDS, 33; Mi3-
soula: Scholars, 1977), makes the interesting suggestion that
"went out from us" (1 Jn. 2:19) means that they were sent out in
the name of the community as itinerant preachers; see chap. 5.
The suggestion, hvwever, is not convincing.
115. Haenchen, T.Ru. 26 (1960-61), 36, is right to point out one cannot
assume that the writer's group was dominant in either numbers or
influence.
116. There is no specific reference to resurrection in the Epistle.
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be made between the Gospel and the first Epistle, but first one must
note the strong similarity of outlook. As in the Gospel, eternal
life is a gift from God, made manifest in his Son (1:2, 2:11). So it may
be said that "he who has the Son has life; he who has not the Son of
God has not life" (5:12). To the believer, who confesses that Jesus is
the Son of God, there is the assurance that "God abides in him, and he
in God" (4:15). The writer is convinced that "the darkness is passing
away and the true light is already shining" (2:8). These are sentiments
and expressions one would expect from a writer steeped in the tradition
of the Johannine community.
In a recent work,11^ Brown argues that the author of 1 John has
qualified the expression of realised eschatology understood in the
Johannine tradition in two ways, in order to distinguish his understand¬
ing from that of his opponents. Firstly, he attaches an ethical require-
118
ment to the claims of realised eschatology. Secondly, he appeals to
future eschatology. The ethical requirement has already been discussed
in the previous chapter, and so we shall now look at statements which
seem to indicate a future orientation to the writer's eschatological out¬
look.
> /
2:18 (cf. 4:3). In 2:18 the author asserts very firmly that £cr^c*-£Yj
C/ > /
IOOsx. £o"Cu/ - the lack of a definite article seems to indicate that
this was a characteristic of the period rather than a reference to a
119
specific point in time. The community is living in "the last hour".
Houlden is right to see a syllogism in the verse - "The coming of the
Antichrist will be a sign that the last hour has arrived. Antichrist has
117. R.E. Brown, The Community of the Beloved Disciple (London: Chapman,
1979), 136-138.
118. See also Bogart, Perfectionism, esp. chap. 2.
119. See Brooke, Commentary, 51; Westcott, Epistles, 69. One cannot agree
with Westcott, however, that the phrase refers to 'a last hour', not




has come (in multiple form); therefore it is the last hour".
> / <-/
The phrase, vopoz , is not found in the Gospel, nor indeed
anywhere else in the New Testament. Host conmentators, in attempting a
comparison with the evangelist's thought, refer to the similar phrase
%f\ hsy^zrj fj/izzpoc (jn. 6:39 , 44 , 54; 11:24; 12:48), which refers
to the last day of resurrection and judgement - a specific moment in
future time. It may be more useful, however to look at the evangelist's
cy 121
use of the concept uipoc. Again it refers to a specific moment, when
the Son is glorified in being lifted up from the earth (12:23, 27; 13:1;
17:1), but from the community's standpabt that was a moment in the past.
In the early chapters of the Gospel the "hour" of Jesus was still to come
(2:4; 7:30; 8:20), although it could be anticipated with certainty by his
presence on earth (4:23; 5:25; 16:32). The real "hour" of Jesus, how¬
ever, was his glorification on the Cross. There is a sense, therefore,
although he did not state it, in which the evangelist would have consi¬
dered the community was living in "the last hour". The decisive "hour"
had already past, so this was the final period of history.
The letter-writer, however, seems to imply a more specific period
leading up to the final act. Brooke has described it as "the last period
122of the interval between the first and second coming of the Christ".
The writer has no doubt that the presence of his opponents - the
> t
^
(2:18, 22); ^tu6ortyPOc^) -coCt- (4:1);
TTX.0v.Vot (2 Jn. 7) - is a sign that the final act is about to take
place. That there would be signs of "lawlessness" (cf. 1 Jn. 3:4) in the
period leading up to the end is not unique to this writer in the New
120. Houlden, Commentary, 76.
121. Note Westcott, Epistles, 69; Klein, Z.T.K., 68 (1971), 291-304. We
refer to the particular use by the evangelist, it is of course also
used in a more mundane sense (4:6, 52; 19:14).
122. Brooke, Commentary, 51.
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Testament (note esp. 2 Thess. 2:1-12, Hark 13:22). He is, of course,
y /
the only one specifically to use the term
but it seems clear that the idea of a coming antichrist to herald the
123
end was a widely accepted tradition in the community. Thus the
v } /
writer could say with confidence - rj Koocrocr (2:18).
What the readers may have fcund more surprising, however, is the
j /
use of the plural - oC\/p u<r-co They expected an anti¬
christ but now many antichrists have come. Brooke points out that the
) /
preposition, oCVCc- can denote either one who takes the place of anot-
> /
her, or one who opposes another. He suggests, therefore, that otvru^puxto^
may mean, "one who, pretending to be the Christ, really opposes Him and
seeks to destroy His work".This would seem to be the writers inten¬
ded meaning in the sense that the opponents pretended to be carrying on
the true tradition of Christ, while in reality they denied that Jesus was
125
the Christ (2:22). Earlier, while dealing with the Spirit of Truth,
we maw that the term could either refer to a personal being, or to an
inclination within man - the latter being the understanding of this
author (cf. 4:3). The same would seem to be true of the antichrist theme.
While there was a traditional expectation of an antichrist, the author has
used the concept to indicate an inclination motivating his opponents in
their denial of the real Christ. That such ppople existed as a threat to
the community could not be denied and it was to him a clear sign that
the last days were approaching.
In this statement, then, there is an expectation of the nearness of
the end - time which is not found anywhere in the Gospel. In the Gospel
123. For the background to the antichrist theme see Brooke, Commentary,
69-79; Schnackenburg, Johannesbriefe, 145-149.
124. Brooke, Commentary, 52; see also Westcott, Epistles, 70.
125. See Van Hartingsveld, Eschatologie, 175-177.
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we have already suggested, the evangelist does not deny an expectation
of the Parousia, but it is unimportant. The real "hour" is the hour of
Jesus' glorification on the Cross, which challenges men to faith in him
(Jn. 12:32). By the very nature of his work as an evangelist, the prea¬
cher of the Gospel was concerned to challenge men to believe in the One
whose hour had come when he was raised on the Cross (Jn. 13:1; 17:1).
The letter-writer, however, had a different purpose in view. His task
was to encourage and nurture the true community in the light of the false
teaching being propounded by his opponents. In doing so he emphasised
his conviction that the community was living in the last days. To his
mind the very fact of his opponents' activity was confirmation that the
last hour had come. This consciousness of the end, no doubt encouraged
the members of the community to re-examine their own faith according to
the tradition which they had heard "from the beginning"(2:7). That is not
to suggest that his near expectation of the end was simply a ploy to fur¬
ther his purpose. He genuinely believed that the last hour had come, even
though he was misguided.
2:28-3:3 (cf. 4:17). It is with this near expectation of the end in
J V
view that the author refers to the coming of Jesus (2:28-3:3).
(|>oCv tp \^> Orj (2:28; 3:2) is not intended to imply any doubt as to the
fact of his coming, although there is uncertainty as to the exact tim-
126
ing. The author is convinced, however, that the Parousia will take
place soon. There is much to be said for Houlden's contention that the
VV\J (2:28) is "ppobablp deliberate", meaning "at this crucial time"
127
(cf. 3:2; 4:3). It is a call for steadfastness in "the lMt hour"
(2:18).
126. See Westcott, Epistles, 81; Houlden, Commentary, 87.
127. Houlden, Commentary, 85.
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Houlden writes - "The writer of 1 John oscillates between two kinds
of awareness of the Christians' position in the world. On the one hand,
there is the virtually timeless state of affairs introduced by Christ
characterized by such expressions as 'dwelling in the light' (2:10), or
'knowing the truth' (2:21). This is the dominant tone of the Gospel of
John. On the other hand, there is the sense that the End is near, and
in 1 John this is no less strong than the first kind of awareness. Yet
his theological vocabulary and stock of ideas belong chiefly to that first
category, and as he writes this standpoint continually comes to the fore
and takes charge. 8o from time to time he has to stop, somewhat abruptly,
128
to direct attention once more to the impending crisis". *
One would agree that the letter-writer draws from the common Johan-
nine milieu of thought, but the letter was written with the constant
awareness of the impending and - that was not a theme merely introduced
from time to time. The reality of the believers* abiding in Christ
should give them confidence at his coming. The false opponents have
denied that Jesus is the Christ, but the true followers who "abide in
him", that is in Christ, need have no fear hut can look forward to the
129
Parousia with confidence (2:28).
The imminence of the Parouaia should encourage the believers not
only to abide in Christ, but also in their fellowship as "children of
God". There is no doubt that they are already xuc\/^ 6^oG (3:1),
so speculation as to what they shall be like is useless. Bultmann com¬
ments - "... being children of God is a present affair : v/C\/ -coc\/c>v
Peou &CT/U,£V (»we are God's children now'), but sonship finds its
128. Ibid.
129. As Westcott points out, Epistles, 82, the use of the term
only here in the Johannine writings warns against "drawing conclu¬
sions from the negative phenomena of the books of the New Testa¬
ment". The future expectation of a Parousia was still known and
held in the tradition of the community, the author's novel con¬
tribution was to suggest that it was imminent.
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fulfilment in the future : Kqcl ourtu) epio 6/j xx x&o/x&Btx
130('and it does not yet appear what we shall be')". The certainty
is, however, that "we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he
is" (3:2). The true believer can look forward to the future with con¬
fidence, but as he becomes aware of the imminence of that future, it
should encourage him to "purify himself as he [Christ] is pure" (3:3].
Thus the near expectation of the Parousia encourages also an ethical
response. The opponents are guilty of "lawlessness", which is sin (3:
4). The true believer, who abides in Christ, may have complete confi¬
dence at his coming, but the imminence of that coming demands that he
should examine his own purity of thought and action (cf. 4:17).^"^
The letter-writer, then, writing in a situation of conflict, and
with the purpose of defining the true community and encouraging its
members in their faith, is convinced that the Parousia is imminent. This
is not to be feared by those who abide in Christ - they can have confi¬
dence at the day of his coming, but all members of the divided community
should examine themselves to see that they are pure, as Christ himself
is pure.
130. Bultmann, Epistles, 48.
131. See Brown, Community, 137.
CONCLUSION
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It is now possible to attempt to draw together the results of this
exegetical study in a more concise and punctiliar form.
1. The writings which illuminate the thought of the Johannine com¬
munity are the Gospel and the three Letters, although the Apocalyptist
did have some contact with Johannine thought and expression.
2. The evangelist, in his preaching, was challenging his hearers
to respond to Christ in faith, and thus to move from the sphere of death
into the sphere of life. He did not deny a future eschatological expec¬
tation, but it was not an issue for him. The decisions of the end-time
were already certain, decided by one's response to Jesus Christ as he
was presented in the preaching of the community. The vital time of
eschatological decision is now, when one is confronted by the claims of
Christ to obedience.
3. A later redactor introduced some statements of future expecta¬
tion which were held within the tradition of the community. In this he
did not consider that he was correcting, still less contradicting the
evangelist, whose work he held in great respect. He was simply adding
from the community's store of tradition, statements which he did not
consider to be in conflict with the evangelist's awn thinking.
4. At a later stage, the community went through a traumatic period
of conflict when some teachers apparently denied the real incarnation,
and separated themselves off from those who held to the traditional
Johannine belief. At this period a leading figure, formerly held with
respect in the community, wrote letters in support of the traditional
132
understanding of Jesus as the Christ. He was convinced that the
132. We consider it most likely, though not certain, that the three
letters were written by the one man.
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presence of the false teachers was a sign of the end-time, and used
this to add urgency to his plea that the members of the community
should hold to the tradition which they had from the beginning, while
also showing visible evidence of their faith by their love for one
another. The letter-writer's concern for eschatological expectation
was its imminence.
In the Introduction, we set out some of the concerns which promp¬
ted the writing of this thesis. Its purpose was to study the diversity
of eschatological thought apparent in one early Christian community. It
has suggested that there was not so much a development of eschatologi¬
cal thought as a diversity of emphases in response to the differing
aims and concerns of the writers. This is true diversity; not one wri¬
ter seeking to impose his view and deny every other view, but each draw¬
ing on the tradition of the community while creating his own emphasis
for his own purpose. We suggest that for theology and the church today
this study in diversity has two main implications
(a) Theological writing must not become dominated by any one set
of philosophical presuppositions or cultural milieu. Different writers
must be encouraged to write from their own perspective and reflecting
their own concerns, without the one being constantly set in opposition
to the other. The bond which holds them together must be their common
respect for the biblical tradition, without which they cease to be
Christian theologians.
(b) The ecumenical debate within the church must turn away from
its preoccupation with creeds and statements, to concern itself instead
with common action. The love of God in the world can be proclaimed by
the whole church community, without first seeking the unity of doctrinal
178.
definition. All who truly confess that Jesus is the Christ are members
of his community on earth, and within that conmunity diversity of
thought and concerns and outlook should be welcomed as enriching the
tradition of the church.
179.
APPENDIX B
THE ESCHATOLOGY OP THE APOCALYPSE
The intention of the thesis was to study the diverse nature of the
eschatological thought of one early Christian community, namely the
Johannine community. Clearly the first task was to consider which writ¬
ings of the New Testament should be considered the work of that community,
produced within it and reflecting its particular emphases and concerns.
Initially, as a working hypothesis, we considered that all five books
which tradition has ascribed to "John" should be considered. A study of
three important theological emphases detected in the Gospeljhoweverf has
convinced the present writer that the Apocalypse cannot in any meaningful
way be considered a writing of the Johannine community. While accepting
that the Apocalypse had some connection with the conmunity, the theologi¬
cal evidence adduced in the study led to two possible conclusions. The
Apocalypse may have been written by an eccentric individual or group
withih the Johannine community but removed from the mainstream of its
teaching and thought. Secondly, it may have been written by someone
outside the community but who had been influenced either consciously or
unconsciously by some aspects of its thought. In the text of the thesis
we have favoured the second solution, but in either case the Apocalyptist's
teaching is not going to be of value in a study of diversity where the
material under review must of necessity be kept within specific bounds.
This position has been more fully argued in the thesis proper, hut it
leaves what many may consider a gap in the overall study of eschatologi¬
cal thought. Because the Apocalypse has traditionally been so closely
associated with the Johannine works, it may reasonably be expected that
the soope of the thesis should include some discussion of the relation of
the eschatology of the Apocalypse to that of the community itself. In this
Appendix, we shall attempt by an exegetical examination of some important
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passages in the Apocalypse, to discover the characteristic eschatologi-
cal emphases of the Apocalyptist, and then compare these with the com¬
munity's eschatological thought already detected in the Gespel and Let¬
ters. In the discussion of the community's thought we concentrated on
four main themes - judgement, eternal life, resurrection and the return
of Jesus.* These will recur now, but we shall allow them to do so within
the framework of an exegetical study of some passages which we consider
crucial to an understanding of the Apocalyptist's eschatology.
Introduction : Rev. 1:1-8.
The Apocalypse is set within the framework of an Introduction (1:
1-8), and an Epilogue (22:6-21). Both are important to our present
study. The Introduction itself may be divided into two parts - the
Title or Superscription (1:1-3) and the Prologue (1:4-8). In the Title,
indeed in the first verse, the emphasis is placed firmly on the near-
> /
ness of the events to be foretold - "what must soon() take
place" (1:1). Again the immediacy of the events is emphasised in v.3 -
<• v \ > /
o yocp (1:3). This theme, so strongly stated in the
Introduction, is repeated again throughout the work (e.g. 3:11, 10:6)
and must be considered characteristic of the Apocalyptist. He clearly
expected the near return of Jesus, and that provides the context in
which the whole work should be understood.
Which is not to suggest that John looked only to the future with
little sense of history. Beasley-Murray points to "the inseparability
o
of Christology from eschatology." The Apocalypse is *the revelation
1. See above, 135-175.
2. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 25.
of Jesus Christ" (1:1), who is "the faithful witness, the first-born
of the dead, and the ruler of kings on earth" (1:5). He is the One
"who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood and made us
a Kingdom, priests to his God and Father." (1:5,6). The Christ who is
soon to come in triumph (1:7), is the same Jesus who has been to earth
and died. While the Apocalyptist places his stress on the future
return of Jesus in glory, the decisive event has already taken place
in his death. It is as the Lamb who was slain (5:6,12) that he is
3able to open the seals and bring about the events of the End-time.
Ford, in her Commentary, has argued that the christology of the
Prologue (1:4-8), is "richer than the rest of bhis apocalypse."^ She
therefore considers that it is a "second prologue", which "may have
been written by a Jewish-Christian who knew about the death and resur¬
rection of Jesus and, like the very early Church (cf. 1 Thess. 4:13-18),
expects a second coming soon."^ This fits in with her over-all thesis
that the Apocalypse should be divided into three parts - a revelation
given "not to John the evangelist after the death, resurrection, and
ascension of Jesus, but to John the Baptist, the forerunner of Jesus
before his public ministry"^ (chaps. 4-11); an expansion by a disciple
of the Baptist, "who knew about Jesus but who may not have known all the
facts about his character, life, death, resurrection and ascension"^
(chaps. 12-22); a redaction by "a later writer who knew more details
g
about Jesus Christ"" (chaps. 1-3). We are not convinced by her evidence.
From the exegetical studies of this Appendix we shall argue that the near
expectation of the Parousia permeates the whole work and is grounded in the
3. On the christology of the Apocalypse see above, 76-83.
4. J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation (A.B.; New York; Doubleday, 1975),
379.
5. Ford, Revelation, 330.
6. Ford, Revelation, 50.
7. Ford, Revelation, 54.
8. Ford, Revelation, 55.
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past event of Jesus in history. In the death and resurrection of Jesus
lies the certainty of his triumphant return.
John's perception of history may also be seen in the titles which
C A x C "> x
he gives to God. In 1:4,8 he uses the periphrasis -oujV o'jv' Kotx.
c > / 9
O (cf. ex 3:14). One may compare — "the Alpha and Omega"
(1:8), "the first and last" (2:8), "the beginning and the end" (21:6).
While John looks to God's activity in the future the One who will act
then is the One who was and is. Rissi writes - "He is the one who had
already made himself known in the past, who is revealing himself, and
who will do so tomorrow."^ While the specific task of the Apocalyptist
is to reveal "what is and what is to take place hereafter" (1:19), it
is clear that he sees the events of the future as continuous with, and
contingent on, the activity of God in the past.
At the same time it is interesting that in adding a third element
to the Old Testament phrase (Ex 3:14), the Apocalyptist changes the verb.
? /
Where one would expect the future participle of tyxvt he writes in fact
v ii
the present participle of . Even in this phrase, linking
paet, present and future, John points not so much to the continuing
being of God as to his decisive coming^which will take place very soon.
His main concern is with the future coming of Jesus Christ, in whose com-
12
ing God himself comes also.
The vision of v.7 is clearly of central interest to the present
study. It echoes two Old Testament passages - Daniel 7:13 and Zecha-
riah 12:10. It is interesting to note that the same idea, though not the
9. See Charles, Pxevelation, I, 10; Caird, Revelation, 16; Beasley-Murray,
Revelation, 54.
10. Mathias Rissi, "The Kerygma of the Revelation to John, Interpreta¬
tion, 22 (1968), 3-16; quot. 6.
11. On the Old Testament background see esp.. Charles, Revelation, 1,10.
12. On this see Austin Farrer, The Revelation of St. John the Divine,
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1964), 61, Ford, Revelation, 376-377.
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same wording or order, is found in Matthew 24:30. This has led many
commentators to suggest that John and Matthew are both drawing on a
13
source of earlier Christian tradition. It is indeed quite possible
that these two Old Testament predictions were brought together quite
early in the development of Christian thought, although their use by
the Hew Testament writers provide no evidence for a written source.
14
John, as always, uses the Old Testament freely and for his own purpose.
While Zechariah 12:10 is also reflected in John 19:37, it is not there
combined with the eschatological vision of Daniel, so any significant
comparison must be with the Matthew passage where the context is also of
a future eschatological event.
The comparison with Matt. 24:30, however, leads to a difficulty in
interpretation, In the Zechariah passage the mourning of the people is
clearly seen as a sign of repentance. It is then followed by pardon,
cleansing, and restoration (chap. 13). In Matthew, on the other hand,
the mourning is the people's cry at their own impending and inevitable
destruction. The End will be for them a time of trial. Many commenta¬
tors assume that the passage in Revelation reflects the same understand-
15
ing as Matthew - remorse and self-pity as the End approaches. This
interpretation is strengthened if one accepts a common source in early
Christian tradition.
Some, notably Caird, argue strongly that the Apocalyptist rwverts
to the original understanding of Zechariah. Caird states - "What John
in fact says is that men will see the pierced but triumphant Christ and
will lament, not for themse es, but for him. This can only mean that
13. E.g. Revelation, I, 19; Caird, Revelation, 18; Beasley-Murray,
Revelation, 58.
14. Note Preston and Hanson, Revelation, 36-44.
15. So Charles, Revelation, I, 17; Farrer, Revelation, 63; Kiddle,
Ravelation, 9.
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they will have compunction for the wounds they have caused him. Whe¬
ther this grief will amount to a true repentance John does not for
the present discuss ..., for he is here concerned, not with the ulti¬
mate fate of men, but with the ultimate vindication of Christian
faith."16
While it would be foolish to make any dogmatic comment until
other passages have been studied, in particular those concerned with
judgement, it does seem to the present writer that Caird makes a
strong point. Certainly the Apocalyptist does see a time for repen¬
tance (9:20; 16:9ff). Even if the Matthew passage reflects an early
Christian tradition there is no reason why John, steeped in the Old
Testament, would not have reverted to the original understanding of
Zechariah. For the present all one can say is that either interpreta¬
tion is possible.
Epilogue 22:6-21.
As was suggested earlier, it is useful to see the body of the
Apocalypse as set within the framework of an Introduction (1:1-8) and
an Epilogue. It is not therefore illogical to jump now to the Epilo¬
gue and see the understanding of eschatology reflected there. Again
great emphasis is placed on an expectation of the near return of Jesus
Christ, but while the argument of the Prologue was developed in fairly
logical style, the Epilogue seems to be a series of loosely related
sayings, brought together as the final thoughts of the author. This
should not lessen their importance, indeed we would suggest that these
are the vital points which the author wants to ensure he has made
clearly.
16. Caird, Revelation, 18-19; see also Mathias Rissi, The Future of
Che World (S.B.T., second series 23; London: S.C.M., 1972), 83.
Beasley-Murray is undecided as to the correct interpretation,
Revelation, 58-59.
The fact that these verses seem to contain independent sayings
only loosely related has led a number of commentators to indulge
in extensive re-arrangement.*^ Kiddle sounds a note of caution -
"The epilogue is ejaculatory in style; tts broken utterances are
those of a man whose heart has swelled at the mystery and over-
18
whelming bliss of the beatific vision." Beasley-Murray too, while
agreeing that "the epilogue creates an impression of haphazardness",
points out that - "The two themes of the opening paragraph, verses
6f., namely, the authenticity of the work as a revelation from God
and the nearness of the fulfilment of its message, reappear in the
various utterances which follow and bind them into a sort of a unity
19
..." It seems to the present writer that these are the concluding
statements of a man whose mind is rushing from one thought to the next.
Some of the sayings have been more rationally developed within the
body of the Apocalypse (e.g., cf. 22:6,7, 1:1-3; 22:8,9, 19:10), hot
now as the Apocalyptist draws his work to a close he wants to be very
sure that his moot important ideas have been stated clearly, and under¬
stood. One of these, as Beasley-Murray has rightly pointed out, is
the nearness of the End-time.
The similarity of content between the opening verses of the Epi-
20
logue (22:6,7) and the Introduction (1:1-3), has often been noted.
Both indicate the author's intention in writing. At a time of growing
persecution and impending crisis in the Church "the Lord God who inspi-
21
red the prophets", gave this prophecy to John. It is intended to
17. E.g. Charles, Revelation, II, 174-226: Ford, Revelation, 329-424,
Preston and Hanson, Revelation, 127-145.
18. Kiddle, Revelation, 447.
19. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 334.
20. Farrer, Revelation, 224; Caird, Revelation, 282.
21. Caird's translation of 22:6, Revelation, 282..
encourage the faithful and offer hope to believers. The persecution
which they face will be brought to an end by the return of the Lord -
"I am coming soon" (22:7, cf. 1:3). The promise is offered to the
faithful - "Blessed is he who keeps the words of the prophecy of this
book" (22:7). It seems, therefore, that to accept John's teaching is
a mark of faithfulness (cf. 1:3).
Some commentators wish to make a distinction between the beati-
22
tude of 1:3, spoken by John, and that of 22:7, spoken by Jesus Christ.
To the present writer, such discussion of exactly who is speaking where
in this prophecy is futile. John has made his position clear at the
very beginning (1:1) - This is the revelation of God, which He gave to
23
Jesus Christ, who made it known through his angel to John. John then
wrote down the prophecy and sent it to the churches. Exactly who is
speaking at any given time is unimportant. The authority for everything
written is derived from God - the One who has always inspired the pro¬
phets (22:6)— and the purpose in writing is to show "what must soon take
place (22:6). Those who accept the prophecy and remain true to its
teaching are blessed, because they realise that the End-time is near,
and for them that will be a time of joy and triumph.
Throughout his Commentary, Caird maintains that the expectation of
the Apocalyptist is not of the End-time when Jesus Christ will return
in judgement and victory, but of the time of persecution for the Church.
Caird writes - "... John's coming crisis was simply the persecution of
the Church, ... all the varied imagery of his book has no other purpose
22. E.g. Charles, Revelation II, 218; see also Rissi, Future, 84, but
note Kiddle, Revelation, 447, Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 334.
23.>^,Vtc^ (1:1) is a subjective genitive, not objective as
Ford, Revelation, 373, suggests; so Charles, Revelation, I, 6.
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than this, to disclose to the prospective martyrs the real nature of
their suffering and its place in the eternal purposes of God or, in
Bunyan's language, to take them about to the backside of the wall."^
Commenting on 22:6,7, he therefore argues that "what must happen soon"
is the persecution and death of faithful believers. The Lord is com-
25
ing to meet each, individually, "at their own Calvary.** He suggests
- "... what must happen is that they are to prophesy not only with
their lips but with their lives (11:3). In the death and resurrec¬
tion that awaits them they will find their Lord keeping his tryst with
26
them, reliving in his conquerors his own victory-in-defeat."
One cannot accept Caird's thesis, especially in the light of refe¬
rences throughout the Apocalypse to future judgement, We shall shortly
be looking more specifically at this aspect of John's eschatology, but
already in the passages we have studied the twin themes of the judge¬
ment of the unbeliever, and the vindication of the faithful are becom¬
ing apparent (1:7; 22:12). Caird has individualised the coming of
Christ, seeking support from 3:20. Commenting on 1:7 he states - "The
Christ who will come one day in the sight of all comes constantly to
27
those who have the faith to perceive him (3:20)." This is no doubt
a correct insight and a possible interpretation of 3:20, but it is
surely not what the Apocalyptist was trying to say at 1:7, when the
whole imagery of the verse implies a visible and indeed spectacular com¬
ing to "all tribes of the earth." Again, in 22:12 Caird interprets
p / aq
only in the sense of reward for the faithful, but why then
<- /
should the Apocalyptist use the emphatic ? Surely it will be






to each one that the Lord will come (cf. 22:11), bringing either reward
or judgement. We maintain that the coming of Christ portrayed in both
the Introduction (1:7), and the Epilogue (22:10-13), is a visible com¬
ing to the whole world in triumph and judgement.
The theme of Christ's immanent coming permeates the closing verses
of this prophecy - 22:7, 10, 12, 20. One cannot, however, assume that
"
every time the verb is used the Apocalyptist is referring to
the coming of Jesus Christ. In 22:17, commentators dispute the correct
j/_
interpretation of . Many assume that it is the cry of the Church
29
for the Lord to return, but Charles has produced a powerful argument
against such an interpretation. He points out that where f)
is used at 21:9 (cf. 21:2), the reference is to the heavenly Jerusalem,
that is to the Church triumphant and victorious after the Parousia. If
the same interpretation is given to >J £n 22:17, then the verse
is an invitation from the Spirit of Christ and the Church of Christ,
to those who are still outside to "Come", and to "take the water of life
without price." Charles suggests that is "the invitation of the
Spirit of Christ, of the Heavenly Jerusalem, and of those who accepted
the message, to the world of men that were still thirsting for life and
30
truth or were willing to accept them." The interest of this verse for
31
the present study is not as a cry for the return of Jesus, but as an
invitation to those outside the Church to repent.
29. See Beckwith, Apocalypse, 778; Farrer, Revelation, 226; Kiddle, Reve¬
lation, 456; Ford, Revelation, 424.
30. Charles, Revelation, II, 180; see also Caird, Revelation, 286-287;
Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 343-346.
31. The cry is made in what seems like a liturgical setting at 22:20,
although it should be noted that Mayxxvat Oot (cf.: Cor. 16:22), is
not used - see Caird, Revelation, 288.
The Visions of the Future
So far we have only considered the frame into which the Apocalypse
is set - the Introduction and the Prologue. Already one may detect the
Apocalyptist's keen expectation of Christ's triumphant return to judge
the wicked and vindicate the righteous. His Parousia would be soon and
would be visible to all. Our task now must be to examine some passages
within the body of the Apocalypse which indicate the eschatological
understanding of the writer. Immediately one is faced with the prob¬
lem of selection. In a short study of this kind it would be unrealis¬
tic to attempt an exegesis of every passage which has eschatological
implications. We have argued that the content of the entire book is
one of eschatological expectation. How then is one to justify a selec¬
tion of passages for further consideration?
The task is made easier if one accepts that the Apocalypse consists
of a series of vivid picture-images, each intended to illustrate the
events of the End-time when the unbeliever will be judged and the faith¬
ful rewarded. By concentrating our attention on certain of these pic¬
tures one may get an overall understanding of the Apocalyptist's escha¬
tological viewpoint. One must recognise that this view runs contrary
to the vigorously argued interpretation of Charles. He states - "...
the Apocalypse exhibits, except in a few passages, and especially in
chap. 18, a structural unity and a steady development of thought from
the first chapter to the close of 20:3. Now this is what we should
expect in an Apocalypse which is designed to be a philosophy of history
and religion from the standpoint of the author. It was a combination of
32
vision and reflection."
This view has led Charles himself into difficulties, in his inter¬
pretation of the last three chapters of the book. There he can find no
32. Charles, Revelation, II, 144, (his italics).
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"steady development", but having postulated it as a characteristic, not
only of the author but of apocalyptic writing iB general, he is left
with a serious problem. Charles admits that the final chapters "are
all but wholly wanting in these characteristics, and - so far from
advancing steadily to the consummation that all the preceding chapters
33
postulate - exhibit many incoherencies and self-contradictory elements."
To overcome the problem he concludes that, "John died either as a martyr
or by a natural death, when he had completed 1-20:3 of his work, and that
the materials for its completion, which were for the most part ready in
a series of independent documents, were put together by a faithful but
unintelligent disciple in the order which he thought right." * Charles
proceeds to re-arrange these chapters as he thinks best.
The problem, however, does not arise if one is not looking for a
steady development throughout the Apocalypse. Rather than embark on a
reconstruction of the text, we prefer the interpretation of many recent
commentators who argue that the visions are a series of images, each
intended to create a picture in the mind of the reader of the period
35
surrounding the Parousia. For John this period had already begun with
the persecution of the Church.
This position is argued by Kiddle - "In fact, each new vision must
be regarded as one of a whole series of visions, all interrelated, and
all vouchsafed to John for the sake of the churches that they might the
better understand what was about to happen. This is not to say that John
attached no importance to time, for the movement of time towards Judge¬
ment meant everything to him. It was because he realized that all history
was divinely planned and controlled, and that the intervening period
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid., 147.
35. As well as those noted below see Earrer, Revelation, 51-58.
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during which Antichrist would be allowed to persecute the saints was
strictly determined, that John could assure his fellow-Christians that
God was in supreme authority over the world's destiny. But with the
36
exact order of the events preceding the End he was not concerned."
Caird maintains a similar understanding - "The unity of John's
book, then, is neither chronological nor arithmetical, but artistic,
like that of a musical theme with variations, each variation adding
something new to the significance of the whole composition. This is
the only view which does adequate justice to the double fact that each
new series of visions both recapitulates and develops the themes
37
already stated in what hss gone before."
If one accepts this view of the structure and development of the
Apocalypse, one is then justified in looking at certain of the pictu¬
res without studying each one in detail. Admittedly it means that
every variation is not discovered, but it may give sufficient insight
into the overall theme.
The Opening of the Seven Seals (6:1-8:1).
Earlier in the thesis, while discussing the christology of the
38
Apocalypse, we noted the importance of the Throne-scene (chaps. 4,5)
in the development of the Apocalyptist's thought. Beasley-Murray sug¬
gests that these chapters are in fact the "fulcrum" of the whole book.
He writes - "Chapters 4-5 may be viewed as the fulcrum of the Revela¬
tion. In relation to what has gone before they provide a fuller under¬
standing of him who dominates the letters to the churches. In relation
to the rest of the book they serve the double purpose of initiating the
36. Kiddle, Revelation, xxxi-xxxii.
37. Caird, Revelation, 106; see also Beaeiey-Murray, Revelation, 29-32.
38. See above, 76-83.
series of judgements which lead to the final advent and descent of
the city of God to earth, and of supplying the form for the series
of messianic judgements (the seven seals) which immediately follow.
In this respect these chapters constitute the pivot of the structure
which holds the book together, for the rest of the visions dovetail
39into this main structure."
The scene is indeed of central importance in discovering not only
the Apocalyptist's christological thought, but also his eschatological
understanding. The two are ao fully intertwined that they can never
be separated. It is "the Lamb standing, as though it had been slain"
(5:6), who is able to open the scroll and to break the seven seals.
Whatever is revealed of the future can only be revealed by the One who
died in the past. The future is secure because of the victory of
Christ on the Cross, and so the four creatures and the twenty-four
elders worship the Lamb -
"Worthy art thou to take the scroll and to open its seals,
for thou wast slain and by th y blood dids't ransom men for God
from every tribe and tnngue and people and nation,
and hast made them a kingdom and priests to our God,
and they shall reign on earth" (5:9, 10).
Indeed every creature, both living and dead, in heaven, on earth, under
the earth, and in the sea must give worship and praise to the Father and
the Son -
"Tn him who sits upon the throne and to the Lamb be blessing
and honour and glory and might for ever and ever!" (5:13).
This is John'8 vision of the ultimate climax of all history when God and
the Lamb will rule together in glory (cf. 21:21-22:5).^° For him the
39. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 108.
40. See ibid., 108-111. Note also Caird, Revelation, 82-83.
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victory of Christ's death is so complete that it is inconceivable that
any creature should fail to worship (cf. Col. 1:20). First, however,
there will he a time of trial and persecution depicted by the opening
of each of the seals. Each opening reveals not only the course of
history, but God's plan within history. The judgements are inevit-
table and inescapable, but they are due to the rebellion of man. God's
ultimate purpose of salvation is already secured by the death of Jesus
on the Cross.
That the visions must be interpreted in the light of the victory
already won by Jesus on the Cross, is emphasised by Rissi. He writes
- "... his dominion of the world does not rest on his divine status,
but on his work accomplished in hi&tory; through his life on earth he
» /
has overcome the rebellion of the whole world... The word £vu<.rj<s-£V
[5:5] marks the centre of the Revelation's Christology."^ Rissi con¬
tinues - "Here in 5:5 (cf. 3:21) we feel the heartbeat of the whole
Christology of John. The understanding of this concept of Christ's
victory is of the greatest consequence for the interpretation of the
entire book. It is in his death that Christ overcomes his enemies,
the world - not on the bloody eschatological battlefield, not through
condemnation and annihilation, but through redemption. The word \/wv«>tv
therefore, never designates any destructive judgement upon the enemies.
John has consistently maintained this view throughout the whole book.
For him there is only one victory of Christ, it was won in the past and
..42
resulted in the debilitation of all enemy powers, once and for all."
Accepting that it is the victorious Christ alone - the Lamb who had been
slain - who is able to open the seals, what is revealed when they are
broken of relevance to our understanding of John's eschatology? Charles
makes a detailed and interesting comparison with the short synoptic
41. Rissi, Interpretation, 22 (1968), 7.
42. Ibid., 8. Rissi sees one exception in 17:9b-17, which he attributes
to a secondary interpreter, but that passage need not concern us
here.
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apocalypse (Mark 13; Matt. 24; Luke 21), which he believes is based on
/ 1
a prior "Little Jewish-Christian Apocalypse." He sets out the follow¬
ing parallels -






6. Eclipses of the sun and
moon; falling of the stars;
shaking of the powers of
heaven.






6. (As in Matt.)
Luke 21 ; 9-12a, 25-26 , Rev. 6 : 2-17, 7s1






7. Signs in the sun, noon
and stars; men fainting
for fear of the things
coming on the world;




4. Pestilence (Death and Hades)
5. Persecutions
6. (6:12-7:3) Earthquakes, eclipse
of the sun, ensanguining of the
moon, falling of the stars, men
calling on the rocks to fall on
them, shaking of the powers of
heaven, four destroying winds. n44
Charles goes on to argue that the Apocalyptist was dependent on the same
pre-existing eschatological scheme as the Evangelists, although he does
adapt it for his own use. In his adaptation of the first five woes, John
"recasts them, as to give three or possibly all of them a more or less
43. Charles, Revelation, I, 159; see ibid., 158-161.
44. Ibid., 158; cf. Ford, Revelation, 104, Beasley-Murray, Revelation,
130-131.
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clear historical reference to contemporary events.
It seems likely that John was aware of a scheme of eschatological
events similar to, or identical with, the one known to the synoptic
writers. As with all his traditional material he has used it with
great freedom, adapting it to his own ideas and imagery, nevertheless
the traditional apocalyptic scheme does seem to underlie his thinking.
His imagery, as one would expect, is drawn mainly from the Old
Testament, and in particular Zechariah seems to give the background
to the four horsemen who ride out as each of the first four seals is
broken. The pattern in each of the four instances is very similar.
In each case one of the four living creatures beside the throne (4:6)
says "Come!", and a horseman rides out on a different coloured horse.
Zechariah had a vision of a man riding a red horse, and behind him
were red, sorrel and white horses. When Zechariah asked "What are
these, my Lord?" he was told, "These are they whom the Lord has sent
to patrol the earth." (Zech. 1:8-11). Zechariah does not specifically
state that there were riders on each horse, nor do they seem to have
been sent out in judgement, rather as reporters. Certainly each horse
(and horseman?) did not have a specific task assigned to him as is the
case in the Apocalypse. Nevertheless John must surely have had this
passage in mind.
A similar vision is again found in Zechariah 6:1-8. On this occa¬
sion Zechariah sees four chariots coming from between two mountains.
The first was drawn by red horses, the second black, the third white,
and the fourth dappled grey. Again their task was to patrol the earth,
but only after "presenting themselves before the Lord of all the
earth." (6:5). Again the vision is not identical with that of John,
but the two Zechariah passages serve to emphasise that the horsemen are
45. Charles, Revelation, I, 160 (his italics).
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sent by God himself, at the command, in the Apocalypse, of one of the
living creatures beside the throne (cf. Ezekiel 1). Each horseman
has a similar and related task. There seems no question that the
first horseman, on the white horse, is in any sense different from
the other three.^ Each one is sent from the Lord sitting upon the
throne and remains under his control. That they come to bring des¬
truction and judgement is due to the disobedience of man. The Lord's
hand can still be seen to act even through conquering and oppressive
powers (e.g. Daniel 5:24-27).
Preston and Hanson describe this section as "a Theology of
Power.They state - "John begins from the belief that all power
comes from God. God is absolute tuler of the world. But when God gave
man free will (it is what made him man), he had to allow the possibi¬
lity that man might misuse the power thereby entrusted to him, and this
possibility was realised. In the world of John's day it seemed that a
greater amount of physical power than ever before was being wielded by
the most evil hands the world had yet seen. Rome ruled the civilised
earth. This did not mean, however, that God was helpless, frustrated
by his own gift of power to man. The world was still God's and was
still ruled according to h£s eternal laws of right and wrong. The way
God's power was shown in the world was that the misuse of power entailed
suffering and disaster. Wars, starvation, devastation, these were the
means whereby it was made plain that power abused was still under God's
control. These were the ' judgements' of God,the working out on the plane
of history of his inexorable moral laws."^
46. On this point see Ford, Revelation, 104-106; Beasley-Murray,
Revelation, 131.
47. Preston and Hanson, Revelation, 78.
48. Ibid., 78-79.
Zechariah provides the background to John's vision of the horses,
but the tasks given to the horsemen find their background in other Old
Testament passages. The first horseman, on the white horse, carried a
bow and wore a crown. He went out "conquering and to conquer" (6:2).
Isaiah (5:26-30) and Jeremiah (50:14) both picture invading, pilaging
armies carrying bows and conquering other nations. The idea of the
crown also suggests the concept of one sovereign nation invading another,
to conquer and subdue it. The first order, then, brings war between
nations.
The second horseman, riding the bright red horse, was given a
great sword. He "was permitted to take peace from the earth, so that men
should slay one another" (6:4). The idea is perhaps of more general
uprising and civil disorder, rather than the more formalised invading
forces of the first seal. To use as illustration a modern parallel, the
first rider would have been responsible in this century for the two World
Wars, the second rider would have caused all the minor uprisings,
undeclared wars, and terrorist activity which have taken place in the
intervening years and continue today.
The third horseman, on the black horse, carries a balance and sig¬
nifies famine (6:5). It will not be total starvation, but food will have
to be carefully weighed and rationed. Ezekiel predicts a time when "they
shall eat bread by weight and with fearfulness; and they shall drink
water by measure and in dismay" (Ezek. 4:16, cf. Lev. 26:26). Famine is
the inevitable consequence and partner to war and strife.
So too is the fourth rider, on a pale horse. His name was Death,
and Hades followed him (6:8). For John the two were inseparable (1:18,
20:13, 14). Only the faithful would escape the punishment of God. In a
sense the work of this fourth horseman is a culmination of the other
three. Death may come through various agents - the sword, famine, pesti¬
lence, wild beasts. It will be given power over one-fourth of the earth
(6: 8 cf. Zech. 6:8).
The ideas which John uses in these pictures are not new. In
Leviticus the threat of the ravages of war and famine is made to those
who will not keep the commandments (Lev. 26:14-20). In Ezekiel 5:12
the punishment of the Lord God is pronounced on those who have defiled
the sanctuary - "A third part of you shall die of pestilence and be
consumed with famine in the midst of you; a third part shall fall by
the sword round about you; and a third part I will scatter to all the
winds and will unsheath the sword after them" (Ezek. 5:12). The four
agents of death in Rev. 6:8 are the same as the "four sore acts of
judgement" in Ezek. 14:21. Habakkuk 3:4-15 also provides a pool of
49
ideas which may hirve been developed by the Apocalyptist. The new¬
ness of John's prophecy lies not in the images used, but in the timing
of these acts of judgement. It aeems clear that the violence and
famine and death which the Apocalypse predicts will happen very soon,
indeed the events have either already begun, or the signs make them
inevitable.
Charles links each rider to a contemporary group or event. The
rider with the bow indicates the Parthian empire which was to overthrow
Rome. The second, with the sword, may refer to Rome itself as the
source of social disorder. The third, famine, may be a reference to an
edict of Domitian intended to switch the use of land from vineyards to
grain cultivation, which resulted in so much opposition that it had to
be rescinded. Charles does not give a specific reference to the fourth
horseman - death encompassed all these events.
Charles is right to suggest that while the material included in this
passage is traditional, it is used in such a way as to indicate contem¬
porary events which are either already beginning to have an effect, or
49. See Ford, Revelation, 102.
50. Charles, Revelation, I, 160.
are likely to do so in the near future. His specific suggestions are
all possible, but perhaps one should now simply say that John was
commenting on the political and social order of his time, and assert¬
ing that even though there would be periods of death and destruction,
God was still supreme.
On the opening of the fifth seal, attention is shifted from the
world order, to the fate of the martyrs who "had been slain for the
word of God and for the witness they had borne" (6:9). Ford writes -
"The fifth seal may be seen as the key to the whole chapter for it
looks backward to the concept of the "martyr" Lamb in chapter 5 and for¬
ward to the number of those sealed and the configuration of angels in
chapter 7. It confirms that all the seals are in the context of the
just judgment of God."33
Many commentators believe that John had in mind all martyrs who
died in God's service, whether Christian or pre-Christian. They may
well be right, but the passage gains its significance from the martyr-
52
doms of John's own time. ~ The question "How long?" is a familiar one
in times of danger and oppression. Caird cites the following Old
Testament references - Ps. 6:3, 13:lf; 35:17; 74;9; 79:5; 80:4; 89:46;
90:13; 94:3f; Isaiah 6:11; Jer. 47:6; Hab. 1:2; Zech. 1:12.53 While
the Old Testament writers were, on the whole, looking for a time of
restoration in Israel, the cry of the martyrs in the Apocalypse is for
a time of justice - "how long before thou wilt judge and avenge our
blood on those who dwell upon the earth?" (6:10). This request should
not be seen so much a vindictive outburst as a cry that the justice of
God should be seen to act.
51. Ford, Revelation, 110.
52. See e.g. Kiddle, Revelation, 119; Carrd, Revelation, 84; Beasley-
Murray, Revelation, 135; Ford, Revelation, 110, but cf. Charles,
Revelation, I, 174, 171.
53. Caird, Revelation, 84.
The answer, was for each to be given a white robe symbolising
their ultimate victory and justification (cf. 7:13, 14), but then to
be told that they must wait a little longer until the number of the mar¬
tyrs is complete (6:11). It is not necessary to imagine a specific
number.John is looking forward to the day when God's activity on
earth is complete, and the martyrs will then be vindicated. This
will happen in God's time (cf. 4 Ezra 4:33-37), but the martyrs are
already secure.
The sixth seal reveals cosmic disorder - an earthquake which
affects not only the whole earth but the entire universe (6:12-14).
All men, whatever their status in society, will be found hiding in
caves and calling to the mountains to fall on them, in order to escape
the wrath of the Lamb. No-one can stand before it (6:15-17). Again
the imagery is drawn from traditional apocalyptic understanding (cf.
Ezek. 38:19, 20); Joel 2:30-3:3; Amos 8:8-10; Hos. 10:8; Jer. 4:23-28;
Isaiah 2:10-22; 24:23; 34:4; Matt. 24:29-31; Mk. 13:24-27; Lk. 21:25-
28). It is not relevant to discuss how men would survive the initial
turmoil to be found hiding in caves. John is using apocalyptic imagery
to assert once more the sovereignity of God, and of the Lamb.
The structure of John's work is of interest at this point. Most
commentators consider the events which follow the breaking of the sixth
55
seal to be contained in 6:12-17. Chapter 7 is then an intermission
56
or interpolation. If, however, one includes Chapter 7 with the vision
of the sixth seal it becomes a summary or restatement of the first five.
The first four seals were cosmic in proportion (6:1-8); the opening of
the sixth seal is even more universal in its effect (6:12-17). On the
opening of the fifth seal the martyrs were told they must wait until
54. The 144,000 who are sealed (7:1-8) is intended to signify complete¬
ness - see Farrer, Revelation, 106-108.
55. Ford, Revelation, 120,
56. Caird, Revelation, 93; Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 139.
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their number is complete (6:9-11); in chapter 7 the vision is of
martyrs in white robes worshipping and serving before the throne
(7:9-17), the complete number - 144,000 - having already been chosen
(7:1-8). We suggest that this is an interpolation only in the sense
that John is pausing to restate, in similar but slightly different
imagery, the argument he has advanced in 6:1-11. Where previously
he emphasised the inevitable destruction which is a consequence of
man's disobedience, and indicates the nearness of the End, now he
centres his attention on the judgement of those who refuse to believe,
and the salvation of the faithful - in particular those who have main¬
tained their faith through martyrdom. It would be interesting to know
what John considered the position of those believers who died a natu¬
ral death to be, but it is not a pertinent question. For him, the pre¬
sent persecution was all-encompassing, and his intention was to encour¬
age the faithful, whom he was sure would one day face death.
Austin Farrer is one commentator who emphasised the continuity of
the three visions under the sixth seal (6:12-17; 1-8; 7:9-17). He wri¬
tes - "The theme is perfectly unbroken; it deals with the fulfilment of
the martyrs' prayer and of the promise made to them in the previous
unsealing. The great earthquake of 6:12-17 shows the figure of the
vindication against their enemies for which they prayed; but wrath is
manifested only that it may be held back until the saints have been
sealed against its effects. A last vision (7:9-17) will show how the
sealing, and the endurance of the great persecution under Antichrist,
give God the multitude of saints he desires. The unexpected prolonga¬
tion of the sixth unsealing gives almost physical expression to the
57
delay which the impatience of the saints must learn to stomach."
57. Farrer, Revelation, 104; Note also Charles, Revelation, I, 188-189.
For our study it is important .to note the role of the Lamb in
judgement and vindication. While God, the "Sovereign Lord", is judge
and avenger (6:10), it is the "wrath of the Lamb" (6:16) which is to
be feared. We previously suggested that God and the Lamb act as one
58in judgement. Similarly, while the 144,000 are sealed with "the
seal of the living God" (7:2), the multitude stand and worship before
the Lamb (7:9). It is not necessary to make a distinction between
the 144,000 (7:4) and the "great multitude which no man could number"
(7:9). In 7:1-8 John wants to emphasise the complete number of the
saved,in 7:9-17 he is more concerned with the worship they offer to
59the Laiob. Again, God and the Lamb act together in salvation (7:10).
Chapter 7 is an expansion of 6:11. The martyrs must wait until their
number is complete, but their vindication is secure because "they have
washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the lamb" (7:14).
On the opening of the seventh .seal there is a pause-silence in
heaven for about half an hour - then a whole new series of visions
begins (8:1). We too must pause to consider what has been learnt of
the Apocalyptist's eschatological expectation in the breaking of the
seven seals. His images are traditional, drawn mainly from his deep
knowledge of the Old Testament texts, especially the prophets. No doubt
he was also drawing on Inter-testamental writers, but almost every image
used by the Apocalyptist has an Old Testament parallel. He uses these
traditional apocalyptic images for his own purpose, which is to provide
encouragement for the faithful in the face of persecution and martyrdom.
The signs of the End are clear to him, his vision is of "what must take
place after this" (4:1), but his message is that all the events which
lead up to the final judgement of the wicked and vindication of the
faithful are still within the purposes of God. God never leaves his
58. See above, 79-81.
59. See above, 81-82.
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throne, and the fate of the martyr is secure - he will reign for
ever and ever. At the same time it is not for the martyrs, nor those
facing immanent martyrdom, to rush the activity of God. They must
wait until the total number He has sealed has been gathered in, then
they will see the final judgement and vindication.
One further comment may be added at this point, though not
explicitly stated in the chapters just reviewed. The period of wait¬
ing while the judgemants of God may be seen on earth, is also an oppor¬
tunity for repentance/^ This is seen most clearly in the other two
cycles of the trumpets (chaps. 8-11), and the bowls (chaps. 15,16). In
these John points specifically to the lack of repentance among men (9:
20, 21; 16:9, 11). Ford auggests that John is presenting a, 'theology
of the remnant".^1 She writes - "This is an important part of most
of the prophetic proclamation in the O.T. but, although Paul deals with
it in Romans 9-11, it is not a prominent theme in the N.T. theology.
The concept of the remnant has three facets - destruction, salvation,
62
and an opportunity for the sinners to repent." " These three facets
are indeed reflected in the eschatological understanding of the Apo¬
calypse.
The Return of Christ (Rev. 19:11-20:3)
The breaking of the seven seals gives considerable insight into the
pattern of John's eschatological thinking, but in the final chapters he
concentrates more specifically on the period from Christ's return, to the
63final judgement and salvation (Rev. 19:11-22:5). We must now look at
60. See Rissi, Future, 13.
61. Ford, Revelation, 120.
62. Ibid.
63. These chapters are the basis for Rissi's study, The Future of the
World.
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the essential character of these events surrounding the End-time. His
thinking may be considered in three phases -
1. Christ's triumphant return (19:11-20:3)
2. The martyrs' reign (20:4-10)
3. The final judgement and salvation (20:11-22:5).
The return of Christ in triumph is the image portrayed by the figure
on the white horse, riding out to judge and make war (19:11). The ima¬
gery used is again reminiscent of Zechariah, but there is no real compari¬
son with the rider who appeared on a white horse at the breaking of the
first seal (6:2). Most scholars would, in general, agree with Caird -
"The other rider was part of a fourfold scourge, active only through the
divine permission, fit company for Death and Hades. This Rider is the
Christ, in whom the eternal purpose of God has come to full expression and
achievement.
The description of the Christ returning in triumph and glory is a
powerful one, although to our modern thinking it seems to lack coherence^
Image is piled on image with little apparent concern for consistency, but
then that was not John's concern. The impact of this passage is to por¬
tray Christ as the one who rides out victorious over all the powers of
evil, which to the church in John's day seemed overwhelming and insuper¬
able.
Rissi makes the interesting suggestion that this is in fact a care¬
fully constructed passage, with two groups of statements about the return¬
ing Christ, separated by the description of the "armies of heaven" (19:14).
He writes -
64. Caird, Revelation, 240.
65. See Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 277-278.
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"The first group contains seven elements:
1. Christ is called 'faithful and true'.
2. He judges with justice and wages war.
3. His eyes are (like) a flame of fire.
4. On his head there are many diadems.
5. He hears a name that is written, which nobody knows but himself.
6. He is robed in a garment dipped in blood.
7. His name is called 'the Word of God.'
The second group has four parts:
1. From his mouth there issues a sharp sword with which to smite
the nations.
2. He will shepherd the nations with an iron rod.
3. He will tread the winepress of judgement.
4. On his robe and on his thigh there is written the name of the
Omnipotent Ruler.
Rissi suggests that far from being a "haphazard heaping together of
formulae", these two groups are intended, in the first case to relate to
the church, and in second case to the world. He writes "... all the assertions
in both of the above groups point to this double significance of Christ's
parousia. The two numbers, seven and four, are evidence precisely of that
fact. For John, seven is especially the number of the fullness of the
church and of the Spirit. Four is the traditional number of the cosmos,
and of the earth.
It is an interesting and novel suggestion, but perhaps seeks a struc¬
ture where none is intended. John here brings together the attributes of
66. Rissi, Future, 19,
67. Ibid., 20.
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the triumphant Christ, many of which have been stated elsewhere in the
Apocalypse, to create a vivid and memorable picture of Christ's majesty,
68
authority and power. ' We cannot in this study look at each statement
individually, but there are two images in the vision which are of impor¬
tance to our understanding of John's eschatology, and in particular its
relation to christology.
The first is the picture of Christ, clothed in 'a robe dipped in
blood' (19:13).^ The question is immediately raised, whose blood?
Beasley-Murray gives a useful sunmary of scholarship - "Patristic wri¬
ters interpreted this as meaning that the robe was stained with the
blood of Christ's own sacrifice, a view which may claim support from
1:5, 5:9 and 7:14.'" Most modern commentators hold that the blood is
intended to be that of his enemies,^L while Caird understands it as
72
stains of martyr blood. The context, however, above all verse 15,
demands our recognition that the figure is drawn from Isaiah 63:Iff.,
and that it is used in a similar manner as in its Old Testament source
73
... It indicates his function as executor of the divine wrath."
We have seen before that while John uses Old Testament imagery he
uses it with great freedom and for his own purpose. It is always a
mistake to interpret the Apocalypse by an Old Testament passage, however
relevant it may be. Thi3 vision is certainly a picture of Christ coming
to execute God's judgement, but he does so as the one who shed his own
blood (1:5, 5:9, 7:14, 12:11). This is the sense, we believe, in which
19:13 is to be understood. Each statement in the vision adds to our
knowledge of the nature of Christ. This statement is a reminder that
68. See Farrer, Revelation, 198. Beasley-Murray, Revelation 277-279.
69. seems the most likely reading.
70. More recently Farrer, Revelation 197.
71. Charles relates it directly to the "Parthian kings and their
armies", Revelation, II, 133.
72. See Caird, Revelation, 242-244.
73. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 280; also Kiddle, Revelation, 384-385.
redemption is secure, because of Jesus' own sacrifice. Such an inter¬
pretation is developed by Rissi, who goes on to show how the early
church, by assimilation to Isaiah 63:1-4, may have changed the reading
from i65^3yUyw_Ev'c\/ tor. He concludes - "The garment
of the coming Christ thus reveals the truth and reality of his redemp¬
tion in its eternal validity for the church.The Christ who comes
in triumph is the same Jesus who was slain (cf. 5:6).
The other point of particular note is that while there is an ela¬
borate picture of the birds of prey gathering for the spoils of battle
(19:17-18), and the armies facing one another (19:19), there is no
report of any battle. The victory was complete - the beast and the
false prophet were captured and thrown into the lake of fire (19:20);
the rest were slain by the sword (19:21); even the birds were gorged
(19:21); and the dragon representing the Davil and Satan was bound for
a thousand years (20:1-3). All this without any apparent struggle.
Again we suggest that this is because the struggle had already
taken place and the victory was secure. Commenting on the title "King
of kings and Lord of lords" (19:16), Caird writes - "... the title is
the ground, not the result, of the coming victory; he will conquer the
monster and the kings because he is already King of kings and Lord of
lords (cf. 17:14). The warrant for the title is the initial victory of
the Cross.** Once more the inseparable connection between John's
eschatology and his christology becomes apparent.
This is particularly emphasised in Rissi's study. He comments -
"A decisive feature in this picture of the parousia is that John never
gives up his central christological conception. For him there is only
74. Rissi, Future, 24; cf. Preston and Hanson, Revelation, 120.
75. Caird, Revelation, 246.
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one battle and victory of Christ, which already lies in the past. With
his birth into this world, his death and his exaltation, he hurled the
dragon from his place in heaven and enabled his church to win the vic¬
tory (12:5, 10f.). As the slain lamb he has become 'the lion of Judah'
J /
who is everywhere victorious ( fcVutfjcrtV), and into whose hands domi¬
nion over the world has been committed (5:5). John knows nothing of
any other battle or victory of Christ. Since the issue has already
been decided in the death of Jesus, the eschatological war, for which
7 6
Cod's enemies prepare, will not take place.
rhe Millenial Reign (20:4-10). While the dragon is bound on the return
of Christ, it is only for a thousand years, and then he must be "loosed
for a little while" (20:1-3). One of the most puzzling aspects of
John's eschatological scheme is this concept of a thousand years when
the martyrs would reign with Christ (20:4). It is not enough to suggest,
either that John was slavishly copying the pattern of Ezekiel's prophecy
77
(Ezekiel 35-48), or that he was trying to provide a distinctive reward
7 8
for the martyrs. One can see even less justification for the extensive
79
re-arrangement of this section by Charles. The vision of the millenial
reign is part of John's prophecy, and should be interpreted as an integral
part.
John's thinking, as one would now expect, is rooted in Old Testament
prophecy. Beasley-Murray writes - "The conception of a limited kingdom
of the Messiah is not found in the Old Testament, but its nature as the
76. Rissi, Future, 26-27. The one exception which Rissi sees to this
view is 17:9b~17, which he considers an interpolation. We would
suggest that again the victory of the Lamb is secure (17:14). For a
contrary argument see Oscar Cullmann, "The Kingship of Christ and
the Church in the New Testamant", in The Early Church, ed. A.J.B.
Higgins (London: S.C.M., 1956), 101-137, esp. 112-113.
77. This seems to be the implication of Farrer's comment, Revelation,
204; cf. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 289-292.
78. So Preston and Hanson, Revelation, 124.
79. See Charles, Revelation, II, 144-154.
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divine sovereignty manifested within history and in the earthly scene
is basic to the prophetic hope. For almost all descriptions of the
kingdom in the Old Testament picture it in terms of this world. They
not only set the kingdom in the context of this earth, but frequently
and characteristically represent it as centred in the Holy Land, and
80
above all in Jerusalem." One may cite such well-known passages as
Isaiah 9:2-7; 11:1-12:1, 34:1-35:10; Amos 9; Micah 4,5; Zephaniah 3;
Zechariah 14; Daniel 7:1-14. Caird reminds his readers that, "through¬
out the formative period of Old Testament eschatologv from Amos to
Daniel the Jewish people had no expectation of an after-life. When they
looked forward to the intervention of God in human affairs, in which he
was to vindicate his oppressed people and introduce the new age of
righteousness and peace, they inevitably conceived that new age as a
81
direct continuation of earthly existence." In his conception of the
millenium John is continuing this Old Testament expectation in terras of
the reign of Christ on earth. Why he considered that this reign would
82
last a thousand years is not so clear, but equally not so important.
There is no reason to believe that John thought of it literally as that
83
specific period of time. From the situation of persecution in the
church, John was looking forward to the time when Christ, and the martyrs,
would reign supreme on earth.
This seems to he the interpretation of 20:4-6 (cf. Dan. 7:9-22;
Matt. 19:28, Lk. 22:30), As was noted at 6:9-11, John does not comment
on the position of believers who had died, but not as martyrs. The
80. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 287.
81. Caird, Revelation, 253.
82. There is much speculation from contemporary Jewish sources, see,
e.g. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 288-239; Ford, Revelation, 350-354,
but there is no clearly agreed time period for any messianic reign
on earth. The thousand years may be an echo of Ps. 90:4.
83. See Rissi, Future, 34.
question does not concern him. His concern is to encourage those who
face persecution and death. The fate of other believers in this interim
period was not an issue for him, however much it would make our under¬
standing more complete.^
The central problem for our understanding of the Apocalyptist's
eschatology, and in particular its relation to Johannine eschatology, is
the relation of the millenial reign to the reign of Christ already begun
at his death and resurrection. It has previously been argued that for
the Apocalyptist also the victory has already been secured on the Cross,
In what sense, then, is the reign of Christ during this thousand year
period different from the reign of Christ which has existed from the
resurrection, and in which the believer may share by faith?
Rissi points to the fact that_the dragon, representing Satan, had
85
previously been defeated at 12:8. In chapter 12, however, the vision
is a heavenly one (cf. Lk. 10:18; John 12:31). It portrays in pictorial
terms the actual state of affairs, but that is not apparent in the world.
In chapter 20, the binding of the dragon means the elimination of Satan's
power which should be obvious to all. There is in this vision no hint of
a time for repentance. That time is past, and the events of the End-
time have begun. The martyrs will reign with Christ over those who have
refused his call. Rissi adds - "The apparent power of the dragon, which
has already been overcome by Jesus' historical victory, but which is
still dangerous for those who do not believe in Christ, has now 'objec¬
tively' - that is, in a manner recognizable by the world as well-ceased
84. Note Farrer, Revelation, 205-207.
85. In 20:7-10, the release of Satan at the end of the millenium is
only to instigate his complete destruction. The victory of Christ
and his kingdom is not at issue.
to exist. This conception carries with it a paraenetic element for
the church : she should never at any time bow to this apparent power
86
before the consummation."
The expectation of the reign of Christ on earth is not unique to
the Apocalypse in the New Testament. It is reflected, for example,
in the beatitudes of the sermnn on the Mount (Matt. 5:5,6) and the
87
petition of the Lord's Prayer (Matt. 6:10). A similar, but not
identical, pattern is developed by Paul in 1 Cor. 15:20-28. Neverthe¬
less, the emphasis placed in the Apocalypse on the earthly reign of
Christ and the martyrs, is, in our view, unique within New Testament
writings. So, too, is the limitation of that reign to one thousand
years. John lived at a time when the powers of evil and Satan seemed
to have gained the upper hand, the Church was being persecuted, and
faithful believers were being martyred. In response to this situation,
John emphasises first that the victory of evil is imaginary - the real
victory has already been won by Jesus Christ. Secondly, there will be
a time when the victory of Christ and his martyrs will be apparent on
earth for all to see. This vision of the millenium is integral to
John's thinking because it offers the hope to those facing persecution
and death that Christ's reign is not only in the other world, but in
this world also. ~ . -
The Final Judgement and Salvation (20:11-21:4). In the last chapters
of his Apocalypse John does turn his attention from the earth to a vision
of the final judgement (cf. Dan. 7i9-10; Matt. 25:31-46). The scene is
in Heaven - before the Figure on the white throne, "earth and sky fled
away and no place was found for them" (20:11). The dead are raised to
86. Rissi, Future, 32.
87. See Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 290.
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judgement which is final and irrevocable (20:12,13). Death and Hades
are themselves thrown into the lake of fire (20:14). The vision is of
the complete destruction of evil, even of death itself. The judgement
is made on the basis of whether or not one's name appears in the book
of life (20:15), that is on the basis of one's relation to Jesus
Christ. Rissi points out that the judgement is really "the universal
88
unveiling of decisions that have already been made."' There is also
the obverse aspect - the victory of the faithful. John vividly pic¬
tures the new creation - "new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from
God, prepared as a bride abomed for her husband." (21:2). For those
facing oppression this is the ultimate hope - "... God himself will be
with them; and he will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death
shall be no more, neither shall there be mourning nor crying nor pain
any more, for the former things have passed away." (21:3,4). For our
purpose it is only necessary to note that John retained a very clear
conception of a final and glorious apocalyptic happening, when all
things would be made new.
The Eschatology of the Apocalypse in Relation
to the Johannlne Community
This Appendix did not set out~to discuss every detailfof the Apocaly-
ptist's Visions of the future, and it certainly has not done so. What
may reasonably be claimed is that by making forays into the wealth of
apocalyptic material at certain key points, we have detected essential
aspects of John's eschatological understanding. These may be summarised
under five headings:-
88. Rissi, Future, 37. He compares this conception with John 3:18f., but
we cannot fully accept the close relationship he suggests.
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1. The End is near (1:3; 6:11;. 22:10,20), but there is still
time to repent (9:20; 16:9).
2. Christ will return as the One who has already conquered
(1:5,6; 5:5-14; 19:11-16)._
3. The victorious Christ, and the martyrs, will reign on earth
for a period - one thousand years (20:1-10).
4. There will follow the final judgement (20:11-15), and
salvation (21:1-22:5).
5. All these events, even when evil seems to dominate on earth,
are under the control of God, who never leaves the throne
(4:1; 20:11).
All these aspects, with the exception of the concept of the mille-
nium, may be found in other New Testament writings. The question for
us is how they relate specifically to Johannine thought. One must, as
always, take into account the situation and purpose which prompted the
writing. The Apocalyptist wrote to encourage and offer hope to the
faithful in a time of persecution, which he believed would continue
until Christ's triumphant return. His purpose was entirely different
from the Evangelist or the Letter-writer, and this must be recognised
in any comparison. Having said that, however, distinctive affinities
between the eschatological thought of the Apocalypse and the Johannine
writings must be judged to be slight.
There are two areas of comparison worthy of comment. While looking
at the eschatological expectation of the First Letter, we discovered
that its writer also had a lively expectation of living in the "lasrt
89
hour" (1 Jn. 2:18; cf. 4:3). This was because he believed false prophets
(1 Jn. 4:1) and antichrists (1 Jn: 18,22) were at work in the community.
89. See above, 168-175.
His message to the faithful - that is those who agreed with him - was
that Christ would soon come to vindicate their cause (1 Jn. 2:28-3:3).
His concept really was of Christ returning to settle a dispute within
the community, it bears little resemblance to the imagery and scope
of the Farousia to which the Apocalyptist pointed his followers.
Superficially, both expectea that the End-time was near, indeed had
already begun in the events around them, but their reasoning and their
vision of the End-time, have little in common.
The Evangelist, had no such interest in speculation about the
future. He saw his task as calling men to faith in the present, by the
challenge of his preaching. Speculation about future events could only
distract from the critical nature of man's present decision. By his
decision now the individual would either enter the realm of life or
remain in the realm of death. The challenge to which all men must res¬
pond was the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
It is not always recognised that the death and resurrection of
Jesus is also the crucial event for the Apocalyptist. While he specu¬
lates about the future return of the victorious Christ in vivid apocalyp¬
tic imagery, Christ only returns as the One who had already been to
earth, and who had died - the Lamb who had been slain. We have noted
this emphasis several times even in our short study. While the visions
of the future are intended to encourage the faithful believers, they do
so only because the Christ who returns is the same Jesus who died and in
whom they believe.
The conclusion of this Appendix, however, must ultimately reinforce
the conclusions already reached in the thesis itself. There are broad
areas where one sees similarities of thought, but no more so than with
other New Testament writings. Unlike Rissi we see no conception which
215.
could be said to be "related to the Gospel of John in the profoundest
90
way." Indeed in our view this study of eschatological thought has
moved the Apocalypse even further from the mainstream of Johannine
thinking. Our conclusion remains the same. That while the Apocalyp-
tist may have had some contact with the Johannine community, he cannot
91be considered a member of it.
90. Rissi, Future, 37.
91. It has not bean possible to consider the recently published
articles in L'Apocalypse johannique et 1'Apocalyptique dans le
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